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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COVIVIERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COIVLVIISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www uspto gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/I I/2012 8266432 KAMRO02USO

58293 7590 08/22/2012

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C.
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 500
AUSTIN, TX 78759

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management

(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.goV for additional applicants):

Nader Asgllari-Karnrani, Centreville, VA;
Kamran Asghari-Kamrani, Centreville, VA;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.0.__ov.

IR]03 (Rev. 10/09)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
orE (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (N0teI Use Block 1 foranychange Ofaidtess) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transrriittal. This certi icate cannot be used for anv other accompanying

.Eahdd" l , h ' 'f ld ,
FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. E25315minfenifififiié%”r‘i$iiE°or“fra“;.‘§.i‘ii§§‘i§i3?°“‘°‘ °’““‘‘ ‘‘‘W“‘** “‘“S‘

_ Certificate of Mailing or_Tra_nsmissior_i _ _
ARBORETUM PLAZA ON E, SUITE 500 E3:.i::‘r,::=;t‘§1e*:?.‘*s:ftF::tS.£::t:?::t§:t1:it:%.itrzstziitrt;‘*;:h:.‘5:t::;2addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile

N’ transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
Michael P. Fortkort t'Dep0sit01's name)

/Michael P. Fortkort/ (Signature)

August 13, 2012 (Date)

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/15/2008 Nader Asghari-Kamrani KAMR002USO 7516
TITLE OF INVENTION:

APPLl\. TYPE SMALL EN'I'I'I'Y ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION PEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE 'I'O'I'AL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional yes $870 $300 $0 08/24/2012
EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of"Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent frontpage, list
CFR1363), 1 Michael P. Fottkort, Esq.(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys

3 Change of corres ondence address (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR, alternatively,
Address orm PTO,’ B/122) attached. (2) the name Ofa single firm (having as a member a 2 MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC
:1 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 2_ registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
Number is required. listed, no name will be printed.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : El Individual El Corporation or other private group entity El Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
Ll Issue Fee _l A check is enclosed.

21 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) :1 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies :1 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account l\iimber 503776 (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 3 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(_g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

/Michael P. Fortkort/ Date August 13, 2012

Michael P. Fortkort RegiStmi0nN0. 35,141

Authorized Signature

Typed or printed name

This collection of inforrriatiori is required by 37 CFR 1.31 1. The iriforrriatiori is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will va de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to e C ief I ormation Officer, U. S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexancfiia, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOL—85 (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not fur11isl1 the

requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(m).

. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of
that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 12210926

CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

Title of Invention: METHOD

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari—Kamrani

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Filed as Small Entity

Utility under 35 USC 1 1 1 (a) Filing Fees

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Utility Appl issue fee

Publ. Fee— early, voluntary, or normal
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity Usms)

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 13481944

Application Number: 12210926

CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

Title of Invention: METHOD

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari-Kamrani

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Receipt Date: 13-AUG-2012

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Credit Card

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1170

RAM confirmation Number 1764

Deposit Account 503776

Authorized User FORTKORT,MICHAEL P

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifapp|.)

121320
Fee_transmitta|_fi|ed_081312_

l22l0926pdf 5eS04977c82404b64cc23fda3ec6b5a3c2c
7:60

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85 B)

Warnings:

Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee-info.pdf 27baec0b22c4fddc86dc9f4Bfc3eef9170I
09a

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

I hereby certify that on May 25, 2012 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: May 25 , 2012 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMROOZUSO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

Sir:

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

The Applicants wish to thank Examiner Abdulhakim Nobahar for participating in an

interview with their representatives (Mr. Fortkort, Mr. Nader Asghari—Kamrani, Mr. Karnran

Asghari—Kamrani and Mr. Hewitt) on April 26, 2012. During the interview, the Applicants’
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

representatives discussed the differences between the prior art and the claims, in particular

references by Kaliski and Hill. The Applicants brought an expert in authentication and online

transactions, Mr. James Hewitt who explained how the system disclosed by Kaliski operates and

highlighted the differences between the claims at issue and the prior art of Kaliski and Hill.

The Applicants noted that the prior art does not teach the use of a dynamic code that is

valid for a predetermined time and becomes invalid after being used, which dynamic code is

provided by a trusted authenticator and used as the basis for authentication of an individual

during an electronic transaction.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 or § 1.17 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.

In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: May 25 , 2012

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 12864233

Application Number: 12210926

CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

Title of Invention: METHOD

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari-Kamrani

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Receipt Date: 25—MAY—201 2

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

 Message Digest Part /ozip
Applicant summary of interview with |nterview_Summary_12210926

examiner _042612.pcIf a964b2cZ891dd7129f7b00e9afc06f1023eb
11633

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P 0 Box I450
Alexanclria, Vi 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

EXA V NER
58293 7590 05/24/2012

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. NOBAHAKABDULHAKLVI
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE. SUITE 500
AUSTIN, TX 78759 3432

DATE MAILED: 05/24/2012

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/ 15/2008 Nader Asghari—Kamrani KAMR002USO 7516
TITLE OF INV,:NTION: C,:NTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

APPL.\. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES $870 $300 S0nonprm/isional $1 170 08/24/2012

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAINIINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or

II the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE a11d PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

111. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contraiy.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after l)ec. I2, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 3
PTOL—85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or @ (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (h) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 forany Change of address) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.58293 7590 05/24/2012

& I h b T Lh Ceki;tit}cat(e\otr'Fl\/[ailing t‘ir_T;a_i1sm;ssion d _th Lh U _ dere certi at t is ‘ee s) ransmitta is ein e osite wi e nite
N‘ CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY States Plostal Slervice with sufficient postage for firgt clgss mail in an envelope

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 5()() addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE’ FEE address above. or being facsimile
AUSTIN, TX 78759 transmitted to the USPTO (571)273-2885, on the date indicated below.

(Deposilofls iiaiiie)

(Signaluie)

(Date)

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/ 15/2008 Nader Asghari—Kainrani KAMR002USO 7516
TITLE OF 1NV,:NT1ONl C,:NTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

APPL.\. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEEt_S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovi sional YES $870 $300 . 08/24/2012

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUB CLASS

NOBAHAR, ABDULHAKIM 2432 7 I 3- 168000

1 . Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list
CFR 1363). . .(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR, alternatively,
Address Orm PTO/SB/122) attached‘ (2) the name of a single firm (having as a nieniber a
:l "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 2_ registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name Is
Number is required, listed, no name Will be printed.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : D Individual D Corporation or other private group entity D Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account l\iimber (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)
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Notice Of Examiner Art Unit

ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR 2432
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EXAMlNER’S AMENDMENT

An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment was given in a telephone interview

with Mr. Michael P. Fortkort, Reg. No. 35,141 on 04/30/2012, 05/01/2012 and

05/14/2012.

The application has been amended as follows:

In the claims:

Please replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the application with the

following listing of the claims.

1. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an léxternal-Entity external-entity, the method

comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic Seeureeede code for the user by

a computer associated with a Gentral-Entity central-entity during the transaction

between the user and the %eternal—Ent4'ty external—entity;

generating by the central-entity during the transaction a dynamic Seeureeeele

co e for the user in response to the request, wherein the dynamic Seeureeeele code is

valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid after being used;
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providing by the computer associated with the central-entity said generated

SeeureGee|e dynamic code to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by the Gentral—Enti-ty central-entity a request for

authenticating the user from a computer associated with the external-entity based on a

user-specific information and the dynamic code as a digital identity included in the

reguest which said dynamic code was received by the user during the transaction and

was provided to the external-entity by the user during the transaction 

and

authenticating by the Central-Entit-y central-entity the user and providing a result

of the authenticating to the external-entity during the transaction if the digital identity is

Valid.

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

combining said generated Seeu-reGee|e dynamic code with [[a]] ’th_e user-specific

information using a predetermined algorithm to form a combined SeeureGede dynamic

code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Seeu-reGeele dynamic code and user specific

information at the Central-Entity central-entity;
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comparing the combined Seeu-reeede dynamic code and user specific

information with a received combined SeeureGee|e dynamic code and user specific

information to validate the user.

5-11. (Cancelled)

12. (Cancelled)

13. (Cancelled)

14. (Cancelled)

15. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[14]] 1, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a

login name, and an identification phrase.

16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a

financial transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a

non-financial transaction.
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18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web-site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or

more of the following: [[an]] a public network, the Internet, a wireless network, a mobile

network, a satellite network, and a private network.

20. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central-Entit-y central-

entity, and said External-Entity external—entity.

21. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an

electronic transaction with an %etemai—Ei=it-i-ty external—entity, the apparatus comprising:

a first Central-Entity central-entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SeeureeeeleQ for the user in response to a

request during the electronic transaction, wherein the dynamic SeeureeedeQ

is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid after being used; and

provide said Seeureeede dynamic code to the user during the electronic

transaction;

a second Central-Emit-y central-entity computer adapted to validate a digital

identity in response to an authentication reguest from the external—entity, which
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authentication reguest includes a user—specific information and the dynamic code as the

digital identity which dynamic code was received by the user during the electronic

transaction and was provided to the external—entity by the user during the electronic

transaction , and t_o authenticate the user if the digital

identity is valid and to provide a result of the authentication of the user to the external-

entity during the electronic transaction.

22. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

has a pre—existing relationship with the Extemal-Entity external—entity.

23. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

has no pre—existing relationship with the E>etei=i=ial-Entuit-y external—entity.

24. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said

%eteH=ial—Ei=it-it-y external-entity and said Gei=m=al—Ei=itit-y central—entity use a Seeureeeele

dynamic code that is algorithmically combined with said th_e user—specific information.

25-31. (Cancelled)

32. (Cancelled)

33. (Cancelled)
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34. (Cancelled)

35. (Cancelled)

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web-site or restricted computer/server.

39. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction

occurs over a communication network and wherein said communication network

comprises one or more of the following[[;]]: a public network, [[an]]fi Internet, a

wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private network.

40. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction

occurs over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said CeHt~ral—Entit-y

central—entity, and said External-Entity external—entity.
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41. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said

algorithmically combined -Seeuteeeele dynamic code and user specific information is

used to authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said GentFal-

Entity central-entity is using said algorithmically combined Seeu-i=eGee|e dynamic code

and user specific information to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said E>etemal-

Entity external-entity and said Central-En-t4'ty central-entity are the same entity.

45. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central.-

Enttty central-entity invalidates the S-eeuteGede dynamic code after authenticating the

US€|'.

46. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Central-

Enttty central-entity invalidates the S-eeuteeeele dynamic code after a predefined period

of time passes from when the Seeuteeeele dynamic code was generated.
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47. (Previously Presented ) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said

Gentral—Entity central—entity generates the SeeureGeele dynamic code with dependence

on the user information.

48. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 47, wherein said user

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a

login name, and an identification phrase.

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an E>ete+=nal-Entit-y external-entity, the method

comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic Seeu-reeede code for the user by

a computer associated with a Gentral-Entity central—entity during the electronic

transaction between the user and the External-Entity external—entity;

generating by the central—entity during the electronic transaction a dynamic

Seeu4=eGee|e code for the user in response to the request, wherein the dynamic

SeeureGeele code is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid after being used;

providing by a computer associated with the central—entity said generated

SeeureGee|e dynamic code to the user during the transaction;
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receiving eleet-i=enieal-ly during the electronic transaction by [[a]] another computer

associated with the Gentral-Entity central-entity a request from the external—entity for

authenticating the user based on a user—specific information and the dynamic code as a

digital identity included in the reguest which E dynamic code

was received by the user during the transaction and was provided by the user to the

 ;

and

authenticating by the Gentral-Entity central-entity the user and providing a result

of the authentication of the user to the external-entity during the transaction if the digital

identity is valid, wherein said Seeureeeele dynamic code is alphanumeric.

51. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user

communicates with said Gentral-Emit-y central-entity over a communication network.

52. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an

electronic transaction with an External-En-ti-ty external-entity, the apparatus comprising:

a first Gentral—Entit-y central-entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic Seeureeeele code for the user in response to a

request from the user during the electronic transaction, wherein the dynamic

Seeureeeele code is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid after being

used;and
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provide said Seeu-reeeele dynamic code to the user during the electronic

transaction;

a second Gentral—Entity central-entity computer adapted to validate a user-

specific information and the dynamic code as a digital identity included in an

authentication reguest from the external-entity, which said dynamic code was received

by the user during the electronic transaction and was provided by the user to the

external-entity during the electronic transaction and t_o

authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid and to provide a result of the

authentication of the user to the external-entity during the electronic transaction,

wherein said Seeureeeele dynamic code is alphanumeric.

53. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user

communicates with said Extemal-Entity external-entity over a communication network.

54. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said Central-Entity central-entity over a communication network.

55. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said External-Entity external-entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)
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58. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said

SeeureGee|e dynamic code is generated based on a request submitted by said user

over a communication network.

59. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said

request is initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61 -62. (Cancelled)

63. (Currently Amended) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said

first Gent-ral-Enti-ty central—entity computer and said second Central-Entity central-entity

computer are the same.

64. (Currently Amended) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Gentral—Entity central-entity computer and said second Gentral—Entity central-entity

computer are different.

65. (Cancelled)

66. (Cancelled)
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67. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital

identity is invalid if the Seeureeede dynamic code is invalid.

68. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital

identity is valid if at least the Seeureeeele dynamic code is valid.

69. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External-

Entit-y external-entity authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication

message from the Gentral—Entity central—entity.

70. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said E>etei=i=ial-

Entity external-entity authenticates the user if said Gentral—Entit-y central-entity

authenticates the user based on the Seeui=eGede dynamic code.

71. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

is invalid if the Seeuiceeeele dynamic code is invalid.

72. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

is valid if at least the Seeureeeele dynamic code is valid.
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73. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Jéeternal-Entity

external-entity authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication

message from the Ge-i=itral—Enti-ty central-entity.

74. (Cancelled)

75. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Gent~i=al—Entit-y

central-entity invalidates the SeeureGede dynamic code after authenticating the user.

76. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the Central-Entit-y

central-entity invalidates the Seeureeede dynamic code after a predefined period of

time passes after the Seeureeeele dynamic code was generated.

77. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Genti=al—Enti-ty

central-entity generates the Seeureeeele dynamic code based on said user-specific

information.

78. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 77, wherein said user-specific

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a

login name, a password, and an identification phrase.

79. (Cancelled)
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80. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said léeternal-Entity

external-entity authenticates the user if said Gentl=al—Entity central—entity authenticates

the user based on the Seeureeeele dynamic code.

81. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Beternal-Entity

external-entity and Central-Entity central-entity are the same entity.

82. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 50, wherein said E>eteH=ral-

Entity external-entity and Gen+ral—Ent4'ty central-entity are the same entity.

83. (Cancelled)

84. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[83]] 5_O, wherein the user—specific

information includes user-identifying information.

85. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[83]] 5_O, wherein the user—specific

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a

login name, and an identification phrase.

86. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 52, wherein said Jéeternal-Entity

external-entity and Central-Entity central—entity are the same entity.
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87. (Cancelled)

88. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim [[87]] Q, wherein the user-

specific information includes user-identifying information.

89. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[87]] Q, wherein the user—specific

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a

login name, and an identification phrase.

90. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[14]] 1, wherein the user—specific

information includes user-identifying information.

91. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim [[34]] Q, wherein the user-

specific information includes user-identifying information.

Allowable Subject Matter

1. Claims 1, 4, 15-24, 36-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60, 63, 64, 67-73, 75-78, 80-82, 84-

86 and 88-91 are allowed.

2. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

The primary reasons for the allowance of the claims 1, 4, 15-24, 36-41, 43-48,

50-55, 58, 60, 63, 64, 67-73, 75-78, 80-82, 84-86 and 88-91 are the inclusion of the
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following limitations that are not found in the prior arts and they are uniquely distinct

features. The closest prior arts are Kaliski, Jr. (US 201/00100724 A1), Jespersen et al.

(US 7,171,694 B1) and Chen et al. (US 5,590,197 A). Kaliski discloses a method for

accessing encrypted data by a client. The method includes receiving from the client by a

server client information derived from a first secret wherein the client information is

derived such that the server cannot feasibly determine the first secret. The method also

includes providing to the client by the server intermediate data that is derived

responsive to the received client information, a server secret, and possibly other

information. Jespersen et al. discloses a method for performing a transaction between a

legal entity A who has an approval to perform such a transaction, and a legal entity B

over a network, the transaction being initiated by the legal entity A, wherein the legal

entity A, to verify the approval to the legal entity B, associates the transaction with a

verification insignia, and the verification insignia being a unique transitory insignia

provided to the legal entity A by a legal entity C who thereby guarantees that the legal

entity A has the approval. Chen et al. discloses an invention that enables a party to

make electronic payments using a new payment medium referred to herein as the cyber

wallet. The cyber wallet may be thought of as an expansion of the credit card concept

into a concept involving multiple cards with multiple issuers in a convenient package

designed to enable the holder of the cyber wallet to make purchases over the vast

global communications network known as the Internet, with full protection of the

electronic payment information from not only eavesdroppers, but also from remote

merchants, without the need to verify the trustworthiness of the merchant.
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However, the above arts, singularly or in combination, fail to anticipate or render

the following limitations:

Claims 1, 4, 15-20, 41, 43-48, 51, 53, 58, 60, 67-70 and 90: receiving

electronically by the central-entity a request for authenticating the user from a computer

associated with the external-entity based on a user-specific information and the

dynamic code as a digital identity included in the request which said dynamic code was

received by the user during the transaction and was provided to the external-entity by

the user during the transaction; and

authenticating by the central-entity the user and providing a result of the

authenticating to the external-entity during the transaction if the digital identity is valid.

Claims 21-24, 36-40, 54, 55, 63, 64, 71-73, 75-78, 80, 81 and 91: a second

central-entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity in response to an

authentication request from the external-entity, which authentication request includes a

user-specific information and the dynamic code as the digital identity which dynamic

code was received by the user during the electronic transaction and was provided to the

external-entity by the user during the electronic transaction, and to authenticate the user

if the digital identity is valid and to provide a result of the authentication of the user to

the external-entity during the electronic transaction.

Claims 50, 82, 84 and 85: receiving during the electronic transaction by another

computer associated with the central-entity a request from the external-entity for

authenticating the user based on a user-specific information and the dynamic code as a

digital identity included in the request, which said dynamic code was received by the
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user during the transaction and was provided by the user to the external-entity during

the electronic transaction.

Claims 52, 86, 88 and 89: a second central-entity computer adapted to validate a

user-specific information and the dynamic code as a digital identity included in an

authentication request from the external-entity, which said dynamic code was received

by the user during the electronic transaction and was provided by the user to the

external-entity during the electronic transaction, and to authenticate the user if the

digital identity is valid and to provide a result of the authentication of the user to the

external-entity during the electronic transaction.

Conclusion

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany

the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on Statement of

Reasons for Allowance.”

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Abdulhakim Nobahar whose telephone number is 571 -

272-3808. The examiner can normally be reached on M—T 8-6.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on 571-272-3799. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

/Gilberto Barron Jr./ /Abdulhakim Nobahar/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2432 Examiner, Art Unit 2432
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/210,926 ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.

Applicant-Initiated Interview Summary Examiner

ABDULHAKI M NOBAHAR

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR. (3)Mr. Nader Kamrani & Mr. Kamran Kamrani .

(2) Mr. Michael Fortkort, Reg. No. 35,141. (4)Mr. James Hewitt.

Date of Interview: 26Agri/ 2012.

Type: |:I Telephonic |:I Video Conference
IZI Personal [copy given to: El applicant I:I applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: |:I Yes IZI No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed l:I101 l:I112 l:I102 IXl103 I:lOthers
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 1 21 43 50 and 52.

Identification of prior art discussed: US 2010/0100724 & US 6236981.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof. claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

C/aims limitations versus the prior arts Kaliski and Hill teachings were discussed. It was found that Kaliski—Hill does
not teach sending user information Q/US a temporary single—use code to a trusted server by a web server ogerated by
an entity such as a merchant, reguesting from the trusted server to authenticate the user based on the user
information and the the temgorarz single—use code. Examiner will further conduct a search to see if there is a prior art
disclosing this limitation.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

|:I Attachment
/Abdulhakim Nobaharl
Examiner, Art Unit 2432

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20120427
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face—to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

in every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 USC. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants ortheir attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No, placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
—Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
—Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicants record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check tor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of reoord, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examineris version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiners initials.
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PTOL-413A (08-10)

DOC Code: or Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form

Application No‘: 12/21 0,926 First Named Applicant; ASGHARi-KAMRANI, Nader et al.
Examiner: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar Art Unit: 2432 Status of Application:Pending

Tentative Participants:

(1) Michael P. Fortkort (2) Nader Kamrani

(3) Kamran Kamrani (4) James Hewitt

Proposed Date of Interview: Apr” 26’ 2012 Proposed Time: 11300 3-"1 (AM/PM)

Type of Interview Requested:

(1) [ ] Telephonic (2) [«] Personal (3) [ ] Video Conference

Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: [ ] YES [r] NO

If yes, provide brief description:

Issues To Be Discussed

Issues Claims/ Prior Discussed Not Agreed

(Rej., Obj., etc) Fig. #5 Art

(1) Re] All Kaliski/Hill [ ]

(24 l J

(34 [ ]

(‘Um I I

[ ] Continuation Sheet Attached [ ] Proposed Amendment or Arguments Attached

Brief Description of Arguments to be Presented: Combination of Kaliski and Hill fails to state a prima facie case of
obviousness. For example, digital tokens are not used for authentication and authentication not based on code generated during transaction.

An interview was conducted on the above-identified application on April 26, 2012

NOTE: This form should be completed and filed by applicant in advance of the interview (see NIPEP § 713.01).
If this form is signed by a registered practitioner not of record, the Office will accept this as an indication that he
or she is authorized to conduct an interview on behalf of the principal (37 CFR 1.32(a)(3)) pursuant to 37 CFR
1.34. This is not a power of attorney to any above named practitioner. See the Instruction Sheet for this form,
which is incorporated by reference. By signing this form, applicant or practitioner is certifying that he or she has
read the Instruction Sheet. After the interview is conducted, applicant is advised to file a statement of the
substance of this interview (37 CFR 1.133(b)) as soon as possible. This application will not be delayed from issue
because of applicant’s failure to submit a written record of this interview.

/Michael P. Fortkortl

Applicant/Applicant’s Representative Signature Examiner/SPE Signature

Michael P. Fortkort

Typed/Printed Name of Applicant or Representative

35, 1 41

Registration Number, if applicable
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.133. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 24 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Ofiicer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U. S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COl\/IPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call I-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

I hereby certify that on March 1, 2012 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted Via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 1. 2012 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the non—final Office Action mailed January 6, 2012, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 15.
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Attorney Docket No. KAMRO02USO

In the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an External—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid

after being used;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronicallyh% by the Central—Entity a request for

authenticating the user based on a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity

includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

Please cancel claims 2-3 without disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter

contained therein.

2. (Cancelled) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre—eXisting

relationship with the External—Entity.
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3. (Cancelled) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre—eXisting

relationship with the External—Entity.

4. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a

predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with a received

combined Secure—Code and user specific information$% 

to validate the user.

5-11. (Cancelled)

12. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

receives the user’s digital identity.

13. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.
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Attorney Docket No. KAMRO02USO

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a

user—specific information.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase.

16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial

transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-

financial transaction.

18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to

access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the

following: an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private

network.

20. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said EXtemal—
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21. (Previously Presented) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes

invalid after being used; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid.

22. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has a

pre—existing relationship with the External—Entity.

23. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has no

pre—eXisting relationship with the External—Entity.

24. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said External-

Entity and said Central—Entity use a SecureCode that is algorithmically combined with said user-

specific information.

25-31. (Cancelled)
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32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the user submits

a digital identity to the External—Entity.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the External-

Entity submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the digital identity

includes a user— specific information.

35. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following; an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

and an identification phrase.

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.
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39. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network and wherein said communication network comprises one or more

of the following; an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a

private network.

40. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said

Extemal—Entity.

41. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said%H 

using—saiel algorithmically combined SecureCode and user specific information is used to

authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said Central—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity and said

Central—Entity are the same entity.

45. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity

invalidates the SecureCode after authenticating the user.
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46. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Central—Entity

invalidates the SecureCode after a predefined period of time passes from when the SecureCode

was generated.

47. (Previously Presented ) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode with dependence on the user information.

48. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 47, wherein said user

information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

and an identification phrase.

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Previously Presented) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an EXtemal—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid

after being used;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on
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a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

valid, wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.

51. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Central—Entity over a communication network.

52. (Previously Presented) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity. the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes

invalid after being used; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid, wherein said

SecureCode is alphanumeric.

53. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Extemal—Entity over a communication network.

54. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 2l, wherein said user

communicates with said Central—Entity over a communication network.
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55. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said External—Entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)

58. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode is

generated based on a request submitted by said user over a communication network.

59. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is

initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61-62. (Cancelled)

63. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are the same.

64. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are different.

65. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity
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comprises the SecureCode and a user—specific information.

66. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

67. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

68. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

69. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

70. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

71. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

72. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.
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73. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said External—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

74. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

75. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

invalidates the SecureCode after authenticating the user.

76. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the Central—Entity

invalidates the SecureCode after a predefined period of time passes after the SecureCode was

generated.

77. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode based on said user information.

78. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 77, wherein said user information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, a password,

and an identification phrase.

79. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 65, wherein the user specific information
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comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase.

80. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

81. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity and

Central—Entity are the same entity.

82. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 50, wherein said External—Entity

and Central—Entity are the same entity.

83. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 50, wherein said digital identity includes

a user— specific information.

84. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 83, wherein the user—specific information

includes user—identifying information.

85. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 83, wherein the user—specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase.

86. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 5 2, wherein said EXternal—Entity and
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Central—Entity are the same entity.

87. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 5 2, wherein said digital identity

includes an user—specific information.

88. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 87, wherein the user—specific

information includes user—identifying information.

89. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 87, wherein the user—specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase.

90. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, wherein the user—specific information

includes user—identifying information.

91. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user—specific

information includes user—identifying information.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-91were previously pending.

Claims 5-11, 25-31, 42, 49, 56-57, 59 and 61-62 have been previously cancelled without

disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 2-3 have been cancelled

without disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 1, 4 and 41

have been amended as indicated below. Claims 1, 4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-

91 remain pending.

OBJECTION TO THE SPECIFICATION

The Examiner objected to the specification for failing to provide proper antecedent basis

for the claimed subject matter citing 37 C.F.R. § 1.74(d) and MPEP § 608.01(o). Specifically,

the Examiner contends claims 2 and 3 lack support for whether the user has a pre-existing

relationship with the External Entity or not. While the Applicants respectfully disagree with the

Examiner’s contentions, to expedite issuance of a notice of allowance, claims 2-3 have been

cancelled without disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein.

With regard to claim 4, the Examiner contends this claim remains unclear. The

Applicants have amended claim 4 to be consistent with the specification, at page 14, first full

paragraph.

With regard to claim 41, the Examiner contends this claim is not supported in the

specification. The Applicants have amended claim 41 to be consistent with the specification at

page 14, first full paragraph.

In light of the foregoing amendments, the Applicants respectfully request reconsideration

and withdrawal of the objection to the specification and claims 2-4, and 41.
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CLAIM OBJECTIONS

The Examiner objected to claim l based on a certain informality, which has been

corrected. In light of the correction, the Applicants respectfully request reconsideration and

withdrawal of the objection to claiml.

CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER KALISKI, JR. AND HILL
EITHER TAKEN ALONE OR IN COMBINATION

The Office Action rejected claims 1-4, 12-20, 22-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60, 63 and

65-91 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent Publication No.

20l0/0100724 Al by Kaliski, Jr. [hereinafter “Kaliski, Jr.”] in View of U.S. Patent No. 6,236,981

by Hill [hereinafter “Hill”]. Generally, the Office Action contends that Kaliski, Jr. discloses all

of the elements of the claims, except for certain missing features that it contends can be found in

Hill, and further contends that it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

modify the system of Kaliski, Jr. using these certain missing features from Hill for various

specified reasons. For example with regard to claim 1, the Office Action asserts that Kaliski, Jr.

discloses all of the elements of the claim at is sue, except for “that the dynamic SecureCode

becomes invalid after being used.” The Applicants respectfully disagree with the Office Action’s

characterization of these references vis-a-vis the claims at issue and respectfully request

reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection in light of the following remarks.

Factual Inquiries Set Forth in Graham v. John Deere Show Non-Obviousness

I. Detennining Scope 0fPri0r Art

Kaliski, Jr. teaches a technique for developing a hardened password that is then used to

derive a decryption key or as the decryption key, which decryption key is then used to
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successfully decrypt user information thereby Verifying the authenticity of the user. Thus, the

hardened password is not used to authenticate the user, but rather successful decryption is the

basis for authenticating the user. Afi‘. N. Kamranifiled 030112, 7[7[13—15;Afi‘. K. Kamranifiled

030112, fifi14—16;Afi”. Hewittfiled 030112, ff] 7-19; and Afi”. Hosseinzadelz filed 030112, %’[13—

15.

Hill teaches the use of digital tokens as a payment mechanism. The digital tokens are not

used to authenticate the user. The issuer merely authenticates the digital tokens as Valid payment

but not as authentication of the user. Afi”. N. Kamranifiled 030112, %Wl6—l9; Afi”. K. Kamrani

filed 030112, W711 7-20; Afi”. Hewittfiled 030112, WW21—23; and A13‘. Hosseinzadelifiled 030112,

7[7[16—19.

2. Ascertaining the Difi”erences Between the Prior Art and Claims at Issue

The Claims at issue include the limitations that the dynamic SecureCode is generated

during the transaction between the user and the External—Entity and that the so generated

dynamic SecureCode is then used by a Central Entity to authenticate the user to an External

Entity. Kaliski, Jr. does not authenticate a user based on any code generated during the

transaction between the user and the merchant because successful decryption forms the basis of

authentication in Kaliski, Jr. Afi”. N. Kamrani filed 030112, §’[7[13—15,'Afi‘. K. Kamranifiled

030112, WW14—16;Afi‘I Hewittfiled 030112, flfll 7-19; and Afil Hosseinzadelz filed 030112, %’[13—

15.

Hill also does not authenticate a user based on a code generated during the transaction. In

fact, Hill fails to teach any authentication of the user but merely authentication of payment

tokens, which are not used for authentication of the user. Afi”. N. Kamrani filed 030112, YMM-
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19; A13‘. K. Kamranifiled 030112, WW1 7-20; Afi”. Hewittfiled 030112, WW2]-23; and A13‘.

Hosseinzadeh filed 030112, WW16-19. Hill is merely cited for the claim element that the

SecureCode becomes invalid after use.

Nonce Is Not Recited SecureCode

The Examiner equates the nonce of Kaliski, Jr. to the SecureCode of the present application

(“wherein the nonce corresponds to the recited dynamic SecureCode.” Office Action, p. 4). But

the Applicants respectfully submit that the nonce is not equivalent to the recited dynamic

SecureCode. Afi’. N. Kamrcmifiled 030112, W[5—8; Afi‘. K. Kamranifiled 030112, W/6-9; Afi”.

Hewirrfiled 030112, 7[7[9—12; and Afi‘. Hosseinzadehfiled 030112, 7[7[5—8. A nonce is merely a

session identifier that is associated with each user’s session in a client server arrangement. Id.

Authentication Not Based on SecureCode

Next, the Office Action contends that Kaliski, Jr. teaches the claim element

“authenticating the user during the transaction if the digital identity is valid.” For this claim

element, the Examiner refers to paragraph [01 l2] of Kaliski, Jr. However, in Kaliski, Jr.

authentication is not based on the digital identity that includes the nonce, but rather

authentication is based on successful decryption of an electronic signature. Afi‘. N. Kamranifiled

030112, WW13-15; Afi‘. K. Kamranifiled 030112, 7[7[14-16;Afi‘. Hewittfiled 030112, 7[7[1 7-19;

and A]j‘I Hosseinzadeh filed 0301 12, flW13-15.

In Kaliski, Jr. authentication is not based on the nonce, rather the nonce is merely an

identifier used to indicate “whether or not the authentication attempt associated with the nonce

was successful.” Kaliski, Jr., 7[[0112]. Afi‘. N. Kamranifiled 030112, 7[7[5-8; Afi‘. K. Kamrani
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filed 030112, %’[6—9; Afi‘. Hewittfiled 030112, 577[9—12; and Afi’. Hosseinzadeh filed 030112, W[5—

8.

Authentication Server Equated with the Central Entity by the Office Action Does Not
Authenticate the User as Recited in the Claims

The Office Action equates the recited Central Entity with the Authentication Server 730

of FIG. 7 from Kaliski, Jr. Ofiice Action, p. 4. Claim 1 specifically states “authenticating by the

Central Entity the user during the transaction...” However, the Authentication Server 730 of

Kaliski, Jr. does not authenticate the user, but rather the web server 710 authenticates the user

based on successful decryption of the user’s digital signature. Afi‘. N. Kamrani filed 030112,

7[7[10—12,-Afi’. K. Kamranifiled 030112, 7[7[11—13,-Afi‘. Hewittfiled 030112, 7[7[14—16; and Afi‘.

Hosseinzadehfiled 030112, WW10—12.

Authentication Server Equated with the Central Entity by the Office Action Does Not

Receive Authentication Request as Recited in the Claims

Claim 1 also recites “receiving electronically by the Central Entity a request for

authenticating the user based on a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity

includes the SecureCode.” However, the Authentication Server 730 of Kaliski, Jr. does not

receive a request for authenticating the user because the web server 710 authenticates the user

based on successful decryption of the user’s digital signature. Afi‘. N. Kamranifiled 030112, 7[9;

Afi‘. K. Kamranifiled 030112, $10; Afi‘. Hewittfiled 030112, $13; and Afi”. Hosseinzadehfiled

0301 1 2, 7[9. Thus, neither reference includes the recited claim elements of: (1) authenticating

the user based on a SecureCode; (2) receiving an authentication request message by a Central

Entity, which message includes a SecureCode generated by the Central Entity; (3) authenticating
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the user by the Central Entity that generated the SecureCode. Without these features, the

suggested combination fails to state a primcifacie case of obviousness. Reconsideration and

withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is therefore respectfully requested.

CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER KALISKI, JR. AND HILL TAKEN ALONE
OR IN COMBINATION WITH CERTAIN OFFICIAL NOTICE

The Office Action rejected claims 23, 66, 68, 70 and 71 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as

being unpatentable over the combination of Kaliski, Jr. and Hill and further in View of certain

Official Notice. The Office Action contends that the above mentioned combination of Kaliski,

Jr. and Hill discloses all of the elements of the claim at issue, except for “wherein the request for

the dynamic code is received by a computer associated with a first trusted authenticator and the

authentication request is received by a computer associated with a second trusted authenticator

that is different than the first trusted authenticator,” for which the Office Action provides certain

Official Notice. The Office Action takes Official Notice for this teaching absent from Kaliski,

Jr. and Hill. Specifically, the Office Action states:

Official Notice is taken that it is old and well—known practice in the

art that in some system or arrangement more than one computer is

used to provide services to their clients (i.e., different computers

for different purposes and services). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made [sic] to modify the system of Kaliski—Hill to

deploy one computer for providing a dynamic code to a client and

another computer for authenticating the dynamic code (i.e.,

verifying the identity of the user) whenever the user request [sic] a

service because this arrangement would make the system of

Kaliski—Hill capable of handling cases such as when the entity and
the user have their own different trusted authenticators.

Office Action, p. 9.
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The Applicants respectfully submit that the Official Notice does not encompass the claimed

subject matter. The cited claim element states that there are different trusted authenticators for

the request for a dynamic code and the authentication request based on the dynamic code. The

Official Notice taken does not state that it is old and well—known in the art to use different trusted

authenticators, but merely that different computers are used for different purposes. There is a

missing feature in the Official Notice — that different trusted authenticators are used for these

specific different purposes. Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that splitting up the

functions of receiving a request for a dynamic code and receiving an authentication request

between different trusted authenticators is not a well—known practice, and if the Examiner is

assuming so, then the Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner provide support for this

contention from the prior art.

According to the M.P.E.P. § 2l44.03(C), “lf Applicant Challenges a Factual Assertion as

Not Properly Officially Noticed or Not Properly Based Upon Common Knowledge, the Examiner

Must Support the Finding With Adequate Evidence.” In this instance, the Applicants have

shown that the recited Official Notice is different than the claim element at issue. Therefore, the

Applicants respectfully submit they have adequately traversed the finding of Official Notice.

To adequately traverse [a finding of Official Notice], an applicant

must specifically point out the supposed errors in the examiner’s

action, which would include stating why the noticed fact is not

considered to be common knowledge or well—known in the art. See

37 CFR 1.111(1)). See also Chevenard, 139 F.2d at 713, 60 USPQ

at 241 (“[I]n the absence of any demand by appellant for the

examiner to produce authority for his statement, we will not

consider this contention.”).

M.P.E.P § 2l44.03(C).

The Applicants contend that merely knowing that “more than one computer [can be] used

to provide services to their clients (i.e., different computers for different purposes and services)”
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does not lead one to the conclusion that one should use different trusted authenticators for the

different recited purposes.

If applicant adequately traverses the examiner’s assertion of

official notice, the examiner must provide documentary evidence

in the next Office action if the rejection is to be maintained. See 37

CFR l.l04(c)(2). See also Zurko, 258 F.3d at 1386, 59 USPQ2d at

1697 (“[T]he Board [or examiner] must point to some concrete

evidence in the record in support of these findings” to satisfy the

substantial evidence test). If the examiner is relying on personal

knowledge to support the finding of what is known in the art, the

examiner must provide an affidavit or declaration setting forth

specific factual statements and explanation to support the finding.

See 37 CFR I.l04(d)(2).

M.P.E.P § 2144.03(C).

The Applicants therefore specifically request that the Examiner provide documentary evidence

in the next Office action that different trusted authenticators are used for receiving a request for a

dynamic code and receiving an authentication request based on the dynamic code, if this rejection

is to be maintained.

Moreover, these claims remain patentable for at least the reasons set forth above with

respect to the combination of Kaliski, Jr. and Hill. The Applicants therefore respectfully request

reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of claims 23, 66, 68, 70 and 71.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 or § 1.17 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.
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In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: March 1 2012

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35.141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 1, 2012 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 1 2012 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGIIARI-KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGI IARI-KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 6, 2012 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926, and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:
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1. I am Nader Asgha1i—Kamrani, one of the inventors listed in U.S. patent

Application, which is the subject ofthe present proceeding (“Kamrani").

2. I received a degree in oomputer science fi'on1 Technical University of Vienna, in

Vienna, Austria in 1993. 1 have been working in the field oi‘ authentication over communication

networks since 2000. I am one of skill in the art of authentication and electrical transactions,

including PKI and digital signature, onlinc credit card payment as well as banking transactions.

3. I am familiar with the specification and pending claims ofthe present Application.

4. Ihave reviewed U.S. Patent Publication No. 201010100724 Al by Kaliski, Jr.

(“KaIiski, J:-.”).

Name Not Equivalent to Sccurecode

5. One of skill in the authentication an would understand that an identifier is non

secret information such as a name or label that identifies an entity. And in the world of

authentication an identifier is only used for identification ofan entity and not for aruthentication

offlte tity.

6. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaliski. Jr., a nonce

is a sesion identifier. “The authentication server 730 returns the blinded result R to client '

715, along with It nonee or other session identifier 772.”Kalt'.tkx', Jr., Ti [9111] (emphasis

supplied).

A cryptographic name is an arbitrary number used to establish the uniqueness or

discretencss of an operation. That is, an operation such as a data request is acoompfinifid by a_

nonce in order -to demonstrate that the request is not a repeat or re-play of a previous request. I‘

A session is a series ofinformation exchanges between two communicating parties,

usually involving an initiation protocol and more than one message in each direction.
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In Kahski, Jr. a nonce is used for identification ofa user‘s session. In the

client/server world, a session refers to all the requests that a single client makes to a server. A

session is specific to each user and for each user a new session is created to heel: all the

requests from that user. Every user has a separate session and separate session identifier is

associated with that msion.

7. One ofskill in the authentication art would Imderstand that the notice in

Kaliski, Jr. is not equivalent rothe Securecode of the present application. A notice is s

’ session identifier associated with a user’s session, but a notice is not used for authentication

ofa user, as is the Securccode recited in the claims ofxamrarui

8. One ofskill in the authentication an would understand that the statement “the

notice corresponds to the recited dynamic Sccurecode" is inaccurate. In Kaliski, Jr, the web

server receives the nonce and hardened password from the client and authenticates-the user

based on successful decryption ofa digital signature associated with the hardened password.

Kaliriti, Jr., 11] [0109] and[0H2}. The nonoe is used by the web server to identify the user

and the hardened password used in the authentication process ofauthenticating the user. In

Kamrani, adyuiunic code authenticates :1 user whereas in Kaltrki, Jr. a nonce is a session

identifier. Therefore the argument that “the notice corresponds to the recited dynamic codes

is invalid.

Ne Authentication‘ Request Message

9. One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that in the system of

Kalisb‘, Jr. there is nothing equivalent to a Central Entity receiving an authentication request

message, as recited in the claims at issue. The Oifice Action equates the claimed

authentication request message to message 776 of Kalrlski, Jr. But, message 776 that

authentication server in FIG '7 oi‘KaIr'.rb‘, Jr. receives is NOT an authentication request

message. Rather, message 776 indicates simply whether or not the authentication ofthe

-3-
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client by the web server was successml. See Kaiiskl‘. Jr. 1m [0109] rhmugh [£3112]. This

message 716 is it one way acknowledgement and expects no return, whereas the

nuthentication request message as recited in the claims at issue is adifierent type ofmessage

than the cited acknowledgement as the claimed authertticution request should generate a

response because it is at REQUEST as opposed to an uclcnowledgemettt. Thus, the message

in Kali‘:-ta‘, Jr. clued by the Office Actimt at issue is not equivalent to the claimed

authentication request message in Km-tram’. Thus, one ofskill in the authentication art would

understand that the argument in the Offiee Action equating the claimed authentication request

message to the acknowledgement message 776 in Kalisld, Jr. is not valid.

No Centrnl Entity Authenticating User

IO. One of skill in the autltettticatiotl art would understand that there is nothing in

Kalisii, Jr. equivalent to a Central Entity authenticating the user as recited in the claims at

issue. The Ofiice Action equates the Central Entity to the authentication server 730 in

Katiski, Jr. But, the authentication server 730 in FIG 7 never authenticates the client.

Rather, the web server 710 authenticates the client based on successfitl dacryption ofthe

client ‘.8 digital signature associated with the hardened password. See Kaliskr‘, Jr. in: mt] _

through [01 12]. Moreover, the web server 710 of.liiali.ri:i, Jr. does not generate anything

equivalent to the claimed Sectnecode, as recited in the claims at issue. Thus, neither the web

server 710 nor the autltentication server 730 ofKaI:19ki. Jr. performs the functions of the

Centml Entity recited in the claims.

11. One ofskill in the authentication an would understand that in Kat'r'.s'H, Jr. a

user’s client application generates a hardened password (based on the blinded result 11

received fiom the authentication server) and submits the generated hardened passwotti to the

web server and not to the authentication server cited by the Office Action. In Kaliski, Jr". the

.-3-
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client receives the blinded result R along with a notice fiom the authentication server and

generates the hardened password at the client side for authentication to the webserver.

Kalisk1',Jr.,1[0lI1].

12. One ofskill in the authientialtion an would understand that the argument in the

Office Action equating the claimed “autherrlicating by the Central-Entity the user during the

transaction, ifthe digital identity is valid” with the authentication protocol in Krzliskti Jr. is

not valid. The authentication server 730 does not authenticate the client; it is the web server

that authenticates the client. And. the web server 710 ofKhliskli -771 8150 091!!!“ be “I6

claimed Central Entity because the web server does not generate anything equivalent to the

claimed Seeuoecode. Thus, there is no Central Entity authenticating the user in Kalislci, Jr.

Authefication Process Different

13. The web server ofKalisfi, Jrzstores the user's personal information as encryption

secrets (See Kalirlci, Jr., 1] [0103]) and the encrypted secrets are stored such that they can be

decrypted with a decryption iseyfhardened password. In Kaliski, Jr. a blind function

evaluation protocol is used by the client to drive it decryption keyfbardened password fi’DIn a

blinded resultR received l'1'o'm the authentication server (See Kaiirki, Jr, 11 [0111]), to

decrypt the encrypted secrets. The web server authenticates the client ifthe hardened I

password received from the client suecessfillly decrypt user’s information.

14. It is clear that in KaJ'r‘s-ii, .Ir.,

The use ofthis cryptographic approach allows authenticity ofa client to be checked by

creating a digital signature ofa user’s personal information using the encryption key, which

can be verified using hardened password as the decryption key received fiom the client.

during the transaction.

15- One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that in the blind function

evaluation protocol used in Kaliski, Jr. (See, Kaiisld. Jir. 11 {D0381}, the client has some secret

-£t--
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information and the authentication server has some secret information, and together the client

and the authentication server provide their respective secrets as an input to ajointly

calculated fimction, with only the client obtaining the output ofthejointly calculated fitnction

(the output is the decryption key or hardened password). This means that only the client

obtains the hardened password (decryption key) as the output ofthe blind function evaluation

protocol. sec" Kaliski, Jr. Figure 7. The authentication server ofmini, Jr. which the omce

Action equated to the Central Entity ofthe claims cannot generate the hardened password

(decryption key) since the authentication server does not have access to the olient’s secret

information. See Kalirlcf, Jr. 1] [0040], which states:

The use ofa blind function evaluation pl'0t0I:0l, or other

embodiments in which the decryption key is derived from the
client information, provides additional security benefits
resulting fiom me fact that the first server 30 does not have the
decryption key in an unblinded form. Even ifthe fixsl server 30
is compromised, and a server secret obtained, it will still be
necessary for an attacker to do more work to transform the
server secret into the dewyption key. Just as one example, in
one such embodiment, the first server 30 and client 15 engage

in a blind function evaluation protocol that results in the first

serve: 30 providing to the client 15 a blinded key asthe
intermediate data 22. The client 15 has information used to

unblind the deeryytion key 24, which is then used to decrypt
the encrypted secrets 5. Compromise ofthe first server 30
would still not directly reveal the decryption key 25 to an
attacker.

Thus, the entire basis for authentication in Kalfski, Jr. is different than the claimed

Secureflode authentication process ofKano-am‘, and one ofordinary skill in the art would

understand this diflference.

Htlletal.

16. One ofskill in the authentication and payment art would understand that the

user ofHill er of. purchases a set ofpayment tokms from the payment service provider before 5

the user being involved in my transaction with the merchant. Hill of al., col. 5, lines 31-51
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and col. 8, lines 1—9. The tokens are not valid for a predefined period of time because the user

buys them. The tokens are like real money and will be used for online purchases.

Initially, the user establishes an internal connection will:
the payment service, and punrhmes tokens to A certain Value.
This e-lion my be carried out, Eur example, by Item»
mi ' g am the Client to the payment service a request for
tokens to a curtain value, say 1310, together with 3 credit card
number. This number may be cncryplcd using any one of 1.
number of public key encryption tools, such as PGE The
payurertt service debits the relevant sum from the credit card
account. and generates a number of IJHFWPIII |¢1f4‘-I$. 58!
100:) tokens 0: value 1.9. Them :12 encrypted using the
public key algorithm and letumed to the user vi: the internal
connection. together with a key which is unique In the user.
Each mken comprises, in this cxaarplo, I 64 bit random
hexadecimal number, drawn from a 13:92 list of 11 random
nu mhzrs R=(x0, r1, (2, . . . , rn-2.. rn-1) at the payment
servioe. For each user. the [.1I,Vm¢l.‘It8II\'iO¢ keeps two piece:
or‘ secret infiorrnation l: and s. It is at random key for use with
a synzmetric block cipher. 5 is I. random sucurity plnruewr.
where (0§s“=‘n-1)taltJer1 at mldom from the range (0 . . . 11).
There is also an integer index variable "L Its secrecy is not
essential although it's integrity is important.

1'7. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the payment server

ofHill et al. encrypt the generated set of tokens with user’: public key and send it to the user

before the user starting any transactions with a merchant. Hill et al’., col. 5, fine: 40-42. The

Camel: program installed on user’s computer sums the tokens. Hill Col. 5, rim 25-30 and

Iirres 52-65; C016, fines 3-20.

18. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the merchant stores

a set ofauthentication tokens before starting any transaction with the user. Hill er a¢'.. col. 6.

lines 46-47 andcol. 13, lines 1-5.

The merchant module includes administration functions.

These maintain a count of how many unused authentication
tokens remain, and send a request for further tokens to the

payment service when that number falls below a predeter- 5
mined threshold.
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19. One ofskill in the authentication an would understand that the aufiientication

tokens of the merchant an: sitnilar to the payment tokens ofthe user. The tokens are issued to

the mmhant at the time ofregistration and befote the merchant or the user being involved in

any transaction. Hit! et a2., col 6, lines 25-32. The merchant the user do not receive any

. tokens at the time ofthe transaction and thetolcens stoned at the user or merchant's computer

are not valid for a predefmed period oftime. I-1ill’s tokens do not serve an identification

fimction, but rather act is a Etmgible financial instrument. That is, a given quantity or value of

tokens is equivalent to their stated value in dnll8.I'§_

I afiinn that all statements made lmein ofmy own knowledge are true, and that all

statements made herein on information and belicfare believed to be true. I understand that

willful thlsc statcrnents and the like are punishable by time or irnprisonment, or both

(l8 U.S.C. 1001), and may jeopardize the validity ofthe present patent application or any

patent issuing thereon.

FLTR'I1-IER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

It witness whereof,
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1. I am Kamran Asghazi-Kamrani, one of the inventors listed in 13.3. patent

Application, which is the subject of the present proceeding.

2. Bachelor of Computer Science — Specialization: Data Management and Database

Design, Tedinical University ofThe Hague, The Hague, Netherlands.

3- Director, CG! Federal. Senior level business and IT professional with over 18

years of experience in architecting and leading complex entezjrrise-wide solutions for Fortune

1000 companies and the federal govcminent; an Expert in authorization and authentication, fiaud

and identity theft prevention; Devoted much ofmy time to studying, and devising solutions for

these multifaceted problems; Knowledgeable in the computer Architecture Software and

Information Security area.

4. I am familiar with the specification and pending claiins of the present Application.

5. [have reviewed 113. Patent Publication No. 2010/0100724 A1 by Knlislci, Jr.

("Katine-i, Jr.”).

Nance Nut Equivalent to Secui-eCode

6. One of skill in the mitherttication art would understand that an identifier is non

secret information such as a name or label that identifies an entity. And in the world of

authentication an identifier is only used for identification of an entity and not for authentication

ofthe entity.

7. One of skill in the smthentication art would understand that in Kaliski. Jr., a notice

is a session Identifier. “The authentication server 730 retums the blinded nesult R to the client

715, along with a nonce or other session identifier 772.” Kaliski. Jr., fl [0111] (emphasis

supplied).
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A cryptographic name is an arbitrary number used to establish the uniqueness or

discreteness of an operation. That is, an operation such as a data request is accompanied by a

notice in order to demonstrate that the request is not a repeat or replay of a previous request.

A session is a series of information exchanges between two communicating parties,

usually involving an initiation protocol and more than one message in each direction.

In Kaliski, Jr. a nonce is used for identification of a user's session. In the clientfserver

world, a session refers to all the requests that a single client makes to a server. A session is

specific to each user and for each user a new session is created to track all the requests fi'om that

user. Every user has a separate session and separate session identifier is associated with that

session.

8. One of skill in the authentication on would understand that the notice in Kaliski,

Jr. is not equivalent to the SecureCode of the present application. A notice is a session identifier

associated with a user’s session, but a notice is not used for authentication ofa user, as is the

SecureCode recited in the claims ofKamnzm'.

9. One of skill in the authenticafion art would understand that the statement "the

mace corresponds to the recited dynamic SecureCode” is inaccurate. In Kaliski, Jr. the web

server receives the nonce and hardened password from the client and authenticates the" user based

on successful decryption of a digital signature associated with the hardened password. Kali.s'k1',

Jr., W {0} 09] and [(1112]. The nouce is used by the web server to identify the user and the

hardened password used in the authentication process ofauthenticating the user. In Kamrani, a

dynamic code authenticates a user whereas in Kaliskz’, Jr. a notice is a session identifier.

Therefore the argument that “the nonce corresponds to the recited dynamic code" is invalid.
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No Authenticatio Request Message

10. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in the system of

Katiski, Jr. there is nothing equivalent to a Central Entity receiving an authentication request

message, as recited in the claims at issue. The Action equates the claimed authentication

request message to message 776 ofKalislci. Jr. But, message 776 that the authentication server

in FIG 7 ufKaIisla‘, Jr. receives is NOT an authentication request message. Rather, message 776

indicates simply whether or not the authentication of the client by the web server was successful.

See Kalitrh‘, Jr. 1f'|I [0109] through [£3112]. This message 776 is a one way aclmuwledgemmt

and expects no return, whereas the authentication request message as recited in the claims at

issue is a different type ofmessage than the cited acknowledgement as the claimed

authentication request should generate a response because it is a REQUEST as opposed to an

aclmowledgement. Thus, the message in Kaliski, Jr. cited by the Office Action at issue is not

equivalent to the claimed authentication request message in Kamrani. Thus, one of skill in the

authentication art would understand that the argument in the Oflice Action equating the claimed

authentication request message to the acknowledgement message 776 in Kaliski, Jr. is‘-1:'10‘I valid.

No Central Entity Authenticating User

11. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that there is nothing in

Kaliski, Jr. equivalent to a Central Entity authenticating the user as recited in the claims at issue.

The Office Action equates the Central Entity to the authentication server 730 in Kalislti. Jr. But,

the authentication server 730 in FIG 7 never authenticates the client. Rather, the web server 710

authenticates the client based on successful decryption of the client's digital signature associated

with the hardened password. See Kaliski, Jr. 11 [0109] through [0112]. Moreover, the web
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server 710 ofliaiiskt, Jr. does not generate anything equivalent to the claimed SecureCode, as

recited in the claims at issue. Thus, neither the web server 710 nor the authentication server 730

ofKah'ski, Jr. performs the fitnctions of the Central Entity recited in the claims.

12. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaliski, Jr. a user's

client application generates a hardened password (based on the blinded result R received from

the authentication server) and submits the generated hardened password to the web server and

not to the authentication server cited by the Office Action. In Kaltski. Jr. the client receives the

blinded result R along with a notice from the authentication server and generates the hardened

password at the client side for authentication to the web server. Koliski, Jr_, 1 [G111].

13. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the argument in the Office

Action equating the claimed “authenticating by the Central-Entity the use: during the transaction,

if the digital identity is valid” with the authentication protocol i1iKalisi:i, Jr. is not valid. The

authentication server 730 does not authenticate the client; it is the web server that authenticates

the client. And, the web server 710 ofKalislci. Jr. also cannot be the claimed Central Entity

because the web server does not generate anything equivalent to the claimed SecureCode. Thus,

there is no Central Entity authenticating the user in Kalisld, Jr.

Authentication Process Difierent

14. The web server cffiialtski, Jr. stores the user’s personal information as encryption

secrets (See Kaliski, .Ir., 1} [0I03]) and the encrypted secrets are stored such that they can be _

decrypted with 2. decryption key/hardened password. In Kaliski, Jr. a blind function evaluatioti

protocol is used by the client to drive a decryption key/hardened password fiom a blinded

R. received fimn the authentication server (See Kaliski, Jr., 1] [U111]), to decrypt the encrypted
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seonets. The web server authenticates the client if the hardened password received fmm the client

successfully decrypt user’s inform ation.

15. It is clear that in Kaliski, Jr., authentication is based on a 0 his rotocol. The

use of this cryptographic approach allows authenticity of 9. client to be checked by creating a

digital signature of a user's personal information using the encryption key, which can be verified

using hardened password as the decryption key received from the client during the transaction.

16. One of skill in the authentication an would understand that in the blind fimction

evaluation protocol used in Kalzlskt‘, Jr. (See, Kaliski, Jr. 11 [0038]), the client has some secret

information and the authentication server has some secret information, and together the client

and the authentication server provide their respective secrets as an input to a jointly calculated

filnclion, with only the client obtaining the output of the jointly calculated fimction (the output is

the decryption key or hardened password). This means that the client obtains the hardened

password (decryption key) as the output of the blind function evaluation protocol. See Kaliski,

Jt. Figure 7. The authentication server ofKaliski, Jr. which the Oflice Action equated to the

Central Entity of the claims cannot generate the hardened password (decryption key) since the

authentication server does not have access to the client’s secret infonnation. See Kalitki, Jr. 1f

[D040], which states:

The use of 9. blind fiinction evaluation protocol, or other

embodiments in which the decryption key is derived from the

client infonnation, provides additional security benefits resulting
fi'om the fact that the first server 30 does not have the decryption

key in an unblinded form. Even if the first server 30 is

compromised, and a server secret obtained, it will still be necessary
for an attacker to do more work to transform the server secret into

the decryption key. Just as one example, in one such ernbodiment,

the first server 30 and client 15 engage in a blind fimction

evaluation protocol that results in the first server 3 0 providing to
the client 15 a blinded key as the intermediate data 22. The client
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15 has information used to unblind the decryption key 24, which is

than used to decrypt the encrypted secrets 5. Compromise ofthe

first servo: 30 would still not directly reveal the decryption key 25
to an attacker.

Thus, the entire basis for atrthentication in Kalisid, Jr. is different than the claimed SocuteCodo

authentication process ofKamrani, and one ofordinary skill in the an would undcrstatid this

difiercnce.

Hill et al.

17. One of skill in the authemication and payment art would understand that the user

ofHill et al. purchases 3 set ofpayment tokens from the payment service provider before the

user being involved in any transaction with the merchant. Hill et a!., col. 5, lines 31—51 and col.

8, lines I-9. The tokens are not valid for a predefined period of time because the user buys them.

The tokens are like real money and will be used for online purchases.

Initially, tho user establishes an internal connection with
tho payment service. and purghnscs tokens to a certain value.

This Irafijzgtion may be carried out, for example, by trans-mitting the client to the payment servitx 3. request for
tokens to a oeruin value, say 1110, together with :1 audit card
number. This numbcr mny be cncryptcd usirm any one of A
number of public key encryption tools, such as PUP. The
pnylmnl scrvicc debits tbt. rclcvam sum from the on-adit card
account, and generates a number of payment tokens, say
1000 lolccns of value 111. Thesis no encrypmd using 111:
pubtic ksy algorithm and returned to the user via the interns:
concoction, together with a key which is unique to the ‘user.
Each tuknn ‘comprises, in this example, a 64 bit Ilndom
hendecimnl munber. drawn from a large list of 11 random
numbers Ru-(:0. r1, 1'2, . . . , tn-'2, m-1) :1 the paymont
servicc, For each user, the payment service keeps two pi-toes
of socrct intormation It and 5.1: is a random key for use with
a symmetric block cipher. sis a random socurity parmntar,
w|1cre{0.§a§n—1)laken at rmdom Emma :11: range (0 . . . xi).
‘mere is also an integer index variable 5. II: secrecy is not
essential although it’; integrity is important.

5:‘)
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18. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the payment server of

Hill 21 at. encrypt the generated set of tokens with user’s public key and send it to the user before

the user starting any transactions with a meschant. Hill at til, col. 5, lines 40-42. The Carnet

program installed on user’s computer stores the tokens. Hill Col. 5, lines 25-30 and lines 52-65;

Co! 6, lines 3—20.

19. One of skill in the authentication on would understand that the merchant stores a

set of authentication tokens before starting any transaction with the user. Hill et al., col. 6, lines

46—47ana' 00!. 13, lines 1—5.

The merchant module includes administration functio.

These maintain a count of how many unused authentication
tokens remain, and send a request for further tokens to the

payment service when that number falls below a predeter-
mined threshold.

20. One of skill in the authentication an would understand that the authentication

tokens Dfthe merchant are similar to the payment tokens ofthe user. The tokens are issued to the

merchant at the time ofregistration and before the Inemhant or the user being involved in any

transaction. Hill et aI., col 6, lines 25-32. The merchant and the user do not receive amt tokens at

the titne ofthe transaction and the tokens stored at the user or merchant’s computer are not valid

for a predefined period of time. Hill's tokens do not serve an identification function, but rather

act is a fimgible financial instrument. That is, a given quantity or value of tokens is equivalent to

their stated value in dollars.

I affirm that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true. and that all

statements made herein on information and belief are believed to be true. I understand that

willful false statements and the like are punishable by line or imprisonment, or both (18 U.S.C.
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1 001), and mayjoopaxdizc the validity of the present patent application or any patent issuing

thereon.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

It witness whereof,

/3'/J?
. 0:914:-Lq’l9~O\cg\

Date
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AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 6, 2012 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926, and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:
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I am Abolfazl Hosseinzadeh, with address of'PO Box 3043, Bellcvue, WA

2. I am an electrical engineer with more than 20 years ofproven technical

leadership and rnulti—discipIined experience in the area of systems engineering and

development, program management,‘ information security and e—commerce.

3. I am familiar with the specification and pending claims of the present

Application.

4. I have reviewed U.S. Patent Publication No. 201010100724 A1 by Kaliski, Jr.

(“Ka!r‘.rh', Jr. ").

Nance Not Equivalent to Securecode

5. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that an identifier is

non secret information such as a name or label that identifies an entity. And in the world of

authentication an identifier is only used for identification of an entity and not for

authentication of the entity.

6. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaliski,:Jr. , a

come is a session identifier. “The authentication server 730 returns the blinded result R to

the client 715, along with a name or other session identifier 772." Kalrklu‘, J:-., 11 [Oil 1]

(emphasis supplied).

A cryptographic nonce is an arbitrary number used to establish the uniqueness or

discreteness of an operation. That is, an operation such as a data request is accompanied by

nonoe in order to demonstrate that the request is not a repeat or replay of a previous request.

A session is a series of information exchanges between two communicating parties,

usually involving an initiation protocol and more than one message in each direction.

In Kaltski, Jr. a nonce is used for identification of a user’s session. In the

client/server world, a session refers to all the requests that a single client makes to a server. A

O# Gfilfili. EOOZ/9'5/F0L001’ 'l.D0'<i 962
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session is specific to each user and for each user a new session is created to track all the

requests from that user. Every user has a separate session and separate session identifier is

associated with that session.

7. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the norms in

Kalislci, Jr. is not equivalent to the SecuicCode ofthe present application. A noncc is a

session identifier associated with at user's session, but a nonce is not used. for authentication

ofa user, as is the Securecodc recited in the claims ofKamram‘.

8. One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that the statement “the

notice corresponds to the recited dynamic Sccurecode” is inaccurate. In Kalirki. Jr. the web

server receives the nonce and hardened password hum the client and authenticates the user

based on successful decryption ofa digital signature associated with the hardened password.

Kaltrld, Jr., 111 [0109] and [D112]. The name is used by die web server to identify the user

and the hardened password used in the authentication process ofauthenticating the user. In

Karnrcrm‘, a dynamic code authenticates a user whereas in KaI1'slh'. Jr. a nonce is a session

identifier. Therefore the argument that “the notice corresponds to the recited dynamic code"
is invalid.

No Authentication Request Message

9. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in the system of

Kclxski, Jr. there is nothing equivalent to a Central Entity receiving an authentication request

message, as recited in the claims at issue. The Offiee Action equates the claimed

authentication request message to message 776 of Kaltrki, Jr. Bur, message 776 that the

authentication server in FIG 7 ofKalr'slc'. Jr. receives is NOT an authentication request

message. Rather, message 776 indicates simply whether or not the authentication of the

client by the web server was successful. See Kaliski. Jr. W [0109] through [D112]. This

message 776 is a one way acknowledgement and expects no return, whereas the

- 2 -

O I 200 d 96Z0# 6002/QIHIOL O '
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authentieati on request message as recited in the claims at issue is a different type of message

man the cited acknowledgement as the claimed authenlj cation request should generate a

response because it is a REQUEST as opposed to an acknowledgement. Thus, the message

in Kahski. Jr. cited by the Office Action at issue is not equivalent to the claimed

authentication request message in Kamrani. Thus, one ofskill in the authentication an would

understand that the argument in the Office Action equating the claimed authentication request

message to the aclcnowlcdgcrnent message 776 in Kaliskr‘, Jr. is not valid.

No Central Entity Autlrenticating User

10. One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that there is nothing in

Kaliski. Jr. equivalent to a Central Entity authenticating the user as recited in the claims at

issue. The Office Action equates the Central Entity to the authentication server 730 in

Kalirki, Jr. But, the authentication server 730 in FIG 7 never authenticates the client.

Rather, the web server 710 authenticates the client based on successful decryption ofthe,

client's digital signature associated with the hardened password. See Kaliski, Jr. 1l1[ [0109]

through [0] 12]. Moreover, the web server 710 ofKaliyki, Jr. does not generate anything

equivalent to the claimed SecureCode, as recited in the claims at issue. Thus, neither the web

server 710 nor the authentication server 730 efKalisla', Jr. performs the functions of the

Central Entity recited in the: claims.

1 l. One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that in Kalisld. Jr.‘ a

user*s client application generates a hardened password (based on the blinded result R_ I

received from the authentication server) and submits the generated hardened password to the

web server and not to the authentication server cited by the Office Action In Kalislci, Jr. the

client receives the blinded result R along with a nonee from the authentication server and

L00/ €00'd 962045 6002/9:/to
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generates the hardened password at the client side for authentication to the web server.

J12, ‘[1 [011 1].

12. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the argument in the

Office Action equating the claimed “authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the

transaction, if the digital identity is valid" with the authentication protocol in Kaliski, Jr. is

not valid. The authentication server 730 does not authenticate the client; it is the web server

that authenticates the client. And, the Web server 710 of Kaliskt, Jr. also cannot be the

claimed Central Entity because the web server does not generate anything equivalent to the

claimed SccnreCode. Thus, there is no Central Entity authenticating the user in Kaiisfi, Jr.

Authentication Process Different

13. The web server ofKrzI1'.s'Ia', Jr. stores the user‘: personal information as encryption

secrets (See Icaliski, J:-.. '1] [0103]) and the encrypted secrets are stored such that they can be

decrypted with a decryption key/hardened password. in Kaltski, Jr. a blind-function

evaluation protocol is used by the client to drive a decryption keylhardened password from a

blinded result R received fiom the authentication server (See Kaliski, Jr., 1 [01 11]), to V

decrypt the encrypted secrets. The web server authenticates the client if the hardened

password received from the client successfully decrypt user's inforrnation.

14. It is clear that in Knlisia‘, Jr-., authentication is based on a cg:ntQgranh_io protocol.

The use of this cryptographic approach allows authenticity of a client to be checked by

creating a digital signature ofa user's personal information using the encryption key, which

can be verified using hardened password as the decryption key received from the client.

during the transaction.

15. One of skill in the authentication an would understand that in the blind function

evaluation protocol used in Kalislci, Jr. (See, Kaliski, Jr. ‘[1 [U038]), the client has some secret

information and the authentication server has some secret information, and together the client

- 4 .
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and the authentication server provide their respective secrets as an input to ajointly

calculated fimction, with only the client obtaining the output ofthe jointly calculated ftmction

(the output is the decryption key or hardened password). This means that only the clit

obtains the hardened password (decryption key) as the output of the blind function evaluation

protocol. Soc Kaliski. Jr. igurc 7. The autheritieation server ofKatmai‘, Jr: which the Otiice

Action equated to the Central Entity of the claims cannot generate the hardened password

(decryption key) since the authentication server does not have access to the client’s secret

information. See Kaliski, Jr. 1 [M40], which states:

The use of a bland function evaluation protocol, or other
embodiments in which the ‘decryption key is derived from the

client information, provides additional security benefits
resulting from the fact that the first server 30 does not have the

decryption key in an unblindcd form. Even if the first server 30
is compromised, and a server secret obtained, it will stiil be
necessary for an attacker to do more work to transfonn the

server secret into the decryption key. Just as one example, in

one such embodiment, the first server 30 and clit 15 engage
in a blind firnction evaluation protocol that results in the first

server 30 providing to the client 15 a blinded key as the
intermediate data 22. The client 15 has information used to

unblind the decryption key 24, which is then used to decrypt
the encrypted secrets 5. Compromise of the first server 30
would still not directly reveal the decryption key 25 to an
attacker.

Thus, the entire basis for authentication in Kaliski, Jr. is different than the claimed

Secmecode authentication process ofKamranz', and one ofordinary skill in the art would

understand this difference,

Hill at ll].

16. One of slcill in the authentication and payment art would understand that the

user ofl-[ill er oi. purchases a set ofpayment tokens from the payment service provider before

the user being involved in any transaction with the merchant. Hill er a!,, col. 5, lines 31-51

Loor Sacra 95504; soozrst/to
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and col. 8, lines 1-9. The tokens are not valid for a predefined period of time because the user

buys them. The tokens are like real money and will be used for online purchases.

Initially, the user establishes an internal connection with
the paytnenl service. and purelwtts Ialzem to a certain value.
This tt cfiou may be curiad am. for example, by trims-
mi@ in the client to the payment service at request for
tokens to atznain v:tIue,say 1110. together with a ctedit card
number. This utttnbsr may be encrypted using any an: of 2
number of public key encqrplion tools, sud: us PGP. The
payment service debits the relevant sum from the Lwdil card
amount, and generates a. number of payment Iolrcns, say
1000 tokens of value 1p. These are encrypted using the
public key algorithm and retumed to the Ilse: via lhe internist
eettni-tctiatitt. tngelher with a key which is unique to the Inter.
Each taken comprises, in this example, a 64 bit random
hexadecimal number. drawn from a large list of 11 rartdom
numbers R-(to, rt, :2, . . . , rn—2, m—1) at the payment

For each tttmr, the paymentscnrinc beeps two pieces
of secret information It and s. k is a random ltsty for use with
a sytnmettic bloat cipher. S '5 ti random wily pararnetor,
‘“"l|°|'¢ (0§5.'-EB-'1} talent: at random from the range (0 . . . n}. _
'I'lu::e is akin an integer index variable 1'. its .'$t=I7l!bC'§’ is not ’°
essential although it’: integrity is imptmant.

1'7. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the payment server

ofHill et at encrypt the generated set of tokens with user's public key and send it to the user

before the user starting any transactions with a merchant. Hill at at. ca}. 5, lines 40-42.

Ca:-net program installed on user's computer stores the tolcens. Hill Col. 5. lines 25-30 and

lilies‘ 52-65; Col 6, lines 3-20.

18. One of skill in the authentication an would understand that the memhant stores

a set of authentication tokens before starting any tmnsaction with the user. H271 er a!., col. 6,

lines 46-47 and col. 13. line: 1-5,

The merchant module includes administration functions.

These maintain a count of how many unused authentication
tokens remain, and send a request for further tokens to the
payment service when that number falls below a predeter-
mined threshold.

L00.’ 900'd 96ZfJ# 6003/91150
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19. Om: of skill in the authentication art would imdersland that the authentication

tokens ofthe merchant are similar to the payment tokens of the user. The tokens are issued to

the merchant at the time of registration and before the merchant or the user being involved in

any transaction. Hill ea‘ at., col 6, lines 25-32. The merchant and the user do not receive any

tokens at the time of the transaction and the tokens stored at the user or mercham-.’s computer

are not valid for a predefined period oftime. Hill's tokens do not serve an identification

function, but rather act is a fungible financial instrument. That is. a given quantity or value of

tokens is equivalent to their stated value in dollars.

I affirm that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are one, and that all

statements made herein on information and beliefare believed to be true. I understand that

willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both

(18 U.S.C. 1001), and may jeopardize the validity of the present patent application or any

patent issuing thereon.

FURTHER AFPIANT SAYETH NOT.

It witness whereof‘,

Abolfazllglosseinmeh Date

1253612 6002 '9T. #0
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 1, 2012 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 1 2012 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)
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FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 6, 2012 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926, and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:
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1. I am James Hewitt, residing at 12587 Fair Lakes Circle, #202, Fairfax,

Virginia 22033.

2. I received a Bachelors of Arts in Philosophy from Vassar College in 1983.

3. I have been a Certified Information System Security Professional since 2001.

My certification number is #21060 per ISC2.0rg.

4. From 1998-2002, 1 was Director of Professional Services at CertCo, Inc. in

Cambridge, Massachusetts. During this time, I produced cryptographic systems used by Tier 1

banks for authentication of users, machines and financial transactions.

5. From 2002-2003, I was Secure Messaging Project Manager for the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Information Technology Division. During this period, I

implemented a system for securing healthcare—related transactions statewide.

6. Since 2004 I have been Director of Security Governance for CGI Federal in

Fairfax, Virginia. In this position, I design, implement and manage the security of large—scale

applications for government and commercial clients.

7. I am familiar with the specification and pending claims of the present

Application.

8. I have reviewed U.S. Patent Publication No. 2010/0100724 A1 by Kaliski, Jr.

(“KaZiski, Jim”).

Nonce Not Equivalent to SecureCode

9. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that an identifier is

non secret information such as a name or label that identifies an entity. And in the world of

authentication an identifier is only used for identification of an entity and not for

authentication of the entity.

10. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaiiski, Jr., a

noncc is a session identifier. “The authentication server 730 returns the blinded result R to
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the client 715, along with a nonce or other session identifier 772.” Kaliski, Jr., 1i [0111]

(emphasis supplied).

A cr_ypz,‘ographic nonce is an arbitrary number used to establish the uniqueness or

discreteness of an operation. That is, an operation such as a data request is accompanied by a

nonce in order to demonstrate that the request is not a repeat or re—play of a previous request.

A session is a series of information exchanges between two communicating parties,

usually involving an initiation protocol and more than one message in each direction.

In Kaliski, Jr. a nonce is used for identification of a user’s session. In the

elient/server world, a session refers to all the requests that a single client makes to a server. A

session is specific to each user and for each user a new session is created to track all the

requests from that user. Every user has a separate session and separate session identifier is

associated with that session.

ll. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the nonce in

Kaliski, Jr. is not equivalent to the SecureCode of the present application. A nonee is a

session identifier associated with a user’s session, but a nonce is not used for authentication

of a user, as is the SecureCode recited in the claims of Kamrcmi.

12. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the statement “the

nonce corresponds to the recited dynamic SecureCode” is inaccurate. In Kaliski, Jr. the web

server receives the nonce and hardened password from the client and authenticates the user

based on successful decryption of a digital signature associated with the hardened password.

Kaliski, Jr., 1H [0109] and [01 12]. The nonce is used by the web server to identify the user

and the hardened password used in the authentication process of authenticating the user. ln

Kamrani, a dynamic code authenticates a user whereas in Kaliski, Jr. a nonce is a session

identifier. Therefore the argument that “the nonce corresponds to the recited dynamic code”

is invalid.
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No Authentication Request Message

13. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in the system of

Kaliski, Jr. there is nothing equivalent to a Central Entity receiving an authentication request

message, as recited in the claims at issue. The Office Action equates the claimed

authentication request message to message 7.76 of Kalisld, Jr. But, message 776 that the

authentication server in FIG 7 ofKaliski, Jr. receives is NOT an authentication request

message. Rather, message 776 indicates simply whether or not the authentication of the

client by the web sewer was successful. See Kalz'skz', Jr. Til [0109] through [OII2]. This

message 776 is a one way acknowledgement and expects no return, whereas the

authentication request message as recited in the claims at issue is a different type of message

than the cited acknowledgement as the claimed authentication request should generate a

response because it is a REQUEST as opposed to an acknowledgement. Thus, the message

in Kaliski, Jr. cited by the Office Action at issue is not equivalent to the claimed

authentication request message in Kamrani. Thus, one of skill in the authentication art would

understand that the argument in the Office Action equating the claimed authentication request

message to the acknowledgement message 776 in Kaliski, Jr. is not valid.

No Central Entity Authenticating User

14. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that there is nothing in

Kaliski, Jr. equivalent to a Central Entity authenticating the user as recited in the claims at

issue. The Office Action equates the Central Entity to the authentication server 730 in

Kaliskz‘, Jr. But, the authentication server 730 in FIG 7 never authenticates the client.

Rather, the web server 710 authenticates the client based on successful decryption of the

client’s digital signature associated with the hardened password. See Kaliski, Jr. W [0109]

through [01 12]. Moreover, the web server 710 ofKaliski, Jr. does not generate anything

-3-
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equivalent to the claimed SecureCode. as recited in the claims at issue. Thus, neither the web

server 710 nor the authentication server 730 of Kaliski, Jr. performs the functions of the

Central Entity recited in the claims.

15. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaliski, Jr. a

user’s client application generates a hardened password (based on the blinded result R

received from the authentication server) and submits the generated hardened password to the

web server and not to the authentication server cited by the Office Action. In Kaliski, Jr. the

client receives the blinded result R along with a nonce from the authentication server and

generates the hardened password at the client side for authentication to the web server.

Kaliski, Jr., 11[0111].

16. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the argument in the

Office Action equating the claimed “authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the

transaction, if the digital identity is valid” with the authentication protocol in Kalis/ti, Jr. is

not valid. The authentication server 730 does not authenticate the client; it is the web server

that authenticates the client. And, the web server 710 of Kaliski. Jr. also cannot be the

claimed Central Entity because the web server does not generate anything equivalent to the

claimed SecureCode. Thus, there is no Central Entity authenticating the user in Kalis/ti, Jr.

Authentication Process Different

17. The web server of Kaliski, Jr. stores the user’s personal information as encryption

secrets (See Kaliski, Jr., 11 [0] 03]) and the encrypted secrets are stored such that they can be

decrypted with a decryption key/hardened password. In Kalzlvki, Jr. a blind function

evaluation protocol is used by the client to drive a decryption key/hardened password from a

blinded result R received from the authentication server (See Kaliskz‘. J11, 11 [01 I 1]), to

decrypt the encrypted secrets. The web server authenticates the client if the hardened

password received from the client successfully decrypt user’s information.

-4-
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18. It is clear that in Kalis/ci, Jr., authentication is based on a ciypto graphic protocol.

The use of this cryptographic approach allows authenticity of a client to be checked by

creating a digital signature of a user’s personal information using the encryption key, which

can be verified using hardened password as the decryption key received from the client

during the transaction.

19. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in the blind function

evaluation protocol used in Kaliski, Jr. (See, Kaliski, Jr. fll [0038]), the client has some secret

information and the authentication server has some secret information, and together the client

and the authentication server provide their respective secrets as an input to a jointly

calculated function, with only the client obtaining the output of the jointly calculated function

(the output is the decryption key or hardened password). This means that only the client

obtains the hardened password (decryption key) as the output of the blind function evaluation

protocol. See Kaliski, Jr. Figure 7. The authentication server of Kalis/Ci, Jr. which the Office

Action equated to the Central Entity of the claims cannot generate the hardened password

(decryption key) since the authentication server does not have access to the client’s secret

information. See Kaliski, Jr. ‘J [0040], which states:

The use of a blind function evaluation protocol, or other

embodiments in which the decryption key is derived from the

client information, provides additional security benefits

resulting from the fact that the first server 30 does not have the

decryption key in an unblinded form. Even if the first server 30

is compromised, and a server secret obtained, it will still be

necessary for an attacker to do more work to transform the

server secret into the decryption key. Just as one example, in

one such embodiment, the first server 30 and client 15 engage

in a blind function evaluation protocol that results in the first

server 30 providing to the client 15 a blinded key as the
intermediate data 22. The client 15 has information used to

unblind the decryption key 24, which is then used to decrypt

the encrypted secrets 5. Compromise of the first server 30

would still not directly reveal the decryption key 25 to an
attacker.
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Thus, the entire basis for authentication in Kaliski, Jr. is different than the claimed

SecureCode authentication process of Kamrani, and one of ordinary skill in the art would

understand this difference.

Hill et al.

20. One of skill in the authentication and payment art would understand that the

user of Hill er al. purchases a set of payment tokens from the payment service provider before

the user being involved in any transaction with the merchant. Hill et al., col. 5, lines 31-51

and col. 8, lines I -9. The tokens are not valid for a predefined period of time because the user

buys them. The tokens are like real money and will be used for online purchases.

lnitially, the uzscr establishes an internal connection with
the payment service, and p1ll’CllflSCSlDl\’f:I'IS to a certain value.
This Eransautioii niuy be carried out, for uxztniplc, by trans-
mitting froin the Client to the pztyrncnt scrvicc a request for
tokens to at certain vziluc, say 1110, together with a credit card
number. This number may be encrypted using any one of it
number of public key encryption tools. such as PGP. The
payment service debits the relevant sum from the credit card
account, and generates it number of payment tokens, say
l0t)(l tokens of V‘:tlLlt‘- 1;). These are encrypted using the
public key algorithm and returned to the user via the internct
L:oItnet:tiLut, together with 21 key which is unique to the user.
Each token conipriscs, in this example. a 64 bit random
hexadecimal 1'Jlll’Dl‘)CI, drawn from a large list of 11 random
numbers ll=(rt), r1, r2, . . . , rn—7, m—'l) at the payment
service. For each user, the payment service keeps two pieces
of secret information k and s. k is a random key for use with
a syrmnctric block cipher. 5 is a random security paiarnctcr,
whcrc (0§sSn—‘l_) taken at random from the range (0 . . . n). W
There is also an itiicgcr index variable i. its secrecy is not 3”
essential although its integrity is inipartant,

-’-5

21. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the payment server

of Hill er al. encrypt the generated set of tokens with user’s public key and send it to the user

before the user starting any transactions with a merchant. Hill et al., col. 5, lines 40-42. The

Carnet program installed on user’s computer stores the tokens. Hill Col. 5, lin es 25-30 and

lines 52-65; Col 6, lines 3-20.
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22. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the merchant stores

a set of authentication tokens before starting any transaction with the user. Hill et al., col. 6,

lines 46-47 and cal. 13, lines 1-5.

The merchant module includes administration functions.

"l'he.~;e niaintain ‘:1 count of how many uiiused auihentieaticm

tokens remain, and send a re-qilest for fu.rthe1' tokens to the

payment service when that number falls below a predetep 5
mined threshold.

23. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the authentication

tokens of the merchant are similar to the payment tokens of the user. The tokens are issued to

the merchant at the time of registration a11d before the merchant or the user being involved in

any transaction. Hill et (11,, col 6, lines 25-32. The merchant and the user do not receive any

tokens at the time of the transaction and the tokens stored at the user or merchant’s computer

are not valid for a predefined period of time. Hill’s tokens do not serve an identification

function, but rather act is a fungible financial instrument. That is, a given quantity or value of

tokens is equivalent to their stated value in dollars.

I affirm that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that all

statements made herein on information and belief are believed to be true. I understand that

willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both

(18 U.S.C. 1001), and may jeopardize the validity of the present patent application or any

patent issuing thereon.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

It witness whereof,

if Q 1% 4/4 §2;~f/
Iames HewittJ’
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This office action is in response to applicants’ Pre-Appeal Brief Conference

request on 11/17/2011.

2. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-91 are pending.

Response to Arguments

Applicant’s arguments, see the Remarks (e.g., pages 17-19) and Affidavits, filed

on 11/17/2011, with respect to the rejection(s) of claim(s) 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-

55, 58, 60 and 63-80 under 35 USC § 103 have been fully considered and are

persuasive. Therefore, the rejection has been withdrawn. However, upon updating the

search new prior arts were discovered requiring new grounds rejection as follows.

Specification

The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedent basis for

the claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP § 608.01 (0). Correction

of the following is required:

Claim 2 recites “user has a pre-existing relationship with the External-Entity”

which is not described in the specification.

Claim 3 recites “user has no pre-existing relationship with the External-Entity”

which is not described in the specification.

Claim 4 recites “using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user

specific information received by the Central-Entity with a received SecureCode received
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by the Central-Entity to form a combined received SecureCode and received user

specific information;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the

combined received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the

user” which are not described in the specification. The specification only describes that

the Central—Entity combines the SecureCode with user’s information such as UserName

once before sending the SecureCode to the user but does not describe to do the same

for a second time after receiving the SecureCode from an External-Entity. The user

receives an algorithmically combined SecureCode and UserName from the Central-

Entity (according to the specification page 11) and gives it to the External-Entity to

transfer it to the Central—Entity for authentication. There is no need for the Central—Entity

to perform again the algorithmic operation to combine the SecureCode with the

UserName because they are already combined. Therefore, in view of the specification

the limitation “using the predetermined a|gorithm...” makes the claim 4 unclear.

Claim 411 recites “said External-Entity is using said algorithmically combined

SecureCode to authenticate a user's identity” which is not described in the specification.

The specification describes that the Central—Entity authenticates the user.

Claim Objections

Claim 1 is objected to because of the following informalities: Claim 1 in line 9

recites “by a Central-Entity” where it is not clear whether it is referring to the same

Central—Entity recited in line 3. Appropriate correction is required.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

Claims 1-4, 12-20, 22-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60, 63 and 65-91 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kaliski, Jr. (US

2010/0100724 A1), hereinafter Kaliski in view of Hill (US 6,236,981 B1).

Regarding claims 1, 50, 52 and 74, Kaliski discloses:

A method for authenticating a user during an electronic transaction between the

user and an External-Entity (see, e.g., [0006], were the server corresponds to the

recited External-Entity), the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a

Central—Entity during the transaction between the user and the External-Entity (see,

e.g., [0110] and Fig. 7, where the authentication server 730 corresponds to the recited

Central—Entity and providing client information 772 to the authentication server 730

corresponds to the recited request for a dynamic SecureCode);

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in

response to the request, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time

(see, e.g., [0036]: “derive...”, [0044]: “time—based code”, [0057]: “The authentication 65

thus can take place in various ways, including without limitation by transmission... time-

based code”, [0096], [0110] and Fig. 7, where the nonce corresponds to the recited

dynamic SecureCode);
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providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction (see,

e.g., [0111] and Fig. 7),

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user

based on a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the

SecureCode (see, e.g., Fig. 7, step 776 and [O112], where the message includes the

nonce;and

authenticating by the Central-Entity the user during the transaction if the digital

identity is valid (see, e.g., [O112]).

Kaliski, however, does not expressly disclose that the dynamic SecureCode

becomes invalid after being used.

Hill discloses a digital payment transaction system (see, e.g., abstract and col. 1,

line 3) in which a payment server issues a digital payment token to a user for making a

payment to a merchant and the token is authenticated by the payment server when

received from the merchant (see, e.g., col. 2, lines 5-23, Fig. 1 and Fig. 6). Hill also

discloses that the token functions like a one-time password (corresponding to the

recited becomes invalid after being used) (see, e.g., col. 6, lines 25-30).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the system of Kaliski to generate a one-time

password as taught in Hill in addition of being a time—based code because it would

make the system of Kaliski a high level of cryptographic security, while completely

removing the processing overhead from the vendor (see Hill, col. 2, lines 35-40).
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Claims 21 and 64 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kaliski-Hill as applied to claim 21 above and further in view of the examiner

Official Notice.

Regarding claims 21 and 64, these claims are rejected as applied to the like elements of

claims 1, 50, 52 and 74 above and further the following:

Kaliski-Hill does not expressly disclose that the computer that generates a SecureCode

is different from the computer that authenticates the SecureCode.

Official Notice is taken that it is old and well—known practice in the art that in some

system (i.e., organizations and institutions) more than one computer are used to provide

services to their clients (i.e., different computer for different purpose and service).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was made to modify the system of Kaliski-Hill to deploy one computer

for providing a client a SecureCode and another computer for authenticating the

SecureCode (i.e., the user) whenever the user request a service. For example, if the

External-Entity has its own Central-Entity different from the Central-Entity of the user,

then the computer of the External—Entity‘s Central—Entity will be used for authenticating

the SecureCode which is different from the computer of the user's Central-Entity that

has generated the SecureCode.

Regarding claims 2 and 22, Kaliski discloses:
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A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre-existing relationship with

the External—Entity (see, e.g., [0003], where the user stores a secret at the server before

doing any transaction, [0101] and [0105], where the server 610 keeps the encrypted

user's secrete for future transaction which means the user has a pre-existing

relationship with the server 610 when executing the next transaction).

Regarding claims 3 and 23, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre-existing relationship with

the External—Entity (see, e.g., [0109], where the user does not have any pre-existing

relationship with the web server 710 when starting his first transaction with the web

server 710).

Regarding claims 4, 24 and 43, Kaliski discloses:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a

predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure-Code and user specific information

(see, e.g., [0111], where the blinded result R and nonce or other session identifier

corresponds to the recited combined Secure—Code and user specific information);

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity (see, e.g., [0112], where the authentication server 730 performs an authentication

which means the authentication server stores the same information that has transmitted

to the client previously);
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using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information

received by the Central-Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central-

Entity to form a combined received SecureCode and received user specific information

(see, e.g., [0111]-[0112] and Fig. 7, where in the process of authentication a combined

information of R and nonce are used);

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user (see,

e.g., [O112], where the authentication performed by the server 730 means comparing).

Regarding claims 12 and 32, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the External—Entity receives the user’s digital

identity (see, Fig. 7, step 774).

Regarding claims 13 and 33, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External-Entity submits a digital identity to

the Central-Entity (see, e.g., Fig. 7, step 776).

Regarding claims 14, 34, 65, 66, 83 and 87, Kaliski discloses that the web server sends

a message which includes the received nonce from the client, to the authentication

server (see Fig. 7, step 776 and [0112]) but does not expressly disclose:

wherein said digital identity includes a user-specific information.

Hill, however, discloses:
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wherein said digital identity includes a user-specific information (see, e.g., col. 6,

lines 16-25, where the modified token includes the user’s PIN which is specific to the

usen.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the system of Kaliski to include user’s specific

information in the digital identity as taught in Hill in order to authorize payment to

merchant by the payment server (see Hill, col. 6, lines 16-20).

Regarding claims 15, 35, 48, 78, 79, 84, 85 and 88-91, Hill discloses:

The method of claim 14, wherein the user-specific information comprises one or more of

the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an identification phrase,

(see, e.g., col. 6, lines 16-25, where the modified token includes the user’s PIN which is

equivalent to an ID).

Regarding claims 16 and 36, Kaliski-Hill discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial transaction

(see, e.g., Kaliski: [0101] and Hill: col. 2, line 3, where the digital payment transaction

system indicates a financial transaction).

Regarding claims 17 and 37, Kaliski discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-financial

transaction (see, e.g., [0006], where accessing data is a non-financial transaction).
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Regarding claims 18 and 38, Kaliski-Hill discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to access to restricted

web-site or restricted computer/server (see, e.g., Kaliski: [0030] and Hill: col. 6, line 5-

9).

Regarding claims 19 and 39, Kaliski discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a communication network,

wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the following: an

Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite, and a private network (see,

e.g., Fig. 6 and [0O32]).

Regarding claims 20, 40, 51, 53-55 and 58, Kaliski discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a communication network

to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said External—Entity (see, e.g.,

Figs. 6 and 7).

Regarding claim 41, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said External-Entity is using said

algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user's identity (see, e.g., [0111]-

[0112] and Fig. 7, where in the process of authentication a combined information of R

and nonce are used).
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Regarding claims 44, 81, 82 and 86, Kaliski discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein said External-Entity and said Central-Entity are the

same entity (see, e.g., [0101]-[O103], where the user only interacts with the web server

610).

Regarding claims 45 and 75, Hill discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity invalidates the

SecureCode after authenticate the user (see, e.g., col. 6, lines 25-30: one-time

password).

Regarding claims 46 and 76, Kaliski discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Central-Entity invalidates the

SecureCode after a predefined period of time passes from when the SecureCode was

generated (see, e.g., [0044]: “time—based code”).

Regarding claims 47 and 77, Kaliski discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity generates the

SecureCode with dependence on the user information (see, e.g., [0O33], [0035] and

[O110], where the client transfers its information to the authentication server to receive a

blinded result R and a nonce or a session identifier).

Regarding claim 60, Kaliski discloses:
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The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is initiated by a user through a

standard interface provided to said user (see, e.g., [0033]).

Regarding claim 63, Kaliski discloses:

The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first Central—Entity computer and

said second Central—Entity computer are the same (see, e.g., Fig. 7, authentication

server 730).

Regarding claim 64, Kaliski-Hill does not expressly disclose:

The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first Central—Entity computer and

said second Central—Entity computer are different.

Official Notice is taken that it is old and well—known practice in the art that some

organizations such as banks my use more than one computer to provide services to

their clients. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was made to modify the system of Kaliski-Hill to deploy more

than one computer to provide to a client a SecureCode by one computer and

authenticate it whenever the user request a service by another computer.

Regarding claims 67 and 71, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is invalid if the SecureCode

is invalid (see, e.g., Fig. 7 and [0111]-[O112], where if the provided nonce to the

authentication server is not valid the user will not be authenticated).
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Regarding claims 68, and 72, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is invalid if the SecureCode

is invalid (see, e.g., Fig. 7 and [0111]-[O112], where if the provided nonce to the

authentication server is valid the user will be authenticated).

Regarding claims 69, 70, 73 and 80, Kaliski discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External—Entity authenticates the user upon

receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Centra|—Entity (see, e.g., Fig. 7

and [0111]-[o112]).

Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. See attached PTO-892.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR whose telephone number is

(571)272-3808. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8-6.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on 571-272-3799. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.
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For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, Call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Abdulhakim Nobahar/

Examiner, Art Unit 2432
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§person individual subscriber
gmember consumer customer

§request$2 buyer purchaser
ishopper trader entity member

§party pay$2 spender partner
§counterpart) same (online

nternet e|ectronic$4 web
§website digital cyber network)

§near4 (bank$3 shop$4
§commerc$3 purchas$3 buy$3

§trad$3 business retai|$3 seI|$3
§transact$3 communicat$3

§financ$4 vend$3 procur$5
§exchang$3)).CLM.

12/ 16/2011 10:19:50 AM
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EAST Search History (Prior Art)

‘Search Query :DBs : ‘Time Stamp

§AsGHARi-KAMRANI near2 §USPGPUB; : §2o11/12/16
§(NADER KAMRAN) §USPAT; FPRS; E

JPO;
§DERWENT;
_§iBivi_TDB

§(71s/182-186).ccis. §usPGPuB; §2011/12/16
§(726/2,5,8,18,27,28).ccis. §UsPAT; FPRS; §08:28
§(7o5/64,67,72,76,78).ccis. EEPO; JPO;

EDERWENT;
BM_TDB

$2 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 §usPoPuB; $261 1/12/16
§time transi$5 temp) nears (key §USPAT; FPRS; §08:36
§password passcode passname JPO;
Epassphrase phrase paraphrase §DEF{WENT;
Ecode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB
ii D SID ssi D identification 3

Eidentity identif$4 credential)
§same (authentic$5 verification
§verif$4 va|id$5)

$3 and @PD>"20110725“ EUSPGPUB; : $201 1/12/16
EUSPAT; FPRS; §o6:37
§EPo; JPO; 5
§DERWENT;
5| BM_TDB

1 and FOB same (authent $5 : S PUB, , 1 011/12/16

§verification verifying validation EUSPAT; FPRS; §O8:38
§va|idity) near2 (user client §EPo; JPO; 5 3
§person individual subscriber §DERWENT;
§member consumer customer BM_TDB
§request$2 buyer purchaser ‘
§shopper trader entity member
§party pay$2 spender partner
§counterpart)

$5 and @PD>"20110725" §usPoPuB; ‘ §2o11/12/16
§USPAT; FPRS; §08:38

JPO;
§DERWENT;

BM_TDB
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$4 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 §usPePuB; §2o11/12/1e
gtime transi$5 temp) near3 (key §USPAT; FPRS; §08:4O
ipassword passcode passname JPO; 5 5
ipassphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;

icode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB
D SID SSI D identification

iidentity identif$4 credential)
isame (authentic$5 verification
verif$4 valid$5) near4 (user
sclient person individual

gsubscriber member consumer
icustomer request$2 buyer
ipurchaser shopper trader
ientity member party pay$2
spender partner counterpart)

(dynamic$4 tempora$4 time §USPGPUB; 2011/12/16
§transi$5 temp) near3 (key EUSPAT; FPRS; 09:25
ipassword passcode passname JPO; 5
ipassphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
icode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB

D SID SSI D identification
§identity identif$4 credential)

$10 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 §USPGPUB; 2011/12/16
itime transi$5 temp) near3 (key EUSPAT; FPRS; 09:26
password passcode passname EPO; JPO; 5
gpassphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
icode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB

D SID SSI D identification
‘identity identif$4 credential)

ame (authentic$5 verification
verif$4 valid$5),.,.,,,,.U,:,,,.,.,

gusPePuB; j 2011/12/1e
§USPAT; FPRS; 5 5

§EPo; JPO;
§DERWENT;

BM_TDB

$12 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 EUSPGPUB; ‘ 2011/12/16
time transi$5 temp) near3 (key iUSPAT; FPRS; 09:28
password passcode passname ‘EPO; JPO; 5 5
§passphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
icode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB

D SID SSI D identification
iidentity identif$4 credential)
same (authentic$5 verification
verif$4 valid$5) near4 (user

lient person individual
subscriber member consumer

ustomer request$2 buyer

§purchaser shopper trader
§entity member party pay$2
ispender partner counterpart)

...6.........6.,..,......,...
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$13 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 §USPGPUB; E2011/12/16
§timetransi$5 temp) adj2 (key §USPAT; FPRS; §O9:46
lpassword code seed PIN JPO; 5 5 5
§pincode secret) with §DERWENT;
§(authenticat$3 verification verif BM_TDB
§$4 valid$5) same (authenticat
§$3 verification verifying
§validation validity) near2 (user

§client person individual
lsubscriber member consumer
§customer request$2 buyer
lpurchaser shopper trader
§entity member party pay$2
§spender partner counterpart) ‘

3 4 and (online Internet §USPGPUB;
§electronic$4 web website §USPAT; FPRS; 5
§digital cyber network) near4 JPO;
§(bank$3 shop$4 commerc$3 §DERWENT;
§purchas$3 buy$3 trad$3 BM_TDB
§business retail$3 sell$3 transact
§$3 communicat$3 financ$4
§vend$3 procur$5 exchang$3)
§FoB same (authentic$5 §usPePuB; gon §oN §2011/12/1e
§verification verifying validation EUSPAT; FPRS; 5 §09:59
§validity) near2 (user client JPO; 5
§person individual subscriber EDERWENT;
§member consumer customer BM_TDB
§request$2 buyer purchaser 5

§shopper trader entity member
§party pay$2 spender partner
§counterpart)

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\I .\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v \

3~......\....~.....
E

SUSPGPUB; §oR $2011/12/10
§usPAT; FPRS; 0:00
§EPo; JPO; 5 *
§DERWENT;

§i BM_TDB:: : K - = 1 -.<..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................!

12/ 16/2011 10:19:37 AM
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§(NADEFt KAMRAN)

‘§(713/182—186).cc|s.
§(726/2,5,8,18,27,28).cc|s.
§(705/64,67,72,76,78).cc|s.

§time transi$5 temp) nears (key
Epassword passcode passn ame
Epassphrase phrase paraphrase
§code seed PIN pincode secret
El D SID SSI D identification
§identity identif$4 credential)
Esame (authentic$5 verification
§verii$4 va|id$5)

$877 and @PD>"20110725"

E876 and FOB same (authentic
§$5 veritication veritying
Evalidation validity) near2 (user

§c|ient person individual
gsubscriber member consumer
gcustomer request$2 buyer ;
gpurchaser shopper trader entity
gmember party pay$2 spender 5
gpartner counterpart)

S79 and @PD>"20110725"

§US—PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
ii BM_TDB

t SPGPUB;

§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;

§i BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§i BM_TDB

§0perator

§oR 3
§08: 1 8

11/12/165..
‘08'28
. ....
K

11/12/16

§O8:37

11/12/16

§O8:38

11/12/16S. ..
.O8.38....
I
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::\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\' \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V ‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V _\.“.“““.“.u“\.“.“\..“\.““. .\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v ‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\' .

§117 E878 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 5 S—PGPUB; 5 EON §2011/12/‘I6
5 §timetransi$5 temp) nears (key §USPAT; FPRS; 5 §08:4O

Epassword passcode passname §EPO; JPO; 5
Epassphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
§code seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB
ii D SID SSI D identification 5
Eidentity identif$4 credential)
Ssame (authentic$5 verification
§verii$4 valid$5) near4 (user

iclient person individual
isubscriber member consumer
icustomer request$2 buyer _
ipurchaser shopper trader entity
§member party pay$2 spender 5
ipartner counterpart)

§(dynamic$4 tempora$4 time S—PGPUB; 5
§transi$5 temp) near3 (key §USPAT; FPRS; §O9:25
Epassword passcode passname §EPO; JPO; 5
Epassphrase phrase paraphrase §DEFtWENT;
Ecode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB
ii D si D ssi D identification 5
Eidentity identif$4 credential) ‘

$884 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 S—PGPUB; §2o11/12/16
§time transi$5 temp) nears (key §USPAT; FPRS; E 9:26
ipassword passcode passname §EPO; JPO; 5 5 ‘
§passphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
§code seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB

D SID SSI D identification 5
Eidentity identif$4 credential)
§same (authentic$5 verification
§verif$4 valid$5)

......,...........,..........m.....,....6.
$2011/12/16
§o9:26

JPO;
§DEFiWENT;K

i
“ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

i886 and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 - §2o11/12/16
§time transi$5 temp) nears (key §09:28
Epassword passcode passname §EPO; JPO; 5 ‘
ipassphrase phrase paraphrase §DERWENT;
icode seed PIN pincode secret BM_TDB
ii D SID SSI D identification 5
§identity identif$4 credential)
Esame (authentic$5 verification
§verii$4 valid$5) near4 (user
Eclient person individual
Esubscriber member consumer
Ecustomer request$2 buyer ‘
Epurchaser shopper trader entity

imember party pay$2 spender ‘
ipartner counterpart)

‘ ‘\\.\.\\\\.e\\\\\.“““““““\““““‘ -
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and (dynamic$4 tempora$4 5 S—PGPUB; 5 52011/12/‘I6
§timetransi$5 temp) adj2 (key §USPAT; FPRS; §O9:46
Epassword code seed PIN §EPO; JPO; 5 5
Epincode secret) with §DERWENT;
§(auiheniicai$3 verification verif §| BM_TDB

§$4 va|id$5) same (authenticat 5
§$3 verification verifying

Evalidation validity) near2 (user
gclient person individual
§subscriber member consumer
§customer request$2 buyer ‘
§purchaser shopper trader entity
§member party pay$2 spender ‘
§partner counterpart) .

and (online Internet = S—PGPUB; : §2011/12/16
§e|ectronic$4 web website digital §USPAT; FPRS; §09:47
Ecyber network) near4 (bank$3 §EPO; JPO;
§shop$4 commerc$3 purchas$3 §DERWENT; 5 ‘
§buy$3 trad$3 business retai|$3 §i BM_TDB
§se||$3 transact$3 communicat 5
§$3 financ$4 vend$3 procur$5
§exchang$3)

EFOB same (autnentic$5 S—PGPUB;
§veritication verifying validation §USPAT; FPRS;
§va|idity) near2 (user client §EPO; JPO;
§person individual subscriber §DERWENT;
Emember consumer customer BM_TDB
§request$2 buyer purchaser '
§shopper trader entity member
§party pay$2 spender partner
5counterpart)

JPO;
§DEFiWENT;
‘ BM_TDB

S—PGPUB;

§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT;

§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT;

M_TDB 5 .

§'69936e6".pn. t - = §2o1 1/ 12/29
‘ 2:35

§EPO; JPO; 5
§DERWENT;
‘ BM_TDB

SPGPUB; $2011/12/29
§USPAT; FPRS; §12:44
§EPO; JPO; 5 5
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB
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Emicrosoft adj passport

( O1 and request$3 near3

(passport

§S101 and request$3 near5
gpasspori

$3101 and (single adj use)

§s1o1 and (OTP (time adj

§s1o1 and (OTP (time adj
§password))

§oTP (one adj time adj
(password)

§(sing|e adj use) adj2 (password
gpassport token)

Esingle adj use adj2 password

e adj2 password

§12:45

11/12/29

(14:19

11/12/29

;14:22

11/12/29

;14:23

11/12/29

§14:23

‘1‘1‘7‘1‘§i‘§§“““““‘

4:23 ‘

11/12/29
5
. 0-44
. ...
§

11/12/29

§2o;49

11/12/29S..
~20'50, ...\
§

§US—PGPUB; §oR ( 11/12/29 :
§USPAT; FPRS; I
§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT;
‘I BM_TDB

E s PUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;

EEPO; JPO;

§DERWENT;
§|BM_TDB

§US- PGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;

gi BM_TDB

§USPGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
EUSPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;

§i BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
EUSPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;

§i BM_TDB

§USPGPUB;
EUSPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
§i BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
gi BM_TDB

§USPGPUB;
§UsPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;
ii BM_TDB

= SPGPU ;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;
§|BM_TDB
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§US—PGPUB; §OR 5 11/12/29
§usPAT; FPRS; §2o:50
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;
5|BM_TDB

eadi ime adj password 5 S—PGPU ;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT;
§|BM_TDB

§one adj3 password §US—PGPUB; 11/12/29
§usPAT; FPRS; (20:51
§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT;

§| BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB; 1 1/ 12/29
§usPAT; FPRS; ;2o:52
§EPO; JPO; 5 5
§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

$3115 and (online Internet §US—PGPUB; 11/12/29
§e|ectronic$4 web digital cyber) §usPAT; FPRS; :21 :18
§near3 (shop$4 commerc$3 JPO;
§purchas$3 buy$3 trad$3 EDERWENT;
gbusiness retai|$3 se||$3 transact BM_TDB

§s11e and (authentic$5 §US—PGPUB; ‘ 11/12/29
§verification verifying va|id$5) §USPAT; FPRS; §21 :19
with (user client person §EPO; JPO;
§individua| subscriber member §DEFiWENT;
iconsumer customer request$2 §I BM_TDB
§buyer purchaser shopper trader
§entity party pay$2 spender 5
§partner counterpart)

E8117 and (authentic$5 §USPGPUB; ( 11/12/29
iverification verifying va|id$5) §USPAT; FPRS; §21 :20
with (password passport token) §EPO; JPO; 5 5

§DERWENT;
§| BM_TDB

$3118 and (authentic$5 EUSPGPUB; = 011/12/29
Everification verifying va|id$5) EUSPAT; FPRS; §21:2o
with (password passport token) JPO; 5
isame (user client person EDERWENT;

Eindividual subscriber member ii BM_TDB
iconsumer customer request$2 E
gbuyer purchaser shopper trader
§entity party pay$2 spender 5
§partner counterpart)

S119 and (dynamic$4 tempora §USrPGPUB; 11/12/29
§$4 time transi$5 temp) adj2 §USPAT; FPRS; ;21 :21
§(password passport token) JPO; 5 5

§DERWENT;

§| BM_TDB
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E8119 and (short lite liv$3 §US—PGPUB; $2011/12/29
Evariable time-depend$4 time— §USPAT; FPRS; $21 :27
Ebased timebased time—wise EEPO; JPO; ‘
Slimewise changeable changing §DERWENT;
Eunpredictable non predictable BM_TDB

Eonetime once) near5 (password
gpassporl token) ‘

§s12o s121 §US—PGPUB;
‘ §usPAT; FPRS;

§EPO; JPO;
§DEFlWENT;
§l BM_TDB

$3122 and (authentic$5 §US—PGPUB;

§verification verifying valid$5) SUSPAT; FPRS;
with (third server authority cent §EPO; JPO;
§$5 bank financ$5 institution §DEFlWENT;
§trust$3 issuing organization BM_TDB
§authenticator centralization or ‘
§broker$4 authoritative or
§authorized otlicial)

$8123 and (user client person §USPGPUB;
§individual subscriber member §USPAT; FPRS;
Econsumer customer requesl$2 §EPO; JPO;
§buyer purchaser shopper trader §DERWENT;
Eentily party pay$2 spender BM_TDB
§partner counterpart) with (third ‘
Eserver authority cent$5 bank
§tinanc$5 institution trust$3

Eissuing organization
gauthenticator centralization or
§broker$4 authoritative or
gauthorized official)

E8124 and (user client person §US—PGPUB;
Eindividual subscriber member §USPAT; FPRS;
Econsumer customer request$2 §EPO; JPO;
Ebuyer purchaser entity party pay §DEFlWENT;
§$2 spender partner counterpart BM_TDB
Erecipient receiver) with (third
Eserver authority cent$5 bank
§linanc$5 institution trust$3
Eissuing organization
Eauthenlicator centralization or
§broker$4 authoritative or
Eauthorized official) with (shop
§$4 commercial trad$3 business
§retaii$3 sell$3 provid$3 supp|$4
imerchant produc$4 merchandis
§$4) '
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35.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.:
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18125 and (user client person
individual subscriber member

iconsumer customer request$2
Ebuyer purchaser entity party pay

§l BM_TDB§$2 spender partner counterpart
‘recipient receiver) with (third

erver authority cent$5 bank
financ$5 institution trust$3

issuing organization

tauthenticator centralization or

§broker$4 authoritative or
§authorized official) with
‘(authentic$5 verification
verifying valid$5) with (shop$4

(commercial trad$3 business
§retail$3 sell$3 provid$3 suppl$4
§merchant produc$4 merchandis

§$4)

18126 and (user client person
individual subscriber member

onsumer customer request$2.,,6.,,,,.,,,\

§$2 spender partner counterpart
‘recipient receiver) with (third
server authority cent$5 bank
financ$5 institution trust$3

issuing organization
gauthenticator centralization or
§broker$4 authoritative or
sauthorized official) with
(authentic$5 verification

gverifying va|id$5) with (shop$4
lcommercial trad$3 business

retail$3 sell$3 provid$3 suppl$4

gmerchant produc$4 merchandis
§$4) same (password passport
§token)

onsumer customer request$2

gbuyer purchaser entity party pay
§l BM_TDB§$2 spender partner counterpart

‘recipient receiver) with (third
server authority cent$5 bank
financ$5 institution trust$3

issuing organization
gauthenticator centralization or
§broker$4 authoritative or
authorized official) with
(authentic$5 verification
(verifying valid$5) with (shop$4
commercial trad$3 business

retail$3 sell$3 provid$3 suppl$4

gmerchant produc$4 merchandis
§$4) same (dynamic$4 tempora
§$4 time transi$5 temp short life
§liv$3 variable time-depend$4
Etime-based timebased time-
wise timewise changeable

S..1.1.11.
:

gbuyer purchaser entity party pay

BM_TDB

§US—PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
D ERWENT;

:US PGPUB;
§usPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
D ERWENT;

" fus PGPUB;
§USPAT; FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
D ERWENT;

E:2011/12/29
21:51

2011/12/29
21:53

2011/12/29
21:55
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337

$14

§changing unpredictable non
tpredictable onetime once)

§near5 (password passport
§token)

3"5999525""2o1oo1oo724"
y2oo4oo3o752""2oo2o1s4143"
$2oo2o1334t2""2oo2oo4e1s9"
y2oo2oo4o34e""2oo2oo29275"
§2oo1oo54148""7975o56"
§774299e""771e484"
$7324972""6731e25"
§"6601192”"6236981”
§"e57129o""eoe7621")pn.

§S129 and (user client person
gindividual subscriber member
tconsumer customer request$2

Ebuyer purchaser entity party pay
BM_TDB§$2 spender partner counterpart

§recipient receiver) with (third
Eserver authority cent$5 bank
§tinanc$5 institution trust$3
tissuing organization
Eauthenticator centralization or
§broker$4 authoritative or
§authorized official) with
§(authentic$5 verification
Everifying va|id$5) with (shop$4
Ecommercial trad$3 business
§retail$3 se|l$3 provid$3 suppl$4
Emerchant produc$4 merchandis
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A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
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the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
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A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
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A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on November 17, 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: November 17 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the non—final Office Action mailed August 17, 2011, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 16.
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an External—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid

after being used;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

2. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

3. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre—existing

relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

4. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:
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combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a

predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity;

using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information received

by the Central—Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central—Entity to form a

combined received SecureCode and received user specific information;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user.

5-11. (Cancelled)

12. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

receives the user’s digital identity.

13. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a

user—specific information.

l5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim l4, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an
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16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial

transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-

financial transaction.

18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to

access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the

following: an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private

network.

20. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said External-

Entity.

21. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic
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transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes

invalid after being used; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid.

22. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has a

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

23. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has no

pre—existing relationship with the External—Entity.

24. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said EXtemal—

Entity and said Central—Entity use a SecureCode that is algorithmically combined with said user-

specific information.

25-31 . (Cancelled)

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the user submits

a digital identity to the EXternal—Entity.
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33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the External-

Entity submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the digital identity

includes a user— specific information.

35. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following; an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

39. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs
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over a communication network and wherein said communication network comprises one or more

of the following; an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a

private network.

40. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said

External—Entity.

41. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said EXternal—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said Central—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity and said

Central—Entity are the same entity.

45. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity

invalidates the SecureCode after authenticating the user . - -
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46. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Central—Entity

 SecureCode : - -- . ' : ' - - after apredefined period of time passes from

when the SecureCode was generated.

47. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode with dependence on the user informationo 

yalues.

48. (Currently Amended) The method as recited in claim 47. wherein said6H 

a user information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric

name. an ID, a login name,  andan identification phrase 

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an EXtemal—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request, wherein the dynamic SecureCode is Valid for a predefined time and becomes invalid

after being used;
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providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

valid, wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.

51. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Central—Entity over a communication network.

52. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction. wherein the dynamic SecureCode is valid for a predefined time and becomes

invalid after being used; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid, wherein said

SecureCode is alphanumeric.

5 3. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Extemal—Entity over a communication network.
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54. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said Central—Entity over a communication network.

55. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said External—Entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)

58. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode is

generated based on a request submitted by said user over a communication network.

5 9. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 5 8, wherein said request is

initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61-62. (Cancelled)

63. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are the same.

64. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are different.
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65. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode and a user—specific information.

66. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

67. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

68. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

69. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

70. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

7 l. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.
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72. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

73. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

74. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

75. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

invalidatestheSecureCode .- ' : - :. " after

authenticating the user.

76. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the Central—Entity

 SecureCode ~ - -- - : ' : ‘ - -.~ after a predefined period of time passesi

the SecureCode was generated.

77. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode based on said user information

78. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 77, wherein said oneor—mo1=e
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ap user information comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric

name. an ID, a login name, a password, and an identification phrase 

79. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 65, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, -V - - --

80. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

81. (New) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity and Central—Entity are

the same entity.

82. (New) A method as recited in claim 50, wherein said External—Entity and Central-

Entity are the same entity.

83. (New) The method of claim 50, wherein said digital identity includes a user—specific

information.
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84. (New) The method of claim 83, wherein the user—specific information includes user-

identifying information.

85. (New) The method of claim 83, wherein the user—specific information comprises one

or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an identification

phrase.

86. (New) The apparatus of claim 52, wherein said EXternal—Entity and Central—Entity are

the same entity.

87. (New) The apparatus of claim 52, wherein said digital identity includes an user-

specific information.

88. (New) The apparatus of claim 87, wherein the user—specific information includes

user—identifying information.

89. (New) The method of claim 87, wherein the user—specific information comprises one

or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an identification

phrase.

90. (New) The method of claim 14, wherein the user—specific information includes user-

identifying information.
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91. (New) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user—specific information includes

user—identifying information.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 were previously pending.

Claims 5-11, 25-31, 42, 49, 56-57, 59 and 61-62 have been previously cancelled without

disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 1, 15, 21, 35, 45, 46,

47, 48, 50, 52, and 75-79 have been amended to more particularly recite the claimed invention.

Claims 81-91 have been added to further claim the present invention. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41,

43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-91 remain pending.

CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER FRANKLIN ET AL. AND FOX ET AL.

TAKEN ALONE OR IN COMBINATION

The Office Action rejected claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over by U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 A to Franklin

er al. [hereinafter “Franklin er al.”] in view of U.S. Patent Publication No. 2002/0069174 A1 by

Fox et al. [hereinafter “Fox et al.”]. Generally, the Office Action contends that Franklin er al.

discloses all of the elements of the claims, except for certain missing features that it contends can

be found in Fox et al., and further contends that it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to modify the system of Franklin et al. using these certain missing features from

Fox er al. for various specified reasons. For example with regard to claim 1, the Office Action

asserts that Franklin discloses all of the elements of the claim at issue, except for “receiving

electronically by a Central-Entity a request for authenticating the user based on a digital identity

during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode” and “authenticating by the

Central-Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is valid.” The Applicants

respectfully disagree with the Office Action’s characterization of these references vis-a—vis the
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claims at issue and respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection in light of

the following remarks.

Factual Inquiries Set Forth in Graham v. John Deere Show Non-Obviousness

1. Determining Scope 0fPri0r Art

Franklin et al. teaches the use of a temporary transaction number to replace one’s actual

credit card number to avoid exposing the actual credit card number to fraud. However, Franklin

fails to teach any authentication method, since Franklin et al. relates merely to authorization of

payment, which is not the same as authentication of the user. See Afi‘. Hasseinzadelzfiled

11/1 7/2011, 7/7; Afi”. Hewittfiled 11/1 7/2011, W11; Afi”. N.Kamranifiled 11/1 7/2011, 7/6; Afi’.

K.Kamranifiled 11/1 7/2011, 7[6.

Fox et al. teaches using a digital signature as the basis for authentication because only a

Valid digitally signed certificate is used for authenticating the user. See Afi”. Hosseinzadelz filed

11/17/2011,5’[9; Afi’. Hewittfiled 11/1 7/2011, W13; Afi”. N.Kamranifiled 11/17/2011, 7[8; Afi’.

K.Kamranifiled 11/1 7/2011, 7[8.

2. Ascertaining the Difierences Between the Prior Art and Claims at Issue

The Claims at issue include the limitations that the dynamic SecureCode is generated

during the transaction between the user and the EXtemal—Entity and that the so generated

dynamic code is then used to authenticate the user. Franklin et al. does not authenticate a user

based on any code generated during the transaction between the user and the merchant because

there is no authentication being performed in Franklin et al. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadelt filed

1/18/2011, 7[9—14,-Afi’. laingfiled 1/11/2011,7[9—14,-Afi‘. Hewittfiled 1/18/2011,7[9—14;Afi‘.

N.Kamranifiled 1/18/2011, W1 0-16; Afi”. K.Kamranifiled 1/18/2011, %9—14.
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Fox et al. does not authenticate a user based on a code generated during the transaction,

but requires use of a digital key obtained offline to digitally sign a certificate, which is then used

for authentication of the user. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh filed 11/] 7/201], 7[10; Afi‘. Hewittfiled

Z 1/] 7/201], $14; Afi‘. N.Kamrani filed 11/] 7/201], fi9; Afi‘. K.Kamranifiled 11/] 7/201], 7[9.

Thus, neither reference generates a dynamic SecureCode during the transaction that is then used

to authenticate the user for the transaction. Without these features, the suggested combination

fails to state a prima/acie case of obviousness.

Response to Office Action Remarks

The Office Action’s argument includes several flaws in its logic. To show the presence

of some claim elements in the prior art of Franklin et al., the Office Action equates the recited

dynamic SecureCode to the temporary transaction number of Franklin et al. But then in a slight

of hand, the Office Action equates the GRC of Fox et al. to the recited dynamic SecureCode for

later claim steps. So, for certain claim steps, the Office Action uses the temporary transaction

number of Franklin er al. as the recited dynamic SecureCode and for other claim steps the Office

Action uses the GRC as the recited dynamic SecureCode. A proper argument should use the

same element in one reference for the same element throughout the claim. In short, the Office

Action has not presented any prior art showing the use of a dynamic SecureCode in the manner

recited and the differences between the prior art and the claims remain significant.

Each of the temporary transaction number and the GRC include features that preclude

their use in the claimed method.

The second factual inquiry under the Graham v. John Deere C0. test requires ascertaining

the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue. The first difference is that the same

dynamic SecureCode requested during authentication of the individual is then generated and sent
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to the user. The same dynamic SecureCode is then received as part of an authentication request

and the user is authenticated based on the same dynamic SecureCode.

The temporary transaction number of Franklin er al. cannot be used to authenticate the

individual because it is the same as a credit card number — which is never used to authenticate

people. See Hosseinzaclelzfilecl 1/18/2011, 7[9-14; Laingfiled 1/11/2011,7[9—14;

Hewittfiled I/18/2011, 579-14; /lfi’. N.Kamranifiled I/18/2011, 7[10—I6; /lfi”. K.Kamranifiled

1/18/20] I, 7[9—14.

The GRC of Fox et al. is issued at the time of registration and such is not generated

during the transaction. Col. 9, lines 62-65, GUMP Method Registration Protocol. See Afi”.

Hosseinzadehfiled 11/] 7/201], 7[9—20; Afi‘. Hewittfiled 11/17/2011, 7[13—24; Afi‘. N.Kamranifiled

I 1/] 7/201 I , W9—] 9; Afi‘. K.Kamranifiled 11/1 7/20] 1 , W94 9. Moreover, the authentication

process used in Fox et al. requires use of a public/private key combination that must be obtained

out—of—band. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadehfiled 11/17/20ZZ,W9—20;Afi”. Hewittfiled 11/] 7/201], W13-

24,' Afi”. N.Kamrcmifiled 11/17/2011, W919; Afi”. K.Kamrcznifiled 11/17/2011, 7[9—19.

Consequently, the GRC of Fox et al. cannot replace the temporary transaction number of

Franklin et al. to arrive at the claimed invention because the GRC cannot be generated during the

transaction, and requires elements that must be obtained offline or at least outside the transaction

between the user and the External—Entity, which is required in the claims at issue. The only

reason that the digitally signed GRC of Fox et al. can be used for authentication purposes is

because it employs a public/private key that is used to sign the GRC; as a result the GRC by itself

is not used to authenticate the individual but rather the digitally signed GRC is used for

authentication so that only a GRC that is properly signed is considered authentic. See Afi’.

Hosseinzadehfiled 11/] 7/201], 7[9—20; Afi”. Hewitt filed 11/17/2011, fil3 -24; Afi”. N.Kamrani filed
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Z 1/] 7/201 I , 579-] 9; Afi‘. K.Kamranifiled 11/1 7/20] 1 , 5’[9—Z 9. Without the digital signature, the

GRC is not used for authentication and Fox er al. requires that the authentication is only valid if

the signature is valid. Id.

Furthermore, the temporary transaction number of Fox et al. is used to protect the actual

credit card number from being exposed on the Internet during an online transaction. Combining

Fox er al. with Franklin er al. would eliminate the need for the temporary transaction number.

Because in Fox et al. the temporary transaction numbers or actual credit card numbers have no

value without the user’s digital signature. See Fox et al., column 8, line 29-32 which states “If a

digital signature and signature check were required on every credit card transaction, then the card

number alone would have no value.”

Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the art upon reading Fox et al. and Franklin et al.

would not consider authenticating the individual using the temporary transaction number because

Fox et al. teaches using a digital signature as the basis for authentication, which digital signature

has a tremendous investment associated with it from obtaining the keys to perform the digital

signature. Id.

The Office Action equates the claimed “dynamic SecureCode” of the present invention

with the GRC of Fox et al., which describes the GRC as follows:

The Internet analog of an SOF is a Certified Public Signature Key

(CPSK). The GUMP Registration Meta—Protocol (GRMP) is a

framework for designing and implementing a financial institution's

certification policies to produce a client's CPSK, packaged as a

GUMP Relationship Certificate (GRC). The GRC, of course, is

public information that can be sent with transaction packets, stored in

online directories, and cached on distributed machines without

concern that it might be accessed by unauthorized parties.

7[ [007]]

However, the GRC of Fox er al. is not used to authenticate the user. Rather the digital
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signature is used to authenticate the user. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh filed 11/] 7/201], W9—20; Afi‘.

Hewittfiled 11/] 7/201], W13-24; Afi‘. N.Kamrz.mifiled 11/] 7/201], %9—I9; Afi”. K.Kamrcmifiled

I 1/] 7/201], 7[9—I 9.

The Office Action states “Fox discloses that a financial institution issues upon a request a

certificate which includes a one—time secret (OTS) to the buyer, to conduct the electronic

transaction with the seller where the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic code because it is

issued to the client for one electronic transaction and includes the OTS.” Yet one of skill in the

art of user authentication and electronic transactions would understand that this statement is

inaccurate. See Afi”. Hosseinzadeh filed 11/] 7/201], 7[2I—22; Afi”. Hewittfiled 11/] 7/201], 7/27-

28; Afi‘. N.Kamranifiled 11/17/2011, 7[21—22; Afi‘. K.Kamranifiled I]/17/201], 7[21—22.

The OTS in the GRC is only used to tie the client’s public key to the GRC, and the OTS is an

unsecret from the time the user receives digitally signed GRC certificate from the institution. Id.

Fox et al. discloses that the institution digitally signs and sends back a GRC binding the client’s

public signature key to the OTS. Id. From this point on, the OTS becomes an unsecret (Column

3, line 1-7). Id. Fox et al. suggests that the OTS be derived from the user’s financial account

numbers, which are static. Id. GRC does not correspond to recited dynamic code because GRC is

public information and OTS is not a secret number from the time the user receives GRC from a

financial institutions. Id.

The statement from the Office Action“the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic code”

is inaccurate. Id. In Fox et al. a financial institution verifies the identity of the user by verifying

user’s digital signature using user’s public key. Id. If a user does not digitally sign the GRC or

any other document, the financial institution would not be able to verify the user and the

document (GRC). Id. Therefore the statement “GRC correspond to dynamic code” is an invalid
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statement. Id. The claimed invention does not require a digital signature and public key protocol

to verify a user. Id. In the present invention, a dynamic code authenticates a user whereas in Fox

et al. a GRC does not authenticate a user. Id. Ir1 Fox et 511., it is the user’s digital signature and

public key that verifies the user who controls the private key. Id.

Furthermore, F0x et al. teaches away from using the GRC by itself for authentication. See

/lfi‘. Hosseinzadehfiled 11/I 7/201],5’[9—20; Afi”. Hewittfiled 11/] 7/201], W1 3 -24; /lfi”. N.Kamrani

filed 11/] 7/201], W949; A/]I K.Kamrani/iled 11/] 7/201], 7[9—19. Upon reading Fox et al., one of

skill in the art would be taught to rely on the digital signature for authentication, but using the

GRC by itself without a digital signature would be directly opposed to the teaching of Fox et al.

Therefore, Fox et al. teaches away from using the GRC as the basis for authentication. As such,

one of ordinary skill in the art would not modify Franklin et al. in the manner suggested by the

Office Action because he would rely upon the teaching from Fox et al. of using a digital

signature as the basis for authentication. But, the digital signature capability cannot be generated

during the transaction as claimed, hence the claimed invention would not have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art based on Fox er al. and Franklin et al.

Thus, for at least these reasons the Applicants respectfully submit that the claims at issue

are neither anticipated by nor rendered obvious by Franklin er al. and Fox er (11,, either taken

alone or in combination. Reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is

respectfully requested.

CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER FRANKLIN ET AL. AND FOX ET AL.

TAKEN ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH CERTAIN OFFICIAL NOTICE
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The Office Action rejected claim 44 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as being unpatentable over

the combination of Franklin er al. and Fox et al. and further in view of certain Official Notice.

The Office Action contends that the above mentioned combination of Franklin er al. and Fox et

al. discloses all of the elements of the claim at issue, except for “wherein the EXternal—Entity and

the Central—Entity are the same,” for which the Office Action provides certain Official Notice.

The Office Action takes Official Notice for this teaching missing from Franklin er al. and Fox et

al. Even assuming arguendo that the Office Action’s application of Official Notice in

combination with Franklin er al. and Fox et al. is proper, because this claim ultimately depends

from independent claim 1, which has been shown to be patentable over the combination of

Franklin er al. and Fox er al., claim 44 remains patentable over the combination of Franklin er

al., Fox et al. and the certain Official Notice for at least the same reasons discussed above. The

Applicants therefore respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of claim

44.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § l.l6 or § l.l7 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.

In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,
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By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: November 17 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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l. I am Kamran Asgharidéamrani, one of the inventors listed in US. patent

Application No. lfl2l0,926, which is the subject of the present proceeding.

2. Bachelor ofComputer Science - Specialization: Data Management and

Database Design, Technical University of The Hague, The Hague, Netherlands.

3. Director, CGI Federal. Senior level business and IT professional with over 18

years of experience in architecting and leading complex enterprise-wide solutions for Fortune

1000 companies and the federal government; an Expert in authorization and authentication,

fraud and identity theft prevention; Devoted much ofmy time to studying, and devising

solutions for these multifaceted problems; Knowledgeablefin the computer Architecture

Software and Information Security area.

4. I am familiar with the specification and pending claims of the present

Application.

5. I have reviewed U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 A to Franklin et al. (“Franilclin er

aif’) and US. Patent Publication No. 200210069174 Al by Fox et al. (“Fox at 31.”).

6. The temporary transaction nurnber of Franklin er al. does not correspond to

the dynamic Secureiliode disclosed in US. Patent Application No. 12/210,926 and one of

skill in the art upon reading both Frarrirlin er ai. and U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

would NOT consider the dynamic SecureCode to be equivalent to the temporary transaction

number. The temporary transaction number serves an entirely different purpose (i.e., to

replace an actual credit card number to protect the actual credit card number from being

exposed on the Internet during an online transaction) than the purpose served by the recited

and disclosed dynamic SecureCocle (t'.e., which is used to authenticate the individual); and

one of skill in the art would understand this and therefore consider the dynamic code to be

different than the temporary transaction number
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7. US. Patent Publication No. 2002/0069174 A1 by Fox et al. (“Fox er 511.”) does

not disclose anything equivalent to the disclosed and recited dynamic code in U.S. Patent

Application No. l2/210,926 which dynamic Securelilode is during a transaction between the

user and an External—Entity, which dynamic SecureCodc is included in an authentication

request and which dynamic SecureC‘ocle is used to authenticate the individual.

8. One of skill in the art ofauthentication would understand that the GRC ofFox

at al. is not equivalent to the dynamic SecureCode of US. Patent Application No.

12/230,926 because in Fox at al. the GRC is not used to authenticate the individual, but rather

ca digitally signed GRC is used to uutherrricare the individual. This is a significant

distinction.

9. Based on my review of Fox at .21., Fox at al. employs a digital signature

protocol to authenticate a user to a merchant during an onlinc transaction. As is known by

those of skill in the authentication art: a digital signature employs a matched pair of public

and private encryption keys obtained by a user through an offline or out ofband registration

process, during which a user submits identification credentials (typically in person) and then

later generates and registers the public-private key pair that is used to identify him.

it). in Far er al., a user digitally signs the user’s GRC certificate using the user’s

private key and sends the digitally signed GRC to an institution over a communication

networlc.’The institution that holds user’s public key can verify the digital signature using

user’s public key and thereby authenticate the user. In other words, the user can be

authenticated because the institution can rely upon the fact that if the public key the

institution holds that is associated with the user properly decrypts the GRC, then the user

must have encrypted the GRC using the related private key. Thus, authentication is based on

verifying that the public key matches the user.
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1 1.. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that Fox at al.

requires a digital signature and public key protocol to ensure that the user and the transaction

signed by the user are authentic, or in other words the GRC was signed by a user that has

access to the user’s private key.

l2. F03: e! at. discloses that “the digital signature is unique to rfiefirsr party and

includes both the public key andaprivate key, the private key being employee’ by tlicfirst

party to rramfornz the certificate, creating an encoded certificate, and the public key being

employed by others In verijfv the encoded certificate. " 1] [0011].

13. One of skill in the art of authentication would unclerstandthat in Fox at al. ifa

user does not digitally sign :1 GRC certificate, an entity that receives the uscr’s GRC

certificate would not be able to verify the user and the certificate. Thus, in Fox et al.

authentication is based on a pubiic~private key combination rather than the contents of the

GRC.

14. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that GRC certificate

is useless as a means of identification to anyone who does not control the private key. A user

digitally signs a GRC certificate with the user’s private key before sending it to the merchant

Fox at al., fiifii [00O9} and [-0134]. The digitally signed GRC certificate indicates that the user

and/or the transaction are authentic. Fox at al. discloses that “the GRC i.sp2iblic information

that can be sent with transaction packets, slored in online directories, and cached on

distributed Inaclrines without concern that it rnigihz‘ be accessed by zrnautlzorizedpafiies. " ‘ii

[c0713.

15. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that digital signature

and public key protocol is required in Fox at at’. for authenticating various parties and

eliminating this protocol from Fox at at. teaches away from the method specified by Fox at

an’.
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l6. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that a modified

system OfFrar1JtIir1eIal. in view ot‘Fox er al. would require a digital signature and public key

protocol for authenticating a user. The Fox at at’. WDl'i{fi0W is conceptually bound to the

public key and digital signature model of identification and authentication. As Fox et a1,

states, it implements a “meta-protocol”, in the sense that it is a protocol built upon the tire»

existing protocol public key and digital signature protocol. The contrasting key usages are

listed below:

User Private Key (Fox et 11!.) L User rtblic Key (Fox at of.)

Generated by user locally (simultaneously Generated by user lcally (simultaneously

with the user public key) before user being with the user private key) before user

i involved in any transaction ‘ being involved in any transaction
Stored by user locally and kept private Stored in the user certificate and made

public

Used by the user for SEGNRIG, which Used by Finnciai lnstiiguwtion or Seller for

requires possession ofthe user private key. VERWYING SIGNATURE, which

confirms after the fact that the signer had

possession ofthe user private key.

17. Due of sltill in the art ofauthentication would understand that a modified

system ofFranklin at al. in view ofFox et (:1. would require a user to sstisfir GUMP’s

authentication policy. Fox at al. discloses that GUM? ’s autlrenticatforz policy requires the

user to digitally Sign a transactitzn imvrunreni cartzafning afi-esimess chailerzge, proving

camera: control ofthe private s:'g1zamre key corresponding to the public key in the GRC

(column 10, line 3366).
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18. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that Kamrani does

not require 3 digital signature and public key protocol for authenticating the user but rather

bases authentication ofthe user on a dynamic SecureCode.

19. One of skill in the authentication art would understand the difference between

user authentication during online transaction in Kar_nram' that is based on dynamic

SeoureCocle and user authentication in Fox et al. that is based on digital signature and public

key protocol and users are required to satisfy G-UMP ’s authentication policy.

20. With regard. to the following statement, “Fox discloses that a financial

institution issues upon a request a certificate which includes a one-time secret (OTB) to the

buyer, to conduct the electronic transaction with the seiler where the GRC corresponds to the

recited dynamic code because it is issued to the client for one electronic transaction and

includes the OTS” one of skill in the art. of user authentication and electronic transactions

would understand that this statement is inaccurate. The OTS in the GRC is only used to tie

the client’s public key to the GRC, and the OTS is an unsecret from the time the user receives

. digitally signed GRC certificate from the institution. Fox et al disclose that the instlitntiou

digitally s:'g1as and sends back a GRC birrd1'.v2g the client is public signature key to the OTS.

From this point on, the OTS becomes an umecret (Colwm 3, line 1-7)‘ The Fox patent

suggests that the OTS be derived from the user°s financial account numbers, which arestatie.

GRC does not correspond to recited dynamic SecureCo_de because GRC is public information

and OTS is not a secret number from the time the user receives GRC from a financial

institutions.

21. Also the statement “the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic code” is

inaccurate. In For at al. a financial institution verifies the identity ofthe user by verifying

user’s digital signature using user’s public key. Ifa user does not digitally sign the GRC. or

any other document. the financial institution would not be able to verify the user and the
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document (GRC). Therefore the statement “GRC correspond to dynamic code” is an invalid

statement. Kamrani does not require a digital signature and public key protocol to verify a

user. In Karzzrarii, a dynamic SecureCDde authenticates 3 user whereas in Fox a GRC does not

authenticate a user. In Fox, it is the user’s digital signature and public key that verifies the

user who controls the private key.

I affirm that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true, and that all

statements made herein on inttwmation and beliefare believed to be true. I understand that

willful false statements and the like are punishablfe by fine or imprisonment, or both

(18 l_.T.S.C.t lO0l)_, and may jeopardize the validity ofthe present patent applicatien or any

patent issuing thereon.

FURTHER AFFlANT SAYETI-I NOT.

It witness whereof,

n[s3[.;tot
Karnran £1ri—A tr’ ’ ’_ Date
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1. I am Nader Asghari-Kamrani, one of the inventors listed in U.S. patent

Application No. 12/210,926, which is the subject of the present proceeding.

2. I received a degree in computer science from Technical University of Vienna,

in Vienna, Austria in 1993. i have been working in the field ofauthentication over

communication networks since 2000. I am one ofskiil in the art of authentication and

electrical transactions, including PK] and digital signature, online credit card payment as wet}

as banking transactions.

3. In 2003, I obtained an Accredited ACH Professional certification from

NACHA (The Electronic Payment Association). There are only approximately 3500 people

with this certification in the United States.

4. 1 am familiar with the specification and pending ciaims of the present

Application.

5. I have reviewed US. Patent No. 5,ii33,8lD_A to Franklin et al. (“Franfn'irz at

£11.”) and U.S. Patent Publication No. 200210069174 A] by Fox et al. (“Fox et at").

6. The temporary transaction number ofFrank1:'n er :11. does not correspond to

the dynamic SecuzeCode disclosed in US. Patent Application No. 12/210,926 and one of

skill in the ‘art upon reading both Framlrlinct :71. and US. Patent Application No. i2!2i0_.926

wouicl NOT consider the dynamic SecurcCode to be equivalent to the temporary transaction

number. , The temporary transaction number serves an entirely different purpose (i.e., to

replace an actual credit card number to protect the actual credit card number from being

exposed on the Internet during an ‘online transaction) than the purpose served by the recited

and disclosed dynamic SecureCode (z'.e., which is used to authenticate the individual); and

one of skill in the art would understand this and therefore consider the dynamic code to be

different than the temporary transaction number V//gay»;-V1.22»‘2221414244141441414444144411414444.;41444444444444.4“
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7. US. Patent Publication No. 200210069174 Al by Fox et :21. (“Fox et 01.”) does

not disclose anything equivalent to the disciosed and recited dynamic code in U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/210,926 which dynamic SecureCode is during a transaction between the

user and an Externai—Entity, which dynamic SecureCode is included in an authentication

request and which dynamic SecureCode is used to authenticate the individual.

8. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that the GRC ofFox

et al. is not equivalent to the dynamic SecureCode ofU.S. Patent Application No.

12/210,926 because in Fox at (:1. the GRC is not used to authenticate the individual, but rather

a digitglgg signed GRC is used to antlzerrticate the irtdividual. This is a significant

distinction.

9. Based on my review of Fox at al.. Fox at al. employs a digital signature

protocol to authenticate a user to a merchant during an online transaction. As is known by

those ofskill in the authentication art, a digital signature employs a matched pair of public

and private encryption keys obtained by a user through an ofiline or out ofhand iegistration

process, during which a user submits identification credentials (typically in person) and then

later generates and registers the public-private key pair that is used to identify him.

10. in Fat et al., a user digitally signs the user’s GRC certificate using the user’s

private key and sends the digitally signed GRC to an institution over a communication

networl~:,,The institution that holds user’s public key can verify the digital signature using

user’s public key and thereby authenticate the user. In other words, the user can be

authenticated because the institution can rely upon the fact that if the public key the

institution holds that is associated with the user properly decrypts the GRC, then the user

must have encrypted the GRC using the related private key. Thus, authentication is based on

verifying that the public key matches the user.
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I 1. One of skill in the art ofauthentication would understand that Fox er oi.

requires a digital signature and public key protocol to ensure that the user and the transaction

signed by the user are authentic, or in other words the GRC was signed by a user that has

access to the user’s private key.

12. Fox er al. discloses that “the digital Sigmarmre is unique to t}zefirsrpu2't_1:and

fnclz1des' both the public key and aprivate key, the private key being employed by rhefirst

party to transform the certificate. cheating on encoded cervhyicate, and the public icey being

employed by others to verify the encoded certificate. ” 1} [001]].

13. One of skill in the art ofauthentication would understand that in Fox at :11. if :1

user does not digitally sign a GRC certificate, an entity that receives the user’s GRC

eertificatewould not be able to verify the user and the certificate. Thus, in Fox er‘ al’.

autl1enticati_on is based on a pubiic—private key combination rather than the contents of the

GRC,

34. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that GRC certificate

is useless as a means of identification to anyone who does not control the private key. A user

digitally signs a GRC certificate with the user’s private key before sending it to the merchant

Fox et £11., W {GU09} and [D134]. The digitally signed GRC certificate indicates that the user

andlor the transaction are authentic. Fox er a1. discloses that “the GRC is public information

the! can [we sent with 2‘ram'ac!'z'on packets, stored in onhrze directories, and cached on

distributed rrzochines witirout concern that it might be accessed by anazttirorizedparlies. "11

[007]].

15. One of skili in the art ofauthentication would understand that digital. signature

and public key protocol is required in Fox er al. for authenticating various parties and

elirninating this protocol from Fox ea‘ or‘. teaches away from the method specified by Fox of

EIA
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16. One of skill in the art ofauthentication would understand that a modified

system ofFrmz!c1in ef arl. in view ofFox er of. would require a digital signature and public key

protocol for authenticating a user. The Fox at of. workflow is conceptually bound to the

public key and digital signature model of identification and authentication. As Fox at al.

states, it implements a “meta—prot'ocol", in the sense that it is a protocol built upon the pre-

existing protocol public key and digital signature protocol. The contrasting lcey usages are

listed below:

User Private Key (Fox at :11.) UserPublic Key (Fox er :11.)

Secret T Not secret
Generated by user locally (simultaneously Generated by user locally (simultaneously

with the user public key) before user being with the user private key) before user

involved in any transaction being involved in any transaction ’
Stored by user locally and kept private i Stored in the user certificate and made

public

Used by the user for SIGNE‘$F(:utlIich Used by Financial institution or Seller for

M confirms after the fact that the signer had

i possession ofthe user private key.

l requires possession of the user private key. V VERWYING SEGNATURE, whichI

!

17. One of sltill in the rut ofauthentication would understand that a modified

system ofFrank1r7n et al. in View ofFox er :11. would require a user to satisfy Ci-UMP’s

authentication policy. Fox at al. discloses that GUMP ’.s‘ azzrlrenticatiorzpolicy reqrzfres the

user to digitalbz Sign a transaction instrurnem‘ containing aji-esimess challenge. proving

current control ofthe private signature key corresponding to the public lce_1.*in«rFre GRC

(calzmm I 0, line 33-36).
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18. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that Kamraru does

not require a digital signature and public key protocol for authenticating the user but rather

bases authentication. of the user on a dynamic Securecode.

19. One of skill in the authentication art would understand the difference between

user authentication during online transaction in Kamrarzi that is based on dynamic

SecurcCode and user authentication in Fox at al. that is based on digital signature and public

key protocol and users are required to satisfy GUMP Cr authentication poiicy.

20. With regard to the following statement, “Fox discloses that a financial

institution issues upon a request a certificate which includes a one-time secret (OTS) to the

buyer, to conduct the electronic transaction with the seller where the GRC corresponds to the

recited dynamic code because it is issued to the client for one electronic transaction and

includes the OT ” one of skill in the art of user authentication and electronic transactions

would understand that this statement is inaccurate. The OTS in the GRC is only used to tie

the client’s public key to the GRC, and the OTS is an unsecret fiom thetime the user receives

digitally signed GRC certificate from the institution. Fox et at disclose that the instirrrtinrz

digitally signs and sends‘ back :31 GRC binding the client it public signatzrre key to the OTB’.

From this pain! on, the OTS becomes an zmsecret (Column 3, line L7). The Fox patent

suggests that the OTS be derived from the user’s financial account numbers, which are static.

GRC does not correspond to recited dynamic Securefiode because GRC is public information

and GT8 is not a secret number Ii-om the time the user receives GRC from a financial

institutions.

21. Also the statement “the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic code” is

inaccurate. in Fox at at’. a financial institution verifies the identity ofthe user by verifying

user’s digital signature using user’s public‘ key. Ifa user does not digitally sign the GRC or

any other document, the financial institution would not be able to verify the user and the
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document (GRC). Therefore the statement “GRC correspond to dynamic code" is an invalid

statement Kamram’ does not require a digital signature and public key protocol to verify a

user. In Kamram‘, a dynamic Se_cureCede authenticates a user whereas in Fox a GRC does not

authenticate a user. In Fox, it is the user’s digital signature and public key that verifies the

user who controls the private key.

I affirm that all statem ents made herein ofnly own lmowledge are true, and that all

statements made herein on inforrnation and belief‘ are believed to be true. I understand that

willful False statements and the like are punishable by fine or inlprisonment, or both

(18 U.S.C. 1001), and may jeopardize the validity ofthe present patent application or any

patent issuing thereon.

FURTHER AFFIANT ‘SAY ETH NOT.

it witness whereo F,
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1 am Abolfazl I-Iosseinzadeh, with address 0fPO Box 3043, Bellevuc, WA

2. laman electrical cnginecrwithmorethanzoyears ofpr-over-r toehnioal

leadership and m1iiti—d.i$ipli.no<| exporicnco in the area of systems engirreering and

development, program management. information security and o-commerce.

3- My ¢xpe!I'==n°6 includes Working on e~comm¢roe security and credit card

processing projects; lalso developed and implcmcntcd an online anlhcnticatiorn system for

Secure delivery of policies documonls over the int:-:mr:t.

4. I have reviewed 115. Patent Application No. 12/210,926 (“it'amrrrm'") which is

the subject ofthis proceeding.

5. 1 an: an on-sport in uutlrcuticafion systsrns and security related to onlinc

tmnsacticrns, which are tho ficlds to which the claimed invention relates.

6. I have: rcvicwod Patent No. 5,883,810 A to Franklin at al, (“Franklin at

at").

7. Tho temporary uansaction number ofFran}o'irr oral. does not correspond to

the dynamric SecnreCodc disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 121210.926 and one of

skill in the art upon reading both Fl-anflin er ai. and U.S. Patent Application No. 121210326

would NOT consider the dynamic Securcco-dc to bc cquivulcnt to the temporary transaction

number. The temporary transaction number serves an entirely different purpose 6.2., to

replace an acml credit card number to protect tho actual credit card number from being

exposed on the Internet during an online transaction) than the pnrpose served by the rocitod

and disclosed dynamic Socurccodc (ria. which is used to authenticate the individual); and

one of skill in the an would urrdetstanri this and tlw.-refote consider the dynarnio code to be

different than the tcrnpornzy transaction nutnbcr

510/ gggug 9930;; 9135611 B002/0'5/El:
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8. US. Patent Publication No. 200210059174 A1 by Fox at 31. (“Fox er al.”) does

not disclose anything equivalent to the disclosed and recited dynarnic code in U.S. Patent

Appliunion No. 12/210,926 which dynamic SecureCoclo is during a trans-action between the

user and an Extemal-Enfity. which dynamic SecureCodo is included in an authentication

zuquost and which dynamic Secure-Code is used to authenticate the individual.

9. One of skill in the at of alriheutication would understand that the GRC of'Fax

er :21. is not equivalent to the dynamic Secunccode ol‘U-S. Patent Agplioarion No.

121210526 because in Fox et al tho GRC is not mod to authentlcarc the individual, but rather

a ' it ‘ G C is used to utllcnrimtethe individual This is a significant

distinction

10. Based on my review ofFox :1 al.. Fox at cl. mploys a digital signature

protocol to rmthonticatc a user to a merchant during an onlinc transaction. As is known by

those of mi] in the authentication art, a digital sig'l'lal'l1.tC employs a matched pair ofpuhlic

and privare encryption keys obtained by at user through an ofiline or out of band registration

process, during which a user submits identification credemials (typically in person) and than

later gone:-ates and registers the public-private kcypair that is used to identify him.

11. in Fox at at, auser digitally signs the user’s GRC cmificate using the uscr’s

private key and sends the rligitally sighed GRC to an institution ovcra oommunioatiou

network. The institution that holds user’: public key can verify the digital signature using

user's public key and thereby authenticate the user. In other words, tho user can be

authcnticalzetl because the insrimtion can reiy upon the fact that if the public key the

institution holds thar is associated with the user properly decrypts the GRC, then the user

must hm.-o encrypted thc GRC using the related private key. Thus, authentication is based on

veri ‘rig that the public key matches the user.

no -- '/ 93° d 9930* 512:5: E002/or/:1:
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12. One of skill in the an ofauthcmication would understand that Fox at «:1.

requires 2 digital signatute and public key protocol to ensure that the: user and the transaction

signed by the user are authentic, or in other Words the GRC was signed by a user that has

access to the usar’s pxivacckey.

13. P01: an al. discloses that “the digital signature is unique 1'0 zheflnt party and

inchules both the public key and a pn'va1e':'cey, the private key being employed by the-firs!

party to tramfarm the cemficale. creating an encoded cemficatt, and thepublic kqy being

employed‘ by others to verify the encoded cemficare. "1 [001 1].

14. One ofskill in the art of authentication would umicx-stand that in Fox at all. if a

user does not digitally sign a GRC certificate, an entity that receives the user‘: GRC

cerlificmc would not be able to verify the user and the certificate. Thus, in Fax er al.

authentication is based on a publio-private key combination rather than the contents of the

GRC.

15. One of skill in the an of authentication would understand that GRC catificate

is uscless as a means of identification to anyone who does not control the private kcy. A user

digitally signs a GRC certificate with the user’: private key before sending it to the merchant

Fan: er al.. '|l1f[0D09] and [G134]. The digitally signed GRC certificate indicates that thc uscr

and/or the transaction an: authentic. Fax 8.! :11. discloses that “me GRC is public injbnrzaliotz

ska: can be sent with transaction packers, stared in anline directorial. and cached on

diszrlbmed machines without concern that it migfu be accessed b_y unauthorizedpdlfies. " 1

[007 l I.

16. one of skill in the art of authcntication would underslancl that digital signature

and public hey protocol is mquirbd in Fmu :1 at for authenticating various parties and

climinaling this protocol fiom Fax 31‘ 41!. touches away from the method specified by For at

al.

l"lD/ 7:00 ‘<3 9BZD# 96361 9303/08/21
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1'7. One of skill in the an of authentication would understand that a modified

system ofFranklin er al. in View ofFox er all. would require 3 digital signature and public key

protocol for authenticating a user. The For er al. workfluw is conceptually bound to die

public key and digital signalure model of identification and authentication. A5 Fax emf.

states, it implements A “meta-prolncol”. in the sense that it is a prcotocul built upon the pre-

existing protocol public key and digital signature protocol. The conlnlsling key usages are

U.9erPr1uau Key (Tux er cl.) Ever Public Key {Fox is! al.)

éenenmd by user Igcally (simultaneously Generated by user locally (simultaneously
with the user public key) before user being with the user prlvntc key) before user
involved i:|1 any transaction being involved in any u-ansactiou
Stored by user locally and kept private Stated intlie user certificate and made

public

Used by the user for SIGNING. which Used by Financial Institution at Seller for
requires possession of the user private key. VERIFYING SICNATU RE. which

confirms aflet the fact that the sigma had

possession of the user private key.

18. One of slcill in the an of authentication would understand that a modified

system ufnanldin er al. in View of!-‘ax er ul. would require aumr to satisfy GUMP’:s

authentication policy. Fox at at. discloses that GUMP3 authentication policy requr'.ra.r the

user to digitally sign a transaction instrument containing afimhnas: challenge, proving

can-en: control ofthe privaue signature key corresponding to the public key in the GRC

(column 10. line 33-36).

“W 900*‘ 9930*‘ 9l=56l2 E002/0€fE.'t
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19. One of skill in the art of authentication would understand that Karrrrani does

not require a digital signature and public key protocol for authenticating the user but rather

bases authtication of the user on a dynamic SocuneCo-dc.

20. One of skill in the authentication an would rmderstand the dilfcrcnoe between

user authentication during online transaction in Karnrani that is based on dynamic

Seem-ecode and user authentication in Fair er at. that is based on digital sigmmtrc and public

key protocol and users are required to satisfy GUMP ’: authentication policy.

21. With regard to the following statement, “Fox discloses that n financial

institution issues upon a request a certificate which includes a one-time secret (OTS) to the

buyer, to conduct the electronic trzursaction with the seller where the GRC corresponds to the

recited dynamic code because it is issued to the client for one electronic transaction and

includes the OTS" one of skill in the art ofuser authentication and clecutrnic transactions

would undtarsland that this statement is inaccurate. Ihe OTS in the GRC is only used to tie

the client's public key to the GRC, and the OTS is an unaccret from the time the user receives

digitally signed GRC ccrtifimtc from the institution. F0'1: ct cl disclose that the im-titration

dfgitallysigns and senair back a GRC binding the client '3 public signature by to the OTS

F-‘mm this point arr, the 0725' becomes an unsccrer (Column 3, line l-7). The Fox patent

suggests that the OTS be rlerived from the user’s financial account numbers, which are static.

GRC does not correspond to recited dynamic Sectn’cCode because GRC is public ‘mfomtatiorr

and OTS is not a secret number from the time the user receives _GRC from a financial

institutions.

22, Also are statement "the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic code” is

inaccunate, 1:; Fox at al. a financial institution Wrifies the identity of the user by verifying

user's digital signature using user's public key. If a user does not digitally sign the GRC or

any other document, the financial institution would not be able to verify the user and the

ETC! 900'd 9BZO# Bfiifii B003/OE/Z‘;
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ducumcnt (GRC). Themfon: the statement “GRC correspond to dynamic code" is an invalid

statmmnt. Kamram‘ dues not require a digital signature and public [my protocol In verify a

user. In Kcm-mm’, a dynamic Securecutlc authenticates a user whereas in Fox a GRC does not -

autltenticatc a user. In Fox, it is the user’s digital sigmture and public key that verifies the

user who cornrols the private key.

I affirm that all smternents made héreirt ofmy own knowledge are true, and that all

smtelnml! made herein on information and bclicfare believed to be true. I understand that

willful false: manuals and lhc like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both

(18 U.S.C. 1001), and rnayjcopardiztc the validity of the present patcnt application or any

patent issuing thcrcon.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

It wiutess whereof,

/4ig,..i:hg! :::::::

“W ‘-501 9930* QUIET 900:/0:/zt
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on November 17, 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with

the United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the US. Patent Office.

Date: November 17 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed August 17, 2011 which rejected the pending clai111s.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926 and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari—Kamrani

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Filed as Small Entity

Utility under 35 USC 1 1 1 (a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

Description Quantity USD($)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Total in

USD($)Description | Fee Code Quantity Amount |
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 11428967

Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari-Kamrani

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Receipt Date: 17-Nov-2011

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Credit Card

Payment was successfully received in RAM $330

Deposit Account 503776

Authorized User FORTKORT,MICHAEL P

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (ifapp|.)

. . 12210926_Response_to_Office 94212
Amendment/Req. Reconsideration-After _ACt10n_Ma1|ed_081711_fi|ed_

Non_Flnal Reject 1 1 171 1 .pdf 8925dbc8bdff2508311255da/l86dffbb2&I22307

Warnings:

_ _ _ 1666651
AffIdavIt_Kamran_KamranI_12

Rule 130, 131 or 132 Affidavits 21o926_fi|ed_111711.pdf 5641088b47d5Di'24Zf3b99576Qd67020b4
3f8f‘Z

Information:

1711738
Affidavit_Nader_Kamrani_1221

Rule 130,131 or132 Affidavits 0926_fi|ed_111711.pdf 12S38fead49b6f18f6fd6c778970acec2a2S .
(PS

Information:

221072
Affidavit_H osseinzadeh_1 221 0

Rule 130, 131 or 132 Affidavits 926_fi|ed_111711_pdf 2177548571lL5d37l.v347e351d4eae8elJ3d6
e447:

Information:

4470666
Affidavit_Hewitt_12210926_file

Rule 130,131 or132 Affidavits d_111711.pdf 993116b(03ae95608l;:3bc54d3a3da41(68

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf e:c1416b9b2l388Z34ba2eebcaf4866Z6c6 '
f64a

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 8194228
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on November 17, 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: November 17 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMROOZUSO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

Sir:

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

The Applicants wish to thank Examiner Abdulhakim Nobahar for participating in a

telephonic interview with their representative on October 28, 2011. During the interview, the

undersigned discussed the differences between the prior art and the claims. The Applicants
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

brought an expert in authentication and online transactions, Mr. James Hewitt who explained

how the system disclosed by Fox et al. operates and highlighted the differences between the

claims at issue and the prior art of Fox et al. and Franklin et al. Certain proposed claim

amendments were discussed to attempt to obtain allowance, but no agreement was reached.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § l.l6 or § 1.17 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.

In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: November 17 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 11431360

Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari-Kamrani

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Receipt Date: 17-Nov-2011

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

 Message Digest Part /ozip
Applicant summary of interview with |nterview_Summary_12210926

examiner _111711.pdf ed9ffbb72e2ci d66d0b3b266dbe3e05dbS
94610

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Almiicaiion or Dockei Number Fiiins Daie
substitute for pom, PTQ.g75 12/210,926 09/15/2008 [I To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1 ( SMALL ENTITY)

NUMBER EXTRA

(37CFR116a 'b,or C

III sEARCH FEE37CFR1.16k, l.or In

D EXAMINATION FEE(37 CFR1.16(o). (p), or (q))
TOTAL CLAIMS
37 CFR1.18 i ‘

INDEPENDENT CLAlMs ,
37 CFR1.16 h‘ ""”“53=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
sheets of paper, the application size fee due

l:lA3F;PCl:-'l_CF"{l:T1lgN SIZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for eachI ' (5)) additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See
35 U_S_C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s _

I:I MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PREsENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
" Ifthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) , sMALL ENTITY sMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

11/17/2011 AFTER PREVIOUSLYAMENDMENT PAID FOR

I?§?""’°F” Minus
- 4 4

ADDITIONAL
FEE <$)

ADDITIONAL

RATE l$) FEE ($)
RATE (58)

X <5

AMENDMENT (37 CFR I.15(I'1))

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(]))

>< 9;

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

W‘ M -
Independent -
37CFR1.16h * Mlnus ”* X39 =

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

ADDITIONAL
FEE ($)

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) FE E (35)
RATE ($)

X$ =

X$ =AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
OR ADD‘L

FEE

OR

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3. Legal Instrument Examiner.
"" Ifthe “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20". /GO|GA DUCKE-I--W
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid Fol" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter “3".
The “Highest Number Previously Paid Fol” (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. including gathering.
preparing, and submitting the Completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual Case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-600-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Ofiice
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uSpLo.g_ov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/15/2008 Nader AsghaIi—Ka1nrani KAVIROOZUSO 7516

58293 7590 11/03/2011

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. EXAMINER
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY NoBAuAR. ABDULHAKIM

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 500 H H I I I
ARI UNII PAPER N JMBEK2432

NOTIFIC ATION DATE DFtI.IVF.RY MODE

1 1/03/20] 1 ETIECTROVIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail addreSs(es):
5 8293 @f0h0law.c0m
rbemfeld @ foholaw .com

PTOL—9OA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/210,926 ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.

ExaminerApplicant-Initiated Interview Summary

ABDULHAKI M NOBAHAR

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1 ) ABDULHAK/M NOBAHAR. (3)Mr. Kamran Asghari—Kamrani.

(2) Mr. Michael P. Fortkort, Reg. No. 35,141. (4)Mr. Nader Asghari—Kamrani

(5) Mr. James Hewit.

Date of Interview: 28 October 201 1.

Type: IZI Telephonic I:I Video Conference
I:| Personal [copy given to: I:| applicant I:| applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: I:l Yes IX] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed I:|10f I:I112 I:I102 IZI103 I:|Others
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: _1.

Identification of prior art discussed: 2002/0069174.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate ifagreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification ofa
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

Claim 1 in view of the grior art Fox et al (2002/0069174) was discussed. Mr. Fortkort gointed out the difference
between the authentication grocess of the instant invention and the authentication grocess of the prior art Fox et al.
Agg/icants are going to amend the claims to make them futher different from the teachings of the grior art of record.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

I:I Attachment
/Abdulhakim Nobahar/
Examiner, Art Unit 2432

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20111028
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 12210926

Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face—to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

in every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise. stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video—conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
Name of applicant
Name of examiner
Date of interview

Type of interview (telephonic, video—conference, or personal)
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

An identification of the specific prior art discussed
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.
The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner"s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiners initials.
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PTOL-413A (08-10)

DOC Code: or Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form

Appiicaiioii No: 12/210,926 First Named Appiicaiiii Asghari—Kamrani, Nader et al.
Examiner; Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar Art Unit; 2432 Status 0fApp[ica‘[j0njNon-Final Issued

Tentative Participants:

(1) Michael P. Fortkort (2) Nader Asghari-Kamrani

(3) Kamran Asghari-Kamrani (4) Mr. James Hewitt

Proposed Date of Interview: October 28’ 201 1 Proposed Time: 11300 a-m- (AM/PM)

Type of Interview Requested:

(1) [ ] Telephonic (2) [v] Personal (3) [ ] Video Conference

Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: [ ] YES [v] NO

If yes, provide brief description:

Issues To Be Discussed

Issues Claims/ Prior Discussed Agreed Not Agreed

(Rej., Obj., etc) Fig. #5 Art

(1) Re] All Franklin/Fox [ ]

(24 l J

(34 [ ]

(‘Um I l

[ i Continuation Sheet Attached [ ] Proposed Amendment or Arguments Attached

Brief Description of Arguments to be Presented: DlS“"°“°“ belwee“ FOX and Claims and
combination of Franklin and Fox vis-a-vis claims

An interview was conducted on the above-identified application on

NOTE: This form should be completed and filed by applicant in advance of the interview (see NIPEP § 713.01).
If this form is signed by a registered practitioner not of record, the Office will accept this as an indication that he
or she is authorized to conduct an interview on behalf of the principal (37 CFR 1.32(a)(3)) pursuant to 37 CFR
1.34. This is not a power of attorney to any above named practitioner. See the Instruction Sheet for this form,
which is incorporated by reference. By signing this form, applicant or practitioner is certifying that he or she has
read the Instruction Sheet. After the interview is conducted, applicant is advised to file a statement of the
substance of this interview (37 CFR 1.133(b)) as soon as possible. This application will not be delayed from issue
because of applicant’s failure to submit a written record of this interview.

/Michael P. Fortkort/

Applicant/Applicant’s Representative Signature Examiner/SPE Signature

Michael P. Fortkort

Typed/Printed Name of Applicant or Representative

35,1 41

Registration Number, if applicable
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.133. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 24 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Oiiicer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U. S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COl\/IPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call I-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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1.

PTOL-413A (08-10)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012 OMB 0651-0031U S Patent and Trademark Office‘ U S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Instruction Sheet for:

APPLICANT INITIATED INTERVIEW REQUEST FORM
(Not to be Submitted to the USPTO)

If this form is signed by a registered practitioner not of record, the authority to

submit the Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form is pursuant to limited

authority to act in a representative capacity under 37 CFR 1.34 and further

proof of authority to act in a representative capacity may be required.
See 37 CFR 1.34.

The Office will accept the signed form as an indication that the registered

practitioner not of record is authorized to conduct an interview on behalf of the

principal in pursuant to 37 CFR 1.34.

For more information, see the “Conducting an Interview with a Registered

Practitioner Acting in a Representative Capacity” notice which is available on

the USPTO Web site at: http://www.uspto.gov/patents/Iaw/notices/2010.jsp.

. This is not a power of attorney to any named practitioner. Accordingly, any

registered practitioner not of record named on the form does not have

authority to sign a request to change the correspondence address, a request

for express abandonment, a disclaimer, a power of attorney, or other

document requiring the signature of the applicant, assignee of the entire

interest or an attorney of record. If appropriate, a separate power of attorney

to the named practitioner should be executed and filed in the US Patent and
Trademark Office.

. Any interview concerning an unpublished application under 35 U.S.C. § 122(b)

with a registered practitioner not of record, pursuant to 37 CFR 1.34, will be

conducted based on the information and files supplied by the practitioner in

view of the confidentiality requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 122(a).
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. lfyou do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

12/210,926 ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine,

ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this Communication.

— If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received bythe Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)lZl Responsive to communication(s) filed on Pre—AQQea/ Brief on 04/14/2011.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IZ This action is non—final.

3)|:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IZI Claim(s) 1-4 12-24 32-41 43-48 50-55 58 60 and 63-80 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s)j is/are withdrawn from consideration.

j is/are allowed.

1-4 12-24 32-41 43-48 50-55 58 60 and 63-80 is/are rejected.

is/are objected to.

are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)D The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)|:| The drawing(s) filed onj is/are: a)l:I accepted or b)|:i objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)D The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)l:| Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C.§119( )—(d) or (f).

a)|:l All b)|:l Some * c)|:I None of:

1.|:l Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:l Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) IX! Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO—948) Paper N0(S)/Ma“ D313j
3) D Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) l:I Notice 07 Informal Paiem APPIICETIOH

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) D Other: .
U 8. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20110810
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Art Unit: 2432

DETAILED ACTION

1. This office action is in response to applicants’ Pre—Appeal Brief Conference

request on 04/14/2011.

2. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 are pending.

Response to Arguments

Applicant’s arguments with respect to the rejections of claims under 35 USC §

102 have been fully considered and are persuasive. Therefore, the rejections have been

withdrawn. However, upon further consideration of the claims, a new ground(s) of

rejection is made.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Franklin et al (US 5,883,810 A),

hereinafter Franklin in view of Fox et al. (US 2002/0069174 A1), hereinafter Fox.

Regarding claims 1, 21, 50, 52 and 74, Franklin discloses:

A method for authenticating a user during an electronic transaction between the

user and an External—Entity (see, e.g., col. 8, lines 15-56), the method comprising:
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receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a

Central—Entity during the transaction between the user and the External-Entity (see,

e.g., col. 8, lines 37-42 and col. 9, lines 30-46, where the temporary transaction number

corresponds to the recited dynamic SecureCode);

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in

response to the request (see, e.g., col. 8, lines 57-67);

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction (see,

e.g., col. 10, line 6-10),

Franklin, however, does not expressly disclose:

receiving electronically by a Central-Entity a request for authenticating the user

based on a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the

SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central-Entity the user during the transaction if the digital

identity is valid.

Fox discloses a method for an electronic transaction (i.e., e—commerce or online

business transaction) between a buyer and a seller (see, e.g., [OO17]). Fox discloses

that a financial institution issues upon request a certificate which includes a one—time

secret (OTS) to the buyer to conduct the electronic transaction with the seller (see, e.g.,

[OO77], [OO79], [0133] and [0139] where the GRC corresponds to the recited dynamic

code because it is issued to the client for one electronic transaction and includes the

OTS). Fox further discloses that the seller receives the GRC from the client (i.e., buyer)

and forwards the GRC to its associated financial bank, an advising bank. The advising
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bank verifies the authenticity of the GRC by receiving a confirmation from an opening

bank which is the client’s financial institution (see, e.g., [0142]-[0144], [0160] and Fig.

11, step 167).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the system of Franklin to authenticate a user by

verifying the user’s one—time certificate (i.e., dynamic code) because it would facilitate

two—party financial transactions between trusted and non-anonymous trading partners

(see Fox, [O008]).

Regarding claims 2 and 22, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre-existing relationship with

the External-Entity (see, e.g., col. 8, line 15+, where before the transaction phase the

customer has opened an account with the bank).

Regarding claims 3 and 23, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre-existing relationship with

the External—Entity (see, e.g., col. 5, line 23+, where before the registration phase the

customer did not have an account with the bank).

Regarding claims 4, 24 and 43, Franklin discloses:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user-specific information using a

predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information
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(see, e.g., col. 8, line 60+, The account manager 60 associates the transaction number

with the customer account number in a data record on the customer database 64; col.

11, lines 7-31: “transaction records”);

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity (see, e.g., Fig. 2, customer database 64 and col. 8, line 60+):

using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information

received by the Central-Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central-

Entity to form a combined received SecureCode and received user specific information

(see, e.g., col. 11, lines 7-31);

comparing the combined Secure-Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user (see,

e.g., col. 11, lines 11-21).

Regarding claims 12 and 32, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the External-Entity receives the user’s digital

identity (see, e.g., col. 8, lines 24-36).

Regarding claims 13 and 33, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External-Entity submits a digital identity to

the Central-Entity (see, e.g., col. 10, lines 61-67).

Regarding claims 14, 34, 65 and 66, Franklin does not expressly discloses:
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The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a user-specific information.

Fox, however discloses:

The computer implemented method of claim 26, wherein said digital identity

includes a user-specific information (see, e.g., [OO71], [0139] and [O140], where the

GRC includes information associated with the user).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the system of Franklin to include the user information

with the dynamic code for verifying the identity of the user because it would provide the

required assurance of authenticity, privacy and non-repudiation (see Fox, [0008]).

Regarding claims 15, 35, 48, 78 and 79, Franklin discloses:

The method of claim 14, wherein the user-specific information comprises one or more of

the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an identification phrase,

wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following: an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session

ID, a token and serial number (see, e.g., col. 6, lines 25-32).

Regarding claims 16 and 36, Franklin discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial transaction

(see, e.g., col. 3, lines 34-47).

Regarding claims 17 and 37, Franklin discloses:
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The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non—financial

transaction (see, e.g., col. 1, lines 19-25, order goods and/or services, where services

may include non—financial transaction such as accessing secured information,

application, web sites or other resources).

Regarding claims 18 and 38, Franklin discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to access to restricted

web—site or restricted computer/server (see, e.g., col. 1, lines 19-25, order goods and/or

services, where services may include non—financial transaction such as accessing

secured information, application , web sites or other resources).

Regarding claims 19 and 39, Franklin discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a communication network,

wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the following: an

Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite, and a private network (see,

e.g., Fig.1).

Regarding claims 20, 40, 51, 53-55 and 58, Franklin discloses:

The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a communication network

to which is coupled said user, said Central-Entity, and said External-Entity (see, e.g.,

Fig. 1).
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Regarding claim 41, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said External-Entity is using said

algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user‘s identity (see, e.g., col. 8,

lines 24-36, the order form is a combination of the transaction number and other user's

related information).

Regarding claims 45 and 75, Franklin discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode becomes invalid after being

used for authentication (see, e.g., col. 2, lines 12-20, for a single transaction).

Regarding claims 46 and 76, Franklin discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the SecureCode becomes invalid when a

predefined period of time passes (see, e.g., col. 2, lines 12-20, where “a short expiration

term" corresponds to the recited predefined period of time).

Regarding claims 47 and 77, Franklin discloses:

The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central-Entity generates SecureCode

with dependence on one or more alphanumeric values (see, e.g., col. 4, lines 48-55,

where the transaction number is associated with other information means that the

transaction number is dependent on some alphanumeric values).

Regarding claim 60, Franklin discloses:
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The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is initiated by a user through a

standard interface provided to said user (see, e.g., col. 5, lines 55-60).

Regarding claim 63, Franklin discloses:

The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first Central—Entity computer and

said second Central—Entity computer are the same (see, e.g., col. 10, lines 61-67 and

Fig. 5).

Regarding claim 64, Franklin discloses:

The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first Central—Entity computer and

said second Central—Entity computer are different (see, e.g., col. 10, lines 48-60, where

the computer of the merchants acquiring bank is different from the computer of the

issuing bank).

Regarding claims 67, 68, 71 and 72, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is invalid if the SecureCode

is invalid (see, e.g., col. 2, lines 52-55, col. 10, lines 61-67).

Regarding claims 69, 70, 73 and 80, Franklin discloses:

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External—Entity authenticates the user upon

receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-Entity (see, e.g., col.

11, lines 40-45).
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Claim 44 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Franklin et al (US 5,883,810 A); hereinafter Franklin in view of Fox as applied to

claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 above and further in

view of the examiner Official Notice.

Regarding claim 44, Franklin-Fox does not expressly disclose:

wherein said External—Entity and said Centra|—Entity are the same entity.

Official Notice is taken that it is old and well—known practice in the art that some

institutions such as banks that maintain users’ accounts, the providers of email services

to users and some the department stores which provide their own credit cards to the

customers, directly authenticate the users when the users requires services or

accessing their web sites, without receiving authentication services from a third party.

Whenever users and customers logging on to their banks web sites, or their provider’s

website for email services or a customer purchasing goods using a department store’s

credit card, the users and customers are authenticated by the respective institution

independent from a. In this case the Central—Entity and the External—Entity are the same

institution that having an account for the user or the customer. Therefore, it would have

been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the system of Franklin-Fox to have one entity to be as the same

Central—Entity and External-Entity. The deployment of one entity to issue a SecurCode
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to a user and also to authenticate the user when using the SecurCode would make the

system of Franklin a versatile and a flexible system, in another word a scalable system.

Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. See attached PTO—892.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR whose telephone number is

(571)272-3808. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8-6.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on 571-272-3799. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system.

/Abdulhakim Nobahar/ /Gilberto Barron Jr./

Examiner, Art Unit 2432 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2432
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on July 6, 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the United

States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile number 571-273-

8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: July 6, 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMROOZUSO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

Sir:

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

The Applicants wish to thank Examiner Abdulhakim Nobahar for participating in a

telephonic interview with their representative on June 24, 2011. During the interview, the

undersigned discussed the status of the application following the remand resulting from the pre-
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

appeal conference, as well as the differences between the prior art and the claims. The Examiner

indicated he was planning to conduct another search.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § l.l6 or § 1.17 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.

In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: July 6, 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CONIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Ofiice
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uSpLo.g_ov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/15/2008 Nader AsghaIi—Kamrani KAVIROOZUSO 7516

58293 7590 07/01/2011

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. EXAMINER
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY NoBAuAR. ABDULHAKIM

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 500 H H V I V
ARI UNII PAPER N JMBER2432

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

07/0] /20] 1 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—9OA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

_ 12/210,926 ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.
Interview Summary Examiner

ABDULHAKI M NOBAHAR

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1 ) ABDULHAK/M NOBAHAR. (3)Mr. Nader Asghari—Kamrani.

(2) Mr. Michael Fortkort, Reg. No. 35,141. (4) .

Date of Interview: 27 June 2011.

Type: a)X Telephonic b)|:l Video Conference
c)|:| Personal [copy given to: f)I:| applicant 2)|:l applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)I:I Yes e)IXI No.
If Yes, brief description:

ClaIm(s) discussed:_1.

Identification of prior art discussed: %.

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:I was reached. g)IXl was not reached. h)I:l N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: Mr. Fortkort discussed the unigue features of the gending claims and their
a//owabi/ity over the grior arts of record esgecia/Iv authenticating a user based on a digital identity that includes a
dynamic secure code associated to the user. Examiner stated that a new search must be conducted at this stage to
check whether any griot art(sl exist to read on the claims’ features.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to tre last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO

FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
req.Iirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

/Abdulhakim Nobahar/ /Gilberto Barron Jr./

Examiner: A” Unit 2432 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2432US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20110628
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face—to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

in every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 USC. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No, placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
Name of applicant
Name of examiner
Date of interview

Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

An identification of the specific prior art discussed
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.
The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check tor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examineris version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner’s initials.
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f)(_3(_; Cgdg-_ gr Apprmeri fat use ms-:»u-;4n 0'!:'3‘!:'20~]I2. D651-O03":' U.S. Pat»:-ni BEE} Tr:-rdemark OWICGI U.S. DEPARTTVIENT OF LOPJWIERCE

:~\pp1icant Initiated Interview Request Form

,¢\ppiic.a.ti.on Na; 12/210926 First Named. A;3p‘iicam.: NADER ASGHAR|'KAMRAN|
EX3l11iI1Cl‘iABPW-HAK!M_NQ_$AHAR An Unit:”2.4??..... Status :31“ Appiicmon:EE_ND|N<%;._.

Tetxtzltive Pstrtitiptmtst

{1} MICHAEL P. FORTKORT (3) NADER ASGHAR|—KAMRAN|

{3} (4)

?.:‘£;p{Jsed Date of Proposed Time: 11500 am (AM3'Pi\-'1}

Type of Interview Requested:

{1} 1/; Telephonic. {2} [ f Persona} (3) { }Video Conference

Exlfibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: E 1 YES [x] NO

if yes, provide brief description:

Issues Tu Be Discussed

Issues (.‘1ai;ns.:‘ Discussed Agreed Nat Agreed

{Re} ()bj., mitt} ‘

U.)

E .3 I’ 1

§‘ 1 C0ntinu.'—:tim1 S1120: A’ttas:hccZ 1 if Proposed Amemlznent. c:rA:rgumcnts Atmchw

Brief Description of Argumenl:s U} be Presented: _§_‘j'_i_t_{{_S__9f_§{€{{{T{§f{f§{%f_[‘fiT§{{f{_fff’_'f}__ljff{f}}?B<§€{{_?fi{{f<iff?f}ff?;_______________________ __

An interview was conducted on the a.bove—identified application on

NOTE: '1"l1isf:)rm should he mmpletetl and filed by :1pplic..:m1: in zldvaumc of the i.:n'erview (see “PI-i1.P § ’:*13.01).
If this farm is signed by 2: registered practitiumtr not of remrd. the {}£‘i"n:e wilt agcept this as an indzicatitjn that he
or she is ;1ui;hori7,t-ti to cunducti an intenriew on behakf sf tho;-. principa! (37 CFR I.32(a){3_)) pursuant in 3’? CFR

1.34. This is not zt power {if :1'Eitm'ne:.~' to any above mimetl p:':1ctiti£mer. See the Instruction Stiem: far this farm,
which is iratrurpiarattfli {by nslbrencc. By signing this !'(:rm, app!i(:::uu' or pr;u:t:it:iLm(:r is certif}=ingt31;:t he or she flats
read the I.ust.m(tI;ier:tI Sheet. After II[’)('. iIlk‘.E"V§(')W is mslductetl, ilppli-Céiili is auiwiised to file 21 stmuntent M‘ the
substance afthis intcnricw (37 CFR fl .1 3361)’) as soon as pussihle. 'I‘h.i.s appRic.=1tim: wilt not he cielayecl from issue

h€t‘El=lISt’ of ap;_3ii('.a;nt’s failure to submit a xwiiten recimi 0f this interview.

/Michael P. Fortkort/

EXan1.i1.1er,-’SPE SigI13t’L1m

Michael P. Fortkort

‘

35,1 41

Registratlnxa Numbasr, if'a.pphca.ble
Thias m!iu*l;iun of in3'm‘umtiuu1 is ntqnirtd £13’ .3‘? (YER 1.133. '.U‘n~ information is rr:quircd In tnixiain us‘ I-‘(‘lJai)‘l at lwm:-fit by fin: puhlinz whifli in to tilt‘ {and 31-3' Ltw
1-’SP‘I'() lu p1'uc«:e.\~'} an a))‘pl$c:iii{cJi. (.I‘u.Iifikit=.Hl'i:'c|i 5;.<3\~'m'smi by 35 :u.I<| 3'? (.Il*‘R 1.11 and 1.14. This (x-Iim:\iu:s ifs (<s(i111:¢l‘ed tn takur I34 nwinmes tn
cunmlt-.t¢:. inc-Eudittg; gistilf-filly! in qmrirxg. and scsbssxittitzg UH? mnlph;-ted '.1[J‘[J‘Ht inn l‘r.- rm to the l.:'S.PT€.). '3{'i1m- wit! vary dopt'm:Iins_: u prm the indixvizimxi ca. .~‘kn_\j
wmmcms an the mmnmi nfmm: _ u Nrgxsirz‘ In v:m1p{c:tt.- this fmwu ;i.w.m.ar ::\tggnsI.wus for rc:4‘luring this hurricrn, shcsssiri but Sm; la the C'ii.n:eflnfnmwtiuu: Ottiztvsr,
US. Pzltiflll-tlllli Trachrmnrk 0!‘fiu-v 1 .icp:sr‘tnxcttt -ni‘fL7u11:::.I<:r<=c. PI). 9:13 l~'l."~fl_. .Mt-x2u1dt'ia. V31 23J13~I-149‘. 90 Ni}? SE31) §".ET§S UR ff(P7\'§.l’l7,i\"§‘I*.'..l} FOT{M'§
T0 'i'.i}It~' _-x.Er3)i¢1ESS. SI-"VD "1111. (.nm1ui5s‘mm:r fur P:mmts., P1}. Rm‘ 114515, .~\1:~x:\ml1'ia, "+1-X ?.I31;§-H511

,{,3”1';--‘ml maeci’a5.$isI(1m:c' in c*a;:wzg')Ie!:'ng ;‘l1e>_;E,ar';r-r, craff 1—:‘.é“{,'(‘J~,F"1“(_}-.9’! 99 arse? 3€lec:g‘ opricwrz
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Li 3. Water
Liririer the tY‘ag.iv::~.«~.«>:~it< Tv'<e<ir.<::tio:: .r‘+<.i ct t‘$i£.°3. no per sons are required to respond to a eel:-:

Inst;ruci;i0n. Sheet for:

AP:P];I(:fANT INITIATEI} I.N'TEr:RV’l.EWV [REQUEST FOIRNI
ti’-lril. to be Stibmilmd to the USPTD}

. it this form is signed by a registered practitioner not of record, the authority to

submit the Applicant initiated interview Request Form is pursuant to limited

authority to act in a representative capacity under 37 CFR 1.34 and further

proof of authority to act in a representative capacity may be required.
See 3‘? CFR 1.34.

The Office wilt: accept the signed form as an indication that the registered

practitioner not of record is authorized to conduct an interview on behalf? of the

principai in pL:reu:a=nt to 37 CFR 134.

For more information, see the “Conducting an interview with a Registered

Practitioner Acting in a Representative Capacity“ notice which is available on

the USPTO Web site at: httpzl/www.usptor,govipatentsflawinotices/20i(lisp.

. This is not a power of attorney to any named practitioner. Accordingly, any

registered practitioner not of record named on the form does not have

authority to sign a request to change the correspondence address, a redu=est

for express abandonment, a disclaimer, a power of attorney, or other

document requiring the signature of the appiicant, aselgnee of the entire

interest or an attorney of record. if appropriate. a separate power of attorney

to the named practitioner should be executed and flied in the US Patent and
Trademark Office.

. Any interview‘ concerning an unpublished application under 35 iJ,S.C. § 122(b)i

with a registered practitioner not of record, pursuant to 37’ CFR 1.34, will be

conducted based on the information and fiies supplied by the practitioner in

view of the confidentiality requirements of 35 U,S.Cr § ‘l22{a).

«Ar. gn.<r.-inj.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 19'!!! (PL. 93-5'?9) requires that you be given certain ‘information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. A.ocoro2i:ngsi=y,
pursuant to the requrrements of the Act, please be advised that: { 1) the general auli'iori'ty for one
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b){2); (2) furnishing of the infcrrnation solicited is votuntary:
and {3} the principai purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process andloi‘ exarnine your subrnission retsted to a patent appiication or patent. If you do

not furnish the requested information, the U5. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process anxilor examine your submission, which may resort in termination of proceediings or
abandonment of the appticafion or expiration of the patent.

The intorrnation provided by you in this form will be subject to the fotlowtng routine uses:

3. The inforrnation on this form wiii be treated confirtentiaiiy to the extent aitowett under the
Freedom of information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S,C 552a}. Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
oiisctosure of these records is required by the Freedom of lnforrnatior: Act.
A record from this system of records may be cttsctosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or aajritirtistrstilve tribunet, including disctosures to
opposing courrsei in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disctosed, as a routine use, to a. Member of
Congress subrnitting a request invotving an irrctiyirsluat to wtrorn the record pertains, when the
indiyiduat has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the inforntation in order to perforrn a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements or the Privacy Act of tEl?4, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record retated to an international Application flied under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the international Bureau of the
World inteilectuat Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disctozsed, as a routine use, to another federst
agency {or purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. Hit) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(o)).
A record from this system of records may be disctosed, as a routine use, to the Adminiistrator,
General Services, or hisiher designee, during an inspection of records conducted by (BSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and prograrns, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2901: and 2908. Such ciisclosure shait
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection or records for this
purpose, and any other retevant (E F: , GSA or Cominems} directive. Such disctcsrire shall not
he used to make dieterrninations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public alter
either pubiication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of :3 patent
pursuant to 35 U‘.S.C. 151. Further, as record may be disctosed, subject to the limitations of 3?‘
CFR 3.14. as a routine use, to the public if the record was flied in an application which
became -abend=oned= or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a pubiished application, an application open to pubiic inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to a Federal; State,
or local tow enforcement agency, if the USPTQ becomes aware of a yioiation or potenrisi
violation of law or regtrtation.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CONIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Ofiice
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uSpLo.g_ov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/15/2008 Nader AsghaIi—Kamrani KAVIROOZUSO 7516

58293 7590 05/31/2011

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. EXAMINER
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY NoBAuAR. ABDULHAKIM

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 500 H H V I V
ARI UNII PAPER N JMBER2432

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

05/3 I /20] 1 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—9OA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application/Control No. App|icant(s)/Patent under

Notice of Panel Decision F*°e*ami"a“°"

from P1-e-Appea] Brief 12/210,926 ASGHARl—KAMRANl ET AL.
R _ Art Unit1

ev ew GILBERTO BARRON JR 2432

This is in response to the Pre-Appeal Brief Request for Review filed 14 April 2011.

1. |:| Improper Request — The Request is improper and a conference will not be held for the following
reason(s):

I] The Notice of Appeal has not been filed concurrent with the Pre—Appeal Brief Request.
I] The request does not include reasons why a review is appropriate.
III A proposed amendment is included with the Pre—Appeal Brief request.
I:I Other:

The time period for filing a response continues to run from the receipt date of the Notice of Appeal or from
the mail date of the last Office communication, if no Notice of Appeal has been received.

2. I:l Proceed to Board of Patent Appeals and interferences — A Pre-Appeal Brief conference has been
held. The application remains under appeal because there is at least one actual issue for appeal. Applicant
is required to submit an appeal brief in accordance with 37 CFR 41.37. The time period for filing an appeal
brief will be reset to be one month from mailing this decision, or the balance of the two—month time period
running from the receipt of the notice of appeal, whichever is greater. Further, the time period for filing of the
appeal brief is extendible under 37 CFR 1.136 based upon the mail date of this decision or the receipt date
of the notice of appeal, as applicable.

I:| The panel has determined the status of the claim(s) is as follows:
Claim(s allowed:

' s objected to:
rejected: .

s withdrawn from consideration:

3. III Allowable application — A conference has been held. The rejection is withdrawn and a Notice of
Allowance will be mailed. Prosecution on the merits remains closed. No further action is required by
applicant at this time.

4. IZI Reopen Prosecution — A conference has been held. The rejection is withdrawn and a new Office
action will be mailed. No further action is required by applicant at this time.

All participants:

(1) G/LBERTO BARRON JR. (3)Abdu/hakim Nobahar Examiner Art Unit 2432.

(2) . (4)Ben[amin Lanier, Primary Examiner, Art Unit
2432.

/Gilberto Barron Jr./

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art
Unit 2432

US. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 201 10525
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on April 14, 201 1 this correspondence is being electronically filed with the
U.S. Patent Office.

Date: April 14. 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008
EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

APPLICANTS’ REMARKS IN SUPPORT OF PRE-APPEAL RE

The claims at issue stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b) as being anticipated by U.S.

Patent No. 5,883,810 A to Franklin et al. (“Franklin”). Yet, this reference fails to include at

least: (1) a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode (all claims); (2) authentication

based on a valid SecureCode (all claims); and (3) an alphanumeric SecureCode (claims 50 and

52). The Office Action includes at least four major points of legal error and flawed logic.

1. Mere Conjecture Cannot Refute Evidence

The Office Action asserts that “authentication and authorization are not two mutually

exclusive operations and generally a person needs to be authenticated first in order to be authorized

to use or access a resource under certain or no restrictions.” This statement remains unsupported and

unsubstantiated by any evidence from the record and is directly opposed by six affidavits from the

Applicants and four independent experts. See /lfi”. Hosseinzadeh and others, 7[5. This evidence

shows that Franklin neither expressly nor inherently discloses authentication merely by authorizing

the credit card transaction. Inherency can only be established if a feature is necessarily present, even

though it is not explicitly disclosed by a reference. In re Rijckaert, 9 F.3d 1531, 1534 (Fed. Cir.
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1993). Inherency may not be established by probabilities or possibilities. See, MPEP § 21 l2(lV).

The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficient. In re

Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745 (Fed. Cir. 1999). As the evidence shows that credit card authorization

can occur without authentication, then authentication is NOT inherently disclosed merely by credit

card authorization. Performing credit card authorization is NOT authenticating the cardholder and

has never been viewed as user authentication by those of skill in the art. See Afi”. Hosseinzadeh and

others, 7[5—I4; and Afif. Laing, 7[5—I4 and pp. 4-5. To use credit card authorization as a proxy for

cardholder authentication is improper and would be seen as improper by those of skill in the art. Id.

The only relevant point is whether the transaction in Franklin comprises authentication of

the customer based on the temporary transaction number. All the evidence in the record

unequivocally supports the Applicants’ position that there is no user authentication in Franklin

based on the temporary transaction number. Id. It does not matter whether authentication and

authorization are mutually exclusive operations, but rather Whether these operations are the same

or not. The weight of the evidence establishes they are not the same. The only evidence on the

record comprises the Applicants’ affidavits buttressed by four affidavits from independent

experts in the field, whereas there remains no evidence supporting the Office Action’s position

on this point but rather only mere conjecture. As such, the weight of the evidence falls

incontrovertibly on the side of Applicants’ position.

2. Argument in Office Action Includes False Assumptions

Further, the Office Action cites a portion from Franklin at col. 8, lines 57-58 which states

“the bank computer 32 receives the signed request and immediately verifies the identity and

authenticity of the customer.” (emphasis by Examiner) in an attempt to establish that this

reference teaches a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode as recited in the claims.
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Remarkably, this request in Franklin does not contain the temporary transaction number, which

the Examiner had equated to the recited SecureCode! Thus, this citation fails to disclose the

claimed limitation. This request uses a digital certificate to sign the request for a temporary

transaction number. Id. This request for authentication from Franklin CANNOT include the

temporary transaction number because it is a request for a temporary transaction number. As the

temporary transaction number does not yet exist, this citation cannot form the basis for the claim

element of a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode, and basing the rejection on

this teaching constitutes reversible error.

The Office Action continues to cite a series of steps from Franklin and states:

The aforesaid steps are performed for a single transaction and in a short duration.

The temporary transaction number is is sued to a user after the user is authenticated by

the bank. The confirmation of the short life, single use (temporary) transaction

number by the bank is as though the customer is authenticated to the merchant by the

bank, because the steps of the entire transaction are carried out in one online session

and in a shoit period. Therefore, Franklin teaches an online transaction between a

customer, a merchant and a bank(s) that is functionally equivalent to the same steps
of the instant invention recited in the claims.

Ofifice Action mailed January 28, 2011, p.4.

While also admitting the absence of key claim elements, this flawed logic assumes that

the merchant knows the credit card number submitted by the customer is a temporary transaction

number that was just obtained by the customer during an authenticated session between the

customer and the bank. Yet, Franklin specifically states that the temporary transaction number

looks just like a credit card number and is treated by all as a credit card number. See Franklin,

col. 1 0, lines 39 et seq. Thus, the merchant cannot determine the difference between a credit

card number and the temporary transaction number and so the merchant cannot rely on the

normal credit card approval for any more information than what the normal credit card approval

provides, which is NOT authentication. Since the merchant does not receive any more
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information from the bank than the merchant normally receives during a credit card

authorization, the merchant cannot rely on the mere credit card authorization approval by the

bank as cardholder authentication. Id. Therefore, the Office Action’s argument contains flawed

logic because it relies on false assumptions, which leads to false conclusions.

3. Argument Fails to Show Each Claim Element Arranged as in the Claims

The Examiner’s penultimate statement regarding Franklin is that this reference teaches an

online transaction that is “functionally equivalent” to the claimed invention. Yet, the law on

anticipation requires more than this. See, Old Reliable Wholesale Inc V. Cornell C0rp., No.

2010-1247 : F.3d. _ (Fed. Cir., March 16, 2011), which states:

“Anticipation requires that all of the claim elements and their limitations are shown

in a single prior art reference.” In re Skvorecz, 580 F.3d 1262, 1266 (Fed. Cir. 2009);

see also Advanced Display Sys., Inc. v. Kent State Univ., 212 F.3d 1272, 1282 (Fed.

Cir. 2000) (explaining that “invalidity by anticipation requires that the four comers of

a single, prior art document describe every element of the claimed invention, either

expressly or inherently”). Regardless of whether the VT—2 and the commercial

embodiment of the ‘950 patent did “[e]xactly the same thing,” there could be no

anticipation unless the VT—2 disclosed, either expressly or inherently, all the

structural limitations contained in the asserted apparatus claims. See . , . Applied Med.

Res. Corp. V. United States Surgical Corp., 147 F.3d 1374, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 1998)

(emphasizing that a prior art device does not anticipate “simply by possessing

identically named parts, unless these parts also have the same structure or otherwise

satisfy the claim limitations”); In re Ruskin, 347 F.2d 843, 846 (CCPA 1965) (Even

where a prior art device is the “functional equivalent” of a patented product, it does

not anticipate unless it discloses the structure required by the asserted claims.)

(emphasis supplied).

To anticipate a claim, the prior art reference must teach every claim element arranged as in the

claims. Finisar v. DirecTV, 523 F.3d 1323, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (emphasis supplied). But, the

Examiner is admitting that there remains something different between Franklin and the claimed

invention because he is using the phrase “functionally equivalent.” Simply put, there is no

teaching of a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode and no teaching of
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authentication based on a SecureCode in Franklin. See Afi‘.Kamrani, fl5—Z 6. Where are these

claim elements in Franklin ARRANGED AS RECITED IN THE CLA]1\/IS? The only request

for authentication in Franklin does not include the temporary transaction number. The

authorization of the transaction using the temporary transaction number is not an authentication

of the user, hence these claims elements are simply not taught by Franklin nor are these claim

elements arranged as in the claims at issue. Thus, Applicants respectfully submit that the claims

at issue are not anticipated by Franklin.

4. Claims 50 and 52 Cannot be Anticipated by Franklin

The Examiner rejected claims 50 and 52 which include the claim element that the SecureCode is

alphanumeric. Yet, in a previous Office Action, the Examiner admitted that Franklin does not

expressly disclose that the SecureCode is alphanumeric and cited another reference for this

missing teaching. See Ofiice Action mailed 09/] 7/10, p.10. Therefore, this admission precludes

these claims being anticipated by Franklin. Moreover, Franklin specifically states that the

temporary transaction number “has the same format and number of digits as a regular credit

card.” Col. 2, lines 21-23. As such, it remains impossible for the temporary transaction number

of Franklin to include alphanumeric Values because it must be processed by traditional credit

card processing systems that can only process numeric Values. See /lfi‘. Hosseinzadelz, W15 and

others, $15. Therefore, these claims cannot be anticipated by Franklin. Reconsideration and

withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: April l4, 20ll

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

703-435-9390 (please direct all telephone calls to this number)
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Doc Code: AP.PRE.REQ PTO/SB/ssiov-09>Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

Docket Number (Optional)

PRE-APPEAL BRIEF REQUEST FOR REVIEW
KAMROOEUSO

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the Application Number Filed
United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as first class mail
in an envelope addressed to “Mail Stop AF, Commissioner for :
Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450" [37 CFR 1.8(a)] 12/210926 SEPTEM ‘R 15’ 2008
on First Named Inventor

Signature NADER ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.
Examiner

Typed °”’"”‘e" ABDULHAKIM NOBAHARname 

Applicant requests review of the final rejection in the above-identified application. No amendments are being filed
with this request.

This request is being filed with a notice of appeal.

The review is requested for the reason(s) stated on the attached sheet(s).
Note: No more than five (5) pages may be provided.

I am the

/Michael P. Fortkort/

Signature
assignee of record of the entire interest.
See 37 CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. MICHAEL P" F0 RTKORT
(Form PTO/SB/96) Typed or printed name

applicant/inventor.

attorney or agentof record. 35 141 703-435-9390Registration number
Telephone number

attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. A|:>R||_ 14’ 2011

Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34 Date

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required.
Submit multiple forms if more than one signature is required, see below*.

1*Total of forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 132. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11, 1.14 and 41.6. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop AF, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1—800—PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari—Kamrani

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Filed as Small Entity

Utility under 35 USC 1 1 1 (a) Filing Fees

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Notice ofappeal 1 270 270

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Total in

USD($)Description | Fee Code Quantity Amount |
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 9881727

Application Number: 12210926

Title of Invention: Centralized Identification and Authentication System and Method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Nader Asghari-Kamrani

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: KAMROOZUSO

Receipt Date: 14—APR—2011

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Credit Card

Payment was successfully received in RAM $270

RAM confirmation Number 1860

Deposit Account 503776

Authorized User FORTKORT,MICHAEL P

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifapp|.)

246426
12210926_Notice_of_Appea|_0

4141 1 .pdf 0e808fd8d/Ic20a806f(ee87526Se7l 36681
ecée

Notice ofAppeal Filed

Warnings:

12210926_Brief_in_Support_of
_Pre-Appea|_Request_041411.

pdf

12210926_Pre-
Appea|_Request_041411.pdf

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf 675595515 1 l.12LlJllaldlJlel e0lJlJ889d305L16a
9f26

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/31 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Docket Number (Optional)
NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE EXAMINER TO

THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES KAM RO02USO

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted In re Application of
to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with NADER ASGHAR|_KAMRAN| ET A|__
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to
“Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313— Application Number Filed
1450"[37 CFR1-8(8)] 12/210,926 SEPTEMBER 15, 2008on 

For CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND...
Signature Art Unit Examiner

Typed or Printed 2432 ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAFIname 

Applicant hereby appeals to the Board of Patent Appeals and interferences from the last decision of the examiner.

The fee for this Notice of Appeal is (37 CFR 41 .20(b)(1)) $ 540

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee shown above is reduced
by half, and the resulting fee is:

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment
to Deposit Account No. 503776

A petition for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) (PTO/SB/22) is enclosed.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the

/Michael P. Fortkort/

Signature
applicant/inventor.

assignee of record of the entire interest.
See 37 CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. ll/llCl_lAEl' P‘ FOR-l-KORT
(Form PTO/SB/96) Typed or printed name

attorney or agent of record. 35,141 7O3_435_9390Registration number
Telephone number

attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34.
Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34. 14’ 1 Date

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required.
Submit multiple forms if more than one signature is required, see below*.

‘Total of 1 fonns are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 41.31. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11, 1.14 and 41.6. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form. call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CONIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Ofiice
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uSpLo.g_ov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/210,926 09/15/2008 Nader AsghaIi—Kamrani KAVIROOZUSO 7516

58293 7590 04/07/2011

FORTKORT & HOUSTON P.C. EXAMINER
9442 N. CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY NoBAuAR. ABDULHAKIM

ARBORETUM PLAZA ONE, SUITE 500 H H V I V
ARI UNII PAPER N JMBER2432

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

04/07/20] 1 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—9OA (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

Advisory Action 12/210,926 ASGHARI-KAMRANI ET AL.

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examine, Art Unit
ABDULHAKIM NOBAHAR 2432

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
THE REPLY FILED 15 March 2011 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.

1. E The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of
this application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which
places the application in condition for allowance: (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31 ; or (3)
a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following
time periods:

a) E The period for reply expires imonths from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) [I The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN
TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed,
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. CI The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of
filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since
a Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37( ).

AMENDMENTS

3. D The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_o’t be entered because
(a)I:I They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)I:I They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c) [I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or

(d) E] They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE: . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41 .33( )).

4. CI The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).

5. El Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):
6. El Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the

non—aIIowabIe cIaim(s).

7. E For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s): a) El will not be entered, or b) IE will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status of the c|aim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
C|aim(s) allowed: .
CIaim(s) objected to: .

(s) rejected: 1-4,12-24.32-41,43-48,50-55,58,60 and 63-80.
CIaim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. I:I The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR1.116( ).

9. I:I The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal. but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_H rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1).

10. IE The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11. IX The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

12. El Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s).
13. El Other:

/Gilberto Barron Jr-/ /Abdulhakim Nobahar/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2432 Examiner, Art Unit 2432

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-06) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Briet Part of Paper No. 20110401
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Continuation Sheet (PTO-303) Application No. 12/210,926

Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: The applicants arguments and the affidavits filed
on 15 March 2011 are not pursvasive. The prior art Franklin et al. teaches foundamentally and substantially the same as the claimed
invention. Franklin et al. teaches an online transaction system (see, e.g., Fig. 1) in which an issuing bank generates a temporary
transaction number having a short life and valid for a single transaction (corresponding to the recited dynamic code) upon a customer
request (see, e.g., col. 2, lines 12-17 and col. 9, lines 43-46). The customer fills out an order form to purchase a desired product from a
merchant (col. 8, lines 32-33) and enters a password to be identified (i.e., authenticated) as prompted (col. 8, lines 45-46). The merchant
computer submits a request for authorization over a payment network to the issuing bank computing center (col. 10, lines 48-50). The
issuing bank computer receives the authorization request and it first examines the transaction number to determine whether it is a valid
number (corresponding to the recited authentication of the customer) (col. 10, lines 61-63). These steps are taken for a single transaction
in one online session and are functionally equivalent to the same steps of the instant invention. Therefore, the teachings of Franklin et al.
meet the limitations of the instant invention.
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U.S. Patent Application No. 12/210,926

Attorney Docket No. KAMR002USO

Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15 , 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted Via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the final Office Action mailed January 28, 2011, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin onpage 14. OK t0 enter
/&..l'1./O4/O1/201].
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15, 2011 this Correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the US. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 28, 2011 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926, and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:

I am Majid (Mike) Shahba7.i — 1 1501 Vale Road Oakton, VA 22124.

OK to enter

/a. I1./ 04/04/2011
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15, 2011 this Correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the US. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 28, 2011 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.

12/210,926, and pursuant to the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.132. The witness hereby avers

and testifies as follows:

I am Abolfa7.l Hosseinzadeh, with address of PO Box 3043, Bcllcvuc, WA 98009.

OK to enter

/a. n./ O4/O4/2011
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15, 2011 this Correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile

number 571-273-8300; or (c) electronically filed with the US. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkortl

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

AFFIDAVIT UNDER RULE 132

Applicants hereby submit this affidavit in support of their response to the Office

Action mailed January 28, 2011 which rejected the pending claims.

This affidavit is being provided as testimony in the prosecution of U.S. Serial No.
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United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 17 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMROOZUSO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

Sir:

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

The Applicants wish to thank Examiner Abdulhakim Nobahar for participating in a

telephonic interview with their representative on February 22, 2011. During the interview, the

undersigned discussed the difference between the primary reference (Frcmklirz et al.) and the
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claims at issue. In particular, the undersigned discussed that Franklin et al. does not authenticate

the individual using the recited SecureCode but rather authenticates the customer using a digital

certificate. No final agreement was reached regarding the claims and the rejections.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits this application is in condition for allowance and

requests issuance of a Notice of Allowance.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 or § 1.17 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776.

In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: March 17. 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15 , 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted Via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the final Office Action mailed January 28, 2011, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 14.
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571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI
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FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar
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VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the final Office Action mailed January 28, 2011, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 14.
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Previously Presented) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an External—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

2. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

3. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

4. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a
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predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity;

using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information received

by the Central—Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central—Entity to form a

combined received SecureCode and received user specific information;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user.

5- l l. (Cancelled)

12. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

receives the user’s digital identity.

13. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a

user—specific information.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:
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an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session

ID, a token and a serial number.

16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial

transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-

fmancial transaction.

l8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim l, wherein the transaction corresponds to

access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the

following: an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private

network.

20. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said External-

Entity.

2l. (Previously Presented) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:
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a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid.

22. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has a

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

23. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has no

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

24. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said External-

Entity and said Central—Entity use a SecureCode that is algorithmically combined with said user-

specific information.

25-31. (Cancelled)

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the user submits

a digital identity to the EXternal—Entity.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the External-
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Entity submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the digital identity

includes a user— specific information.

35. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following; an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the

following: an account number, a telephone number, an [P address, a hardware key, a software

key, a session ID, or token, and a serial number.

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

39. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network and wherein said communication network comprises one or more

of the following; an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a
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private network.

40. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said

Extemal—Entity.

41. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said EXternal—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said Central—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Original) A method as recited in claim l, wherein said EXtemal—Entity and said

Central—Entity are the same entity.

45. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode

becomes invalid after being used for authentication.

46. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the SecureCode

becomes invalid when a predefined period of time passes.
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47. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity generates

SecureCode with dependence on one or more alphanumeric values.

48. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 47, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key a session ID, a

token, a seed, and a serial number.

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an EXtemal—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the External—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dmamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

fllflti

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction:

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

valid wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.
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51. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Central—Entity over a communication network.

52. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity. the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction’ and m

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid 

 ,wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.

53. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said External—Entity over a communication network.

54. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said Central—Entity over a communication network.

55 . (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said EXternal—Entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)
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58. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode is

generated based on a request submitted by said user over a communication network.

5 9. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is

initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61-62. (Cancelled)

63. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are the same.

64. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are different.

65. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode and a user—specific information.

66. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.
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67. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

68. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

69. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

70. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

71. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

72. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

73. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.
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74. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

75. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said SecureCode becomes

invalid after being used for authentication.

76. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the SecureCode becomes

invalid when a predefined period of time passes.

77. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode based on one or more alphanumeric values.

78. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 78, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key, a session id or

token, a seed and a serial number.

79. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 65, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:

an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session
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id or token and a serial number.

80. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 were previously pending.

Claims 5-11, 25-31, 42, 49, 56-57, 59 and 61-62 have been previously cancelled without

disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 50 and 52 have been

rewritten in independent for1n to include all limitations of their previous base claims. No other

amendments have been made. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 remain

pending.

ALL CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER FRANKLIN ET AL.

The Office Action rejected claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 51-55, 58, 60 and 63-80

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 to Franklin et al.

[hereinafter “From/din er a[.”]. Notably, claim 50 is not mentioned in the summary section, but is

included in the remarks; however, the Applicants will address claim 50 as if included with the

rejection of all other claims.

Because this rejection arises under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b), the Office Action must contend

that Franklin er al. discloses all of the elements of the claims at issue. The Applicants

respectfully disagree with the Office Action’s characterization of these references vis-a—vis the

claims at issue and respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection in light of

the following remarks. At a minimum, the cited prior art reference fails to include at least the

following claim elements: (1) a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode (all

claims); (2) authentication based on a valid SecureCode (all claims); and (3) an alphanumeric

SecureCode (claims 50 and 52). The Applicants will discuss in detail these features that are

missing from the cited reference.
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Response to Examiner’s Remarks

The Office Action includes at least four major points of legal error and flawed logic in its

arguments in support of the 102 rejection. First, the Office Action employs mere conjecture to

refute evidence submitted by the Applicant. In and of itself, this constitutes legal error. Second,

the Office Action employs false assumptions in its argument that Franklin et al. discloses the

functional equivalent of the claimed invention, thereby leading to a false conclusion. Third, the

Office Action argument fails to rigorously adhere to Federal Circuit precedent regarding

anticipation. Finally, with regard to claims 50 and 52. the Office Action contradicts a position

taken in prior office actions regarding the plain teachings of Franklin er al. to now reject these

claims.

1. Mere Conjecture Cannot Refute Evidence

in response to Applicants’ Rule 132 Affidavit stating that authentication of a person is

different from a credit card authorization, the Office Action asserts that “authentication and

authorization are not two mutually exclusive operations and generally a person needs to be

authenticated first in order to be authorized to use or access a resource under certain or no

restrictions.” This statement remains unsupported and unsubstantiated by any evidence from the

record and is directly opposed by the Rule 132 Affidavit previously submitted by the Applicants, and

the Exhibits attached thereto, as well as six additional affidavits filed concurrently herewith. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh, $5; Aj]I Hewitt, $5; A]]I N.Kamrani, $6; Aj]I K.Kamrani, $5; A/]I Shahbazi, $5; and

Afl. Iaing, $5. The Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner support this statement by

evidence rather than personal opinion or belief because the Applicants and four independent experts
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respectfully submit that this statement is not accurate. Id. Online credit card transactions are

approved or authorized daily without any authentication. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh, $5; Afi’. Hewitt, 7[5;

Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6;Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5;Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5; andAfi‘. Laing, 7[5. Therefore, approval

or authorization of a credit card payment occurs without authentication of the user.

Notably, this means that Franklin et al. neither expressly nor inherently discloses

authentication merely by authorizing the credit card transaction. Inherency can only be established if

a feature is necessarily present, even though it is not explicitly disclosed by a reference. In re

Rijckaert, 9 F.3d 1531, 1534 (Fed. Cir. 1993). Inherency may not be established by probabilities or

possibilities. See, MPEP § 2112(IV). The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set

of circumstances is not sufficient. In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 USPQ2d 1949, 1950-51

(Fed. Cir. 1999) (emphasis supplied). Stated another way, the doctrine of inherency requires that

the missing descriptive matter MUST be present, and if there is another way of performing a missing

descriptive function, then the missing descriptive function is NOT inherently disclosed. As the

evidence shows that authorization can occur without authentication, then authentication is NOT

inherently disclosed merely by authorization.

Authentication of a credit card user in an online transaction remains a key problem today

and is one problem solved by the present invention. See Afi‘. Laing, pp. 4-5. Franklin et al. does

not use a temporary transaction number to authenticate the user but rather a digital certificate

installed by the user on his computer from a manual registration process during a separate

process between the user and a bank, of which the merchant is not part and is not aware. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh,Wl]; Afi‘. Hewitt, W11; Afi‘. N.Kamrani. 712; A13‘. K.Kamrani, 7/ll; Afi”. Shahbazi,

7[I 1; and Afi‘. Laing, 7[]1. As opposed to Franklin et al., the claimed invention avoids

authentication employing a digital certificate, which is notoriously cumbersome to obtain and
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use. Online transactions pose difficult problems for merchants precisely because the customers

are not authenticated during the online transaction. See Afi”. Hosseinzcideh, 7[6; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[6;

Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[7; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[6; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[6,' and Afi‘. Laing, 7[6 and pp. 4-5.

During a face to face transaction, the merchant can request the customer provide a driver’ s

license or other picture identification along with the physical credit card to authenticate the

customer before submitting the credit card for approval. See, /lfi‘. Laing, pp. 4-5. In contrast,

during an online transaction, the merchant cannot compare a picture of the customer from a

government—issued identification to the actual customer. Id. at p. 4. Thus, during an online

transaction, the credit card payment is authorized without similar authentication first occurring.

See Afi‘. H0sseinza.deh,7[5-14; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[5-I4; Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6-I6; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5-I4;

Afi‘. Shahbazi, W544; and Afi”. Laing, $544 and pp. 4-5. It remains irrelevant whether

authentication and payment authorization are mutually exclusive operations. They are simply not

the same operation. Performing payment authorization is NOT authenticating one and has never

been viewed as authentication by those of skill in the art. See Afi”. H0sseinzzideh,7[5-14,‘ Afi”.

Hewitt, 7[5-14; Afi‘. N.Kamran.i, 7[5-14; Afi‘. K.Ka.mrani, 7[6-16; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5-14; and Afi‘.

Laing, $5-14 and pp. 4-5. To use payment authorization as a proxy for authentication is

improper and would be seen as improper by those of skill in the art. Id.

The only relevant point is whether the transaction in Franklin et al. comprises

authentication of the customer based on the temporary transaction number. All the evidence in

the record unequivocally supports the Applicants’ position that there is no authentication in

Franklin et al. based on the temporary transaction number. Id. It does not matter whether

authentication and authorization are mutually exclusive operations, but rather whether these

operations are the same or not. The weight of the evidence shows they are not the same.
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The Applicants have submitted six Rule 132 Affidavits in support of this argument. See

Afi”. Hosseinzadeli; Afl. Hewitt; Afi”. N.Kamrani,' Afi‘. K.Kamrani; Afi”. Sliahbazi; and Afl. Laing.

Thus, the only evidence on the record comprises the Applicants’ affidavits buttressed by four

affidavits from independent experts in the field, along with previously filed Exhibits from the

industry supporting these experts’ opinions, whereas there remains no evidence supporting the

Office Action’s position on this point but rather only mere conjecture. As such, the weight of the

evidence falls incontrovertibly on the side of Applicants’ position. Failing to weigh the evidence

on this point constitutes reversible error.

2. Argument in Office Action Includes False Assumptions

Further in the Examiner’ s remarks, the Office Action cites a portion from Franklin et al.

at col. 8, lines 57-58 which states “the bank computer 32 receives the signed request and

immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the customer.” (emphasis supplied by the

Examiner) in an attempt to establish that this reference teaches a request for authentication that

includes a SecureCode as recited in the claims. However, this request in Frannklin et al. does

not contain the temporary transaction number, which the Examiner had equated to the recited

SecureCode! Rather, this request uses a digital certificate to sign the request for a temporary

transaction number. See Afi‘. H0sseinzadeh,%5; Afi‘. Hewitt, $5; Afi‘. N.Kamrani, $5; Afl.

K.Kamrani, 9[6; Afi‘. Slzahbazi, 9[5; and Afi". Laing, 7[5. This request for authentication from

Franklin et al. CANNOT include the temporary transaction number because it is a request for a

temporary transaction number. As the temporary transaction number does not yet exist, this

citation cannot form the basis for the claim element of a request for authentication that includes a

SecureCode. This authentication request of Franklin et al. does not teach the claimed
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authentication request that includes a SecureCode and basing the rejection on this teaching

constitutes reversible error.

The Office Action continues to cite a series of steps from Franklin er al. and states:

The aforesaid steps are performed for a single transaction and in a

short duration. The temporary transaction number is issued to a

user after the user is authenticated by the bank. The customer

enters the temporary transaction number in the order form of the

merchant while filing out the form. The merchant receives the

temporary transaction number and all the necessary information
related to the customer Via the order form. The merchant

immediately sends the temporary transaction number to the bank

for Verification. The confirmation of the short life, single use

(temporary) transaction number by the bank is as though the

customer is authenticated to the merchant by the bank, because the

steps of the entire transaction are carried out in one online session

and in a short period. Therefore, Franklin teaches an online

transaction between a customer, a merchant and a bank(s) that is

functionally equivalent to the same steps of the instant invention
recited in the claims.

Oflice Action mailed January 28, 2011, 11.4.

This flawed logic assumes that the merchant knows the credit card number submitted by the

customer is a temporary transaction number that was just obtained by the customer during an

authenticated session between the customer and the bank. Yet, Franklin et al. specifically states

that the temporary transaction number looks just like a credit card number and is treated by all as

a credit card number. See Franklin et al., cal. 10, lines 39 et seq. and see Afi”. H0sseinzadel1,7[12;

Afi‘. Hewitt, $12; Afi”. N.Kamrani, W14; Afi”. K.Kamrani, W12; Afi‘. Slzalzbazi, $12; and Afi”. Laing,

7[12. Thus, the merchant cannot determine the difference and relying upon the customer to tell

the merchant that the number is a temporary transaction number that was just obtained would

defeat the purpose as it would be allowing the customer to self—authenticate himself to the

merchant. See Afi‘. H0sseinzadel1,7[12-14; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[12—14;Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[14-15; Afi‘.

K.Kamrani, fil 2-14; Afi”. Slzaltbazi, $12-14; and Afi‘. Laing, fil 2 -14.
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First, the online transaction between the customer and the bank in Franklin et al. is

separate from the online transaction between the customer and the merchant. See col. 8, lines 37

et seq. The user invokes a tool previously installed on his browser to generate an online

transaction with the bank to obtain a temporary transaction number during which the user is

authenticated to the bank using the previously installed digital certificate. Id. The merchant is

completely unaware of this transaction between the customer and the bank because the merchant

is not part of this transaction, and this transaction occurs separate and apart from the transaction

between the customer and the merchant. Id. Moreover, once the temporary transaction number

is issued by the bank to the customer, the customer must enter this temporary transaction number

into the merchant’s form where the credit card number is to be entered. Id. The merchant

remains completely unaware that the credit card number is actually a temporary transaction

number just issued. See Franklin et al., cal. 10, lines 39-47 (“Rather, the merchant computer 30

treats the transaction number of the online commerce card no differently than it treats a standard

credit card number. In fact, the merchant computer 30 most likely will not be able to distinguish

between the two types of numbers.”). When the bank replies to the merchant it substitutes the

actual account number with the temporary transaction number, hence the merchant never knows

the difference between the temporary transaction number and the actual account number.

Franklin et al., col. 1], lines 32-40.

Yet, the Office Action’s argument inherently assumes that the merchant knows that the

customer is using a temporary transaction number and thus when the online credit card

transaction is approved the Customer is therefore authenticated to the merchant. Therein lays the

flaw in the Office Action’s logic. Without knowing that the customer has just obtained the

temporary transaction number from an online authenticated session, the merchant cannot rely on
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the normal credit card approval for any more information than what the normal credit card

approval provides, which is NOT authentication. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh, $544; Afi”. Hewitt, W5-

14; A13‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6—]6; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5—]4; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5—]4; and Afi‘. Laing, 7[5—14

and pp. 4-5. The merchant has no way of knowing the difference between a temporary

transaction number being used by a customer and a regular credit card. Id. Since the merchant

does not receive any more information from the customer or the bank than the merchant normally

receives during a credit card authorization, the merchant cannot rely on the mere approval by the

bank as authentication. Id. Therefore, the Office Action’s argument contains flawed logic

because it relies on false assumptions, which can only lead to false conclusions.

3. Argument Fails to Show Each Claim Element Arranged as in the Claims

The Examiner’ s penultimate statement regarding Franklin er al. is that this reference teaches an

online transaction that is “functionally equivalent” to the claimed invention. Yet, the law on

anticipation requires more than this. The Finisar case cited in prior responses requires that to

anticipate a claim, the prior art reference must teach every claim element arranged as in the

claims. Finisar v. DirecTV, 523 F.3d 1323, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2008). But, the Examiner is

admitting that there remains something different between Franklin et al. and the claimed

invention because he is using the phrase “functionally equivalent.” Simply put, there is no

teaching of a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode and no teaching of

authentication based on a valid SecureCode in Franklin et al. See /lfi‘.Kamrani, W54 6. Where

are these claim elements in Franklin et al. ARRANGED AS RECTTED IN THE CLAIMS? The

only request for authentication in Franklin et al. does not include the temporary transaction

number. The authorization of the transaction using the temporary transaction number is not an
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authentication of the user, hence these claims elements are simply not taught by Franklin et al.

nor are these claim elements arranged as in the claims at issue. See Afi”. Hosseinzadeli, W544; Afi”.

Hewitt, 7[5—14;/lfi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6—16;Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5—1I4; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5—]4; and Afi‘.

Laing, $5-14 and pp. 4-5. Thus, for at least these three reasons the Applicants respectfully

submit that the claims at is sue are neither anticipated by nor rendered obvious by Franklin et al.

Reconsideration and Withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is respectfully requested.

4. Claims 50 and 52 Cannot be Anticipated by Franklin et al.

The Examiner rejected claims 50 and 52 which include the claim element that the

SecureCode is alphanumeric. Yet, in a previous Office Action, the Examiner admitted that

Franklin et al. does not expressly disclose that the SecureCode is alphanumeric and cited a

reference by Johnson (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0222963 Al) for this

missing teaching. See Oflice Action mailed September 17, 2010, p.10. Therefore, this admission

precludes these claims being anticipated by Franklin et al. Moreover, Frankin et al. specifically

states that the temporary transaction number “has the same format and number of digits as a

regular credit card.” See Franklin et al., col. 2, lines 21-23. As such, it remains impossible for

the temporary transaction number of Franklin et al. to include alphanumeric values because it

must be processed by traditional credit card processing systems that can only process numeric

values. See H0sseinzadelz,9[15; Hewitt, 7[15; N.Kamrani, 7]] 7; K.Kamrani, 7[15;

/lfi‘. Shalzbazi, 5715; and /lfi”. Laing, 5715. Therefore, these claims cannot be anticipated by

Franklin et al. Reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is respectfully

requested. These claims have been written in independent form without additional changes to

expedite the issuance of a patent.
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ALL CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE

OVER FRANKLIN ET AL. AND CERTAIN OFFICIAL NOTICE

The Office Action rejected claim 44 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as being unpatentable over

Franklin et al. and further in View of certain Official Notice. The Office Action contends that

Franklin er al. discloses all of the elements of the claim at issue, except for “wherein said

Eternal—Entity and said Central—Entity are the same entity,” for which the Office Action provides

certain Official Notice. The Office Action takes Official Notice for this teaching missing from

Franklin et al. Even assuming arguendo that the Office Action’s citation of Official Notice is

proper, because claim 44 directly depends from independent claim 1, which has been shown to

be patentable over Franklin et al., claim 44 remains patentable over Franklin et al. for at least the

same reasons discussed above. The Applicants therefore respectfully request reconsideration and

withdrawal of the rejection of this claim.

CONCLUSION

The Applicants respectfully submit that the Final Office Action includes multiple

instances of reversible error and earnestly requests reconsideration and solicits issuance of a

Notice of Allowance to avoid the delay and costs associated with an appeal to the Board of

Patent Appeals & Interferences.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § l.l6 or § l.l7 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776, including but not limited to any

fees for additional independent claims.
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In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: March 15. 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35.141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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Certification Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Ihereby certify that on March 15 , 2011 this correspondence is being: (a) deposited with the

United States Postal Service in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450; or (b) transmitted Via facsimile to facsimile number

571-273-8300; or (C) electronically filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Date: March 15 2011 Signature: /Michael P. Fortkort/

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35,141)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: NADER ASGHARI—KAMRANI and KAMRAN ASGHARI—KAMRANI

SERIAL NO.: 12/210,926

FILING DATE: September 15, 2008

EXAMINER: Mr. Abdulhakim Nobahar

ART UNIT: 2432

TITLE: CENTRALIZED IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION S YSTEM AND

METHOD

ATTORNEY DOCKET: KAMR002USO

CONFIRMATION NO.: 7516

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

In response to the final Office Action mailed January 28, 2011, the Applicants hereby

respectfully submit the following amendments and remarks:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 14.
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Previously Presented) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an External—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

2. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

3. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

4. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a
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predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity;

using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information received

by the Central—Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central—Entity to form a

combined received SecureCode and received user specific information;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user.

5- l l. (Cancelled)

12. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

receives the user’s digital identity.

13. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a

user—specific information.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:
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an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session

ID, a token and a serial number.

16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial

transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-

fmancial transaction.

l8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim l, wherein the transaction corresponds to

access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the

following: an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private

network.

20. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said External-

Entity.

2l. (Previously Presented) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:
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a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid.

22. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has a

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

23. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has no

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

24. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said External-

Entity and said Central—Entity use a SecureCode that is algorithmically combined with said user-

specific information.

25-31. (Cancelled)

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the user submits

a digital identity to the EXternal—Entity.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the External-
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Entity submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the digital identity

includes a user— specific information.

35. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following; an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the

following: an account number, a telephone number, an [P address, a hardware key, a software

key, a session ID, or token, and a serial number.

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

39. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network and wherein said communication network comprises one or more

of the following; an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a
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private network.

40. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said

Extemal—Entity.

41. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said EXternal—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said Central—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Original) A method as recited in claim l, wherein said EXtemal—Entity and said

Central—Entity are the same entity.

45. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode

becomes invalid after being used for authentication.

46. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the SecureCode

becomes invalid when a predefined period of time passes.
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47. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity generates

SecureCode with dependence on one or more alphanumeric values.

48. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 47, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key a session ID, a

token, a seed, and a serial number.

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an EXtemal—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the External—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dmamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

fllflti

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction:

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

valid wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.
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51. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Central—Entity over a communication network.

52. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity. the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction’ and m

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid 

 ,wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.

53. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said External—Entity over a communication network.

54. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said Central—Entity over a communication network.

55 . (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said EXternal—Entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)
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58. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode is

generated based on a request submitted by said user over a communication network.

5 9. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is

initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61-62. (Cancelled)

63. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are the same.

64. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are different.

65. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode and a user—specific information.

66. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.
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67. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

68. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

69. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

70. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

71. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

72. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

73. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.
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74. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

75. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said SecureCode becomes

invalid after being used for authentication.

76. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the SecureCode becomes

invalid when a predefined period of time passes.

77. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode based on one or more alphanumeric values.

78. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 78, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key, a session id or

token, a seed and a serial number.

79. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 65, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:

an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session
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id or token and a serial number.

80. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 were previously pending.

Claims 5-11, 25-31, 42, 49, 56-57, 59 and 61-62 have been previously cancelled without

disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 50 and 52 have been

rewritten in independent for1n to include all limitations of their previous base claims. No other

amendments have been made. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 remain

pending.

ALL CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER FRANKLIN ET AL.

The Office Action rejected claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 51-55, 58, 60 and 63-80

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 to Franklin et al.

[hereinafter “From/din er a[.”]. Notably, claim 50 is not mentioned in the summary section, but is

included in the remarks; however, the Applicants will address claim 50 as if included with the

rejection of all other claims.

Because this rejection arises under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b), the Office Action must contend

that Franklin er al. discloses all of the elements of the claims at issue. The Applicants

respectfully disagree with the Office Action’s characterization of these references vis-a—vis the

claims at issue and respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection in light of

the following remarks. At a minimum, the cited prior art reference fails to include at least the

following claim elements: (1) a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode (all

claims); (2) authentication based on a valid SecureCode (all claims); and (3) an alphanumeric

SecureCode (claims 50 and 52). The Applicants will discuss in detail these features that are

missing from the cited reference.
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Response to Examiner’s Remarks

The Office Action includes at least four major points of legal error and flawed logic in its

arguments in support of the 102 rejection. First, the Office Action employs mere conjecture to

refute evidence submitted by the Applicant. In and of itself, this constitutes legal error. Second,

the Office Action employs false assumptions in its argument that Franklin et al. discloses the

functional equivalent of the claimed invention, thereby leading to a false conclusion. Third, the

Office Action argument fails to rigorously adhere to Federal Circuit precedent regarding

anticipation. Finally, with regard to claims 50 and 52. the Office Action contradicts a position

taken in prior office actions regarding the plain teachings of Franklin er al. to now reject these

claims.

1. Mere Conjecture Cannot Refute Evidence

in response to Applicants’ Rule 132 Affidavit stating that authentication of a person is

different from a credit card authorization, the Office Action asserts that “authentication and

authorization are not two mutually exclusive operations and generally a person needs to be

authenticated first in order to be authorized to use or access a resource under certain or no

restrictions.” This statement remains unsupported and unsubstantiated by any evidence from the

record and is directly opposed by the Rule 132 Affidavit previously submitted by the Applicants, and

the Exhibits attached thereto, as well as six additional affidavits filed concurrently herewith. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh, $5; Aj]I Hewitt, $5; A]]I N.Kamrani, $6; Aj]I K.Kamrani, $5; A/]I Shahbazi, $5; and

Afl. Iaing, $5. The Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner support this statement by

evidence rather than personal opinion or belief because the Applicants and four independent experts
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respectfully submit that this statement is not accurate. Id. Online credit card transactions are

approved or authorized daily without any authentication. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh, $5; Afi’. Hewitt, 7[5;

Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6;Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5;Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5; andAfi‘. Laing, 7[5. Therefore, approval

or authorization of a credit card payment occurs without authentication of the user.

Notably, this means that Franklin et al. neither expressly nor inherently discloses

authentication merely by authorizing the credit card transaction. Inherency can only be established if

a feature is necessarily present, even though it is not explicitly disclosed by a reference. In re

Rijckaert, 9 F.3d 1531, 1534 (Fed. Cir. 1993). Inherency may not be established by probabilities or

possibilities. See, MPEP § 2112(IV). The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set

of circumstances is not sufficient. In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 USPQ2d 1949, 1950-51

(Fed. Cir. 1999) (emphasis supplied). Stated another way, the doctrine of inherency requires that

the missing descriptive matter MUST be present, and if there is another way of performing a missing

descriptive function, then the missing descriptive function is NOT inherently disclosed. As the

evidence shows that authorization can occur without authentication, then authentication is NOT

inherently disclosed merely by authorization.

Authentication of a credit card user in an online transaction remains a key problem today

and is one problem solved by the present invention. See Afi‘. Laing, pp. 4-5. Franklin et al. does

not use a temporary transaction number to authenticate the user but rather a digital certificate

installed by the user on his computer from a manual registration process during a separate

process between the user and a bank, of which the merchant is not part and is not aware. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh,Wl]; Afi‘. Hewitt, W11; Afi‘. N.Kamrani. 712; A13‘. K.Kamrani, 7/ll; Afi”. Shahbazi,

7[I 1; and Afi‘. Laing, 7[]1. As opposed to Franklin et al., the claimed invention avoids

authentication employing a digital certificate, which is notoriously cumbersome to obtain and
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use. Online transactions pose difficult problems for merchants precisely because the customers

are not authenticated during the online transaction. See Afi”. Hosseinzcideh, 7[6; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[6;

Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[7; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[6; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[6,' and Afi‘. Laing, 7[6 and pp. 4-5.

During a face to face transaction, the merchant can request the customer provide a driver’ s

license or other picture identification along with the physical credit card to authenticate the

customer before submitting the credit card for approval. See, /lfi‘. Laing, pp. 4-5. In contrast,

during an online transaction, the merchant cannot compare a picture of the customer from a

government—issued identification to the actual customer. Id. at p. 4. Thus, during an online

transaction, the credit card payment is authorized without similar authentication first occurring.

See Afi‘. H0sseinza.deh,7[5-14; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[5-I4; Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6-I6; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5-I4;

Afi‘. Shahbazi, W544; and Afi”. Laing, $544 and pp. 4-5. It remains irrelevant whether

authentication and payment authorization are mutually exclusive operations. They are simply not

the same operation. Performing payment authorization is NOT authenticating one and has never

been viewed as authentication by those of skill in the art. See Afi”. H0sseinzzideh,7[5-14,‘ Afi”.

Hewitt, 7[5-14; Afi‘. N.Kamran.i, 7[5-14; Afi‘. K.Ka.mrani, 7[6-16; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5-14; and Afi‘.

Laing, $5-14 and pp. 4-5. To use payment authorization as a proxy for authentication is

improper and would be seen as improper by those of skill in the art. Id.

The only relevant point is whether the transaction in Franklin et al. comprises

authentication of the customer based on the temporary transaction number. All the evidence in

the record unequivocally supports the Applicants’ position that there is no authentication in

Franklin et al. based on the temporary transaction number. Id. It does not matter whether

authentication and authorization are mutually exclusive operations, but rather whether these

operations are the same or not. The weight of the evidence shows they are not the same.
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The Applicants have submitted six Rule 132 Affidavits in support of this argument. See

Afi”. Hosseinzadeli; Afl. Hewitt; Afi”. N.Kamrani,' Afi‘. K.Kamrani; Afi”. Sliahbazi; and Afl. Laing.

Thus, the only evidence on the record comprises the Applicants’ affidavits buttressed by four

affidavits from independent experts in the field, along with previously filed Exhibits from the

industry supporting these experts’ opinions, whereas there remains no evidence supporting the

Office Action’s position on this point but rather only mere conjecture. As such, the weight of the

evidence falls incontrovertibly on the side of Applicants’ position. Failing to weigh the evidence

on this point constitutes reversible error.

2. Argument in Office Action Includes False Assumptions

Further in the Examiner’ s remarks, the Office Action cites a portion from Franklin et al.

at col. 8, lines 57-58 which states “the bank computer 32 receives the signed request and

immediately verifies the identity and authenticity of the customer.” (emphasis supplied by the

Examiner) in an attempt to establish that this reference teaches a request for authentication that

includes a SecureCode as recited in the claims. However, this request in Frannklin et al. does

not contain the temporary transaction number, which the Examiner had equated to the recited

SecureCode! Rather, this request uses a digital certificate to sign the request for a temporary

transaction number. See Afi‘. H0sseinzadeh,%5; Afi‘. Hewitt, $5; Afi‘. N.Kamrani, $5; Afl.

K.Kamrani, 9[6; Afi‘. Slzahbazi, 9[5; and Afi". Laing, 7[5. This request for authentication from

Franklin et al. CANNOT include the temporary transaction number because it is a request for a

temporary transaction number. As the temporary transaction number does not yet exist, this

citation cannot form the basis for the claim element of a request for authentication that includes a

SecureCode. This authentication request of Franklin et al. does not teach the claimed
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authentication request that includes a SecureCode and basing the rejection on this teaching

constitutes reversible error.

The Office Action continues to cite a series of steps from Franklin er al. and states:

The aforesaid steps are performed for a single transaction and in a

short duration. The temporary transaction number is issued to a

user after the user is authenticated by the bank. The customer

enters the temporary transaction number in the order form of the

merchant while filing out the form. The merchant receives the

temporary transaction number and all the necessary information
related to the customer Via the order form. The merchant

immediately sends the temporary transaction number to the bank

for Verification. The confirmation of the short life, single use

(temporary) transaction number by the bank is as though the

customer is authenticated to the merchant by the bank, because the

steps of the entire transaction are carried out in one online session

and in a short period. Therefore, Franklin teaches an online

transaction between a customer, a merchant and a bank(s) that is

functionally equivalent to the same steps of the instant invention
recited in the claims.

Oflice Action mailed January 28, 2011, 11.4.

This flawed logic assumes that the merchant knows the credit card number submitted by the

customer is a temporary transaction number that was just obtained by the customer during an

authenticated session between the customer and the bank. Yet, Franklin et al. specifically states

that the temporary transaction number looks just like a credit card number and is treated by all as

a credit card number. See Franklin et al., cal. 10, lines 39 et seq. and see Afi”. H0sseinzadel1,7[12;

Afi‘. Hewitt, $12; Afi”. N.Kamrani, W14; Afi”. K.Kamrani, W12; Afi‘. Slzalzbazi, $12; and Afi”. Laing,

7[12. Thus, the merchant cannot determine the difference and relying upon the customer to tell

the merchant that the number is a temporary transaction number that was just obtained would

defeat the purpose as it would be allowing the customer to self—authenticate himself to the

merchant. See Afi‘. H0sseinzadel1,7[12-14; Afi‘. Hewitt, 7[12—14;Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[14-15; Afi‘.

K.Kamrani, fil 2-14; Afi”. Slzaltbazi, $12-14; and Afi‘. Laing, fil 2 -14.
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First, the online transaction between the customer and the bank in Franklin et al. is

separate from the online transaction between the customer and the merchant. See col. 8, lines 37

et seq. The user invokes a tool previously installed on his browser to generate an online

transaction with the bank to obtain a temporary transaction number during which the user is

authenticated to the bank using the previously installed digital certificate. Id. The merchant is

completely unaware of this transaction between the customer and the bank because the merchant

is not part of this transaction, and this transaction occurs separate and apart from the transaction

between the customer and the merchant. Id. Moreover, once the temporary transaction number

is issued by the bank to the customer, the customer must enter this temporary transaction number

into the merchant’s form where the credit card number is to be entered. Id. The merchant

remains completely unaware that the credit card number is actually a temporary transaction

number just issued. See Franklin et al., cal. 10, lines 39-47 (“Rather, the merchant computer 30

treats the transaction number of the online commerce card no differently than it treats a standard

credit card number. In fact, the merchant computer 30 most likely will not be able to distinguish

between the two types of numbers.”). When the bank replies to the merchant it substitutes the

actual account number with the temporary transaction number, hence the merchant never knows

the difference between the temporary transaction number and the actual account number.

Franklin et al., col. 1], lines 32-40.

Yet, the Office Action’s argument inherently assumes that the merchant knows that the

customer is using a temporary transaction number and thus when the online credit card

transaction is approved the Customer is therefore authenticated to the merchant. Therein lays the

flaw in the Office Action’s logic. Without knowing that the customer has just obtained the

temporary transaction number from an online authenticated session, the merchant cannot rely on
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the normal credit card approval for any more information than what the normal credit card

approval provides, which is NOT authentication. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh, $544; Afi”. Hewitt, W5-

14; A13‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6—]6; Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5—]4; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5—]4; and Afi‘. Laing, 7[5—14

and pp. 4-5. The merchant has no way of knowing the difference between a temporary

transaction number being used by a customer and a regular credit card. Id. Since the merchant

does not receive any more information from the customer or the bank than the merchant normally

receives during a credit card authorization, the merchant cannot rely on the mere approval by the

bank as authentication. Id. Therefore, the Office Action’s argument contains flawed logic

because it relies on false assumptions, which can only lead to false conclusions.

3. Argument Fails to Show Each Claim Element Arranged as in the Claims

The Examiner’ s penultimate statement regarding Franklin er al. is that this reference teaches an

online transaction that is “functionally equivalent” to the claimed invention. Yet, the law on

anticipation requires more than this. The Finisar case cited in prior responses requires that to

anticipate a claim, the prior art reference must teach every claim element arranged as in the

claims. Finisar v. DirecTV, 523 F.3d 1323, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2008). But, the Examiner is

admitting that there remains something different between Franklin et al. and the claimed

invention because he is using the phrase “functionally equivalent.” Simply put, there is no

teaching of a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode and no teaching of

authentication based on a valid SecureCode in Franklin et al. See /lfi‘.Kamrani, W54 6. Where

are these claim elements in Franklin et al. ARRANGED AS RECTTED IN THE CLAIMS? The

only request for authentication in Franklin et al. does not include the temporary transaction

number. The authorization of the transaction using the temporary transaction number is not an
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authentication of the user, hence these claims elements are simply not taught by Franklin et al.

nor are these claim elements arranged as in the claims at issue. See Afi”. Hosseinzadeli, W544; Afi”.

Hewitt, 7[5—14;/lfi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6—16;Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5—1I4; Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5—]4; and Afi‘.

Laing, $5-14 and pp. 4-5. Thus, for at least these three reasons the Applicants respectfully

submit that the claims at is sue are neither anticipated by nor rendered obvious by Franklin et al.

Reconsideration and Withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is respectfully requested.

4. Claims 50 and 52 Cannot be Anticipated by Franklin et al.

The Examiner rejected claims 50 and 52 which include the claim element that the

SecureCode is alphanumeric. Yet, in a previous Office Action, the Examiner admitted that

Franklin et al. does not expressly disclose that the SecureCode is alphanumeric and cited a

reference by Johnson (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0222963 Al) for this

missing teaching. See Oflice Action mailed September 17, 2010, p.10. Therefore, this admission

precludes these claims being anticipated by Franklin et al. Moreover, Frankin et al. specifically

states that the temporary transaction number “has the same format and number of digits as a

regular credit card.” See Franklin et al., col. 2, lines 21-23. As such, it remains impossible for

the temporary transaction number of Franklin et al. to include alphanumeric values because it

must be processed by traditional credit card processing systems that can only process numeric

values. See H0sseinzadelz,9[15; Hewitt, 7[15; N.Kamrani, 7]] 7; K.Kamrani, 7[15;

/lfi‘. Shalzbazi, 5715; and /lfi”. Laing, 5715. Therefore, these claims cannot be anticipated by

Franklin et al. Reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of these claims is respectfully

requested. These claims have been written in independent form without additional changes to

expedite the issuance of a patent.
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ALL CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE

OVER FRANKLIN ET AL. AND CERTAIN OFFICIAL NOTICE

The Office Action rejected claim 44 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as being unpatentable over

Franklin et al. and further in View of certain Official Notice. The Office Action contends that

Franklin er al. discloses all of the elements of the claim at issue, except for “wherein said

Eternal—Entity and said Central—Entity are the same entity,” for which the Office Action provides

certain Official Notice. The Office Action takes Official Notice for this teaching missing from

Franklin et al. Even assuming arguendo that the Office Action’s citation of Official Notice is

proper, because claim 44 directly depends from independent claim 1, which has been shown to

be patentable over Franklin et al., claim 44 remains patentable over Franklin et al. for at least the

same reasons discussed above. The Applicants therefore respectfully request reconsideration and

withdrawal of the rejection of this claim.

CONCLUSION

The Applicants respectfully submit that the Final Office Action includes multiple

instances of reversible error and earnestly requests reconsideration and solicits issuance of a

Notice of Allowance to avoid the delay and costs associated with an appeal to the Board of

Patent Appeals & Interferences.

Although not believed necessary, the Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees

required under 37 C.F.R. § l.l6 or § l.l7 or credit any overpayments to the deposit account of

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC, Deposit Account No. 50-3776, including but not limited to any

fees for additional independent claims.
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In the event the prosecution of this Application can be efficiently advanced by a phone

discussion, it is requested that the undersigned attorney be called at (703) 435-9390.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael P. Fortkort/ Date: March 15. 2011

Michael P. Fortkort (Reg. No. 35.141)

MICHAEL P FORTKORT PC

The International Law Center

13164 Lazy Glen Lane

Oak Hill, Virginia 20171

Please direct telephone calls to:
Michael P. Fortkort

703-435-9390

703-435-8857 (facsimile)
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Previously Presented) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an External—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the EXternal—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

request;

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction;

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

2. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has a pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

3. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user has no pre—existing

relationship with the External—Entity.

4. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

combining said generated SecureCode with a user—specific information using a
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predetermined algorithm to form a combined Secure—Code and user specific information;

maintaining the combined Secure—Code and user specific information at the Central-

Entity;

using the predetermined algorithm to combine received user specific information received

by the Central—Entity with a received SecureCode received by the Central—Entity to form a

combined received SecureCode and received user specific information;

comparing the combined Secure—Code and user specific information with the combined

received SecureCode and received user specific information to validate the user.

5- l l. (Cancelled)

12. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

receives the user’s digital identity.

13. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said digital identity includes a

user—specific information.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 14, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:
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an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session

ID, a token and a serial number.

16. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a financial

transaction.

17. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the transaction corresponds to a non-

fmancial transaction.

l8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim l, wherein the transaction corresponds to

access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network, wherein said communication network comprises one or more of the

following: an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a private

network.

20. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein said transaction occurs over a

communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said External-

Entity.

2l. (Previously Presented) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity, the apparatus comprising:
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a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction; and

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid.

22. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has a

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

23. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user has no

pre—eXisting relationship with the EXternal—Entity.

24. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said External-

Entity and said Central—Entity use a SecureCode that is algorithmically combined with said user-

specific information.

25-31. (Cancelled)

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the user submits

a digital identity to the EXternal—Entity.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein the External-
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Entity submits a digital identity to the Central—Entity.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the digital identity

includes a user— specific information.

35. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the user specific

information comprises one or more of the following; an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name,

and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the

following: an account number, a telephone number, an [P address, a hardware key, a software

key, a session ID, or token, and a serial number.

36. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a financial transaction.

37. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to a non—financial transaction.

38. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transaction

corresponds to access to restricted web—site or restricted computer/server.

39. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network and wherein said communication network comprises one or more

of the following; an Internet, a wireless network, a mobile network, a satellite network, and a
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private network.

40. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said transaction occurs

over a communication network to which is coupled said user, said Central—Entity, and said

Extemal—Entity.

41. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said EXternal—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

42. (Cancelled)

43. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 4, wherein said Central—Entity is

using said algorithmically combined SecureCode to authenticate a user’s identity.

44. (Original) A method as recited in claim l, wherein said EXtemal—Entity and said

Central—Entity are the same entity.

45. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode

becomes invalid after being used for authentication.

46. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the SecureCode

becomes invalid when a predefined period of time passes.
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47. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said Central—Entity generates

SecureCode with dependence on one or more alphanumeric values.

48. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 47, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key a session ID, a

token, a seed, and a serial number.

49. (Cancelled)

50. (Currently Amended) A method for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction between the user and an EXtemal—Entity, the method comprising:

receiving electronically a request for a dynamic SecureCode for the user by a Central-

Entity during the transaction between the user and the External—Entity;

generating during the transaction a dmamic SecureCode for the user in response to the

fllflti

providing said generated SecureCode to the user during the transaction:

receiving electronically by a Central—Entity a request for authenticating the user based on

a digital identity during the transaction, which digital identity includes the SecureCode; and

authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction if the digital identity is

valid wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.
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51. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said Central—Entity over a communication network.

52. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for authenticating a user during an electronic

transaction with an EXternal—Entity. the apparatus comprising:

a first Central—Entity computer adapted to:

generate a dynamic SecureCode for the user in response to a request during the

transaction’ and m

provide said SecureCode to the user;

a second Central—Entity computer adapted to validate a digital identity, which includes

said SecureCode, and authenticate the user if the digital identity is valid 

 ,wherein said SecureCode is alphanumeric.

53. (Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said user communicates with

said External—Entity over a communication network.

54. (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said Central—Entity over a communication network.

55 . (Previously Presented) The apparatus as recited in claim 21, wherein said user

communicates with said EXternal—Entity over a communication network.

56-57. (Cancelled)
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58. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said SecureCode is

generated based on a request submitted by said user over a communication network.

5 9. (Cancelled)

60. (Previously Presented) The method as recited in claim 58, wherein said request is

initiated by said user through a standard interface provided to said user.

61-62. (Cancelled)

63. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are the same.

64. (Previously Presented) The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein said first

Central—Entity computer and said second Central—Entity computer are different.

65. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode and a user—specific information.

66. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.
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67. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

68. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

69. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said External—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.

70. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.

71. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

invalid if the SecureCode is invalid.

72. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity is

valid if at least the SecureCode is valid.

73. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user upon receiving an affirmation authentication message from the Central-

Entity.
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74. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said digital identity

comprises the SecureCode.

75. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said SecureCode becomes

invalid after being used for authentication.

76. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the SecureCode becomes

invalid when a predefined period of time passes.

77. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said Central—Entity

generates the SecureCode based on one or more alphanumeric values.

78. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 78, wherein said one or more

alphanumeric values comprise one or more of the following: an unique key, an ID, a login name,

a password, and an identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises an account

number, a telephone number, an IP address, a Hardware key, a software key, a session id or

token, a seed and a serial number.

79. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 65, wherein the user specific information

comprises one or more of the following: an alphanumeric name, an ID, a login name, and an

identification phrase, wherein said identification phrase comprises one or more of the following:

an account number, a telephone number, an IP address, a hardware key, a software key, a session
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id or token and a serial number.

80. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said EXternal—Entity

authenticates the user if said Central—Entity authenticates the user based on the SecureCode.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 were previously pending.

Claims 5-11, 25-31, 42, 49, 56-57, 59 and 61-62 have been previously cancelled without

disclaimer of or prejudice to the subject matter contained therein. Claims 50 and 52 have been

rewritten in independent for1n to include all limitations of their previous base claims. No other

amendments have been made. Claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43-48, 50-55, 58, 60 and 63-80 remain

pending.

ALL CLAIMS REMAIN PATENTABLE OVER FRANKLIN ET AL.

The Office Action rejected claims 1-4, 12-24, 32-41, 43, 45-48, 51-55, 58, 60 and 63-80

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 5,883,810 to Franklin et al.

[hereinafter “From/din er a[.”]. Notably, claim 50 is not mentioned in the summary section, but is

included in the remarks; however, the Applicants will address claim 50 as if included with the

rejection of all other claims.

Because this rejection arises under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b), the Office Action must contend

that Franklin er al. discloses all of the elements of the claims at issue. The Applicants

respectfully disagree with the Office Action’s characterization of these references vis-a—vis the

claims at issue and respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection in light of

the following remarks. At a minimum, the cited prior art reference fails to include at least the

following claim elements: (1) a request for authentication that includes a SecureCode (all

claims); (2) authentication based on a valid SecureCode (all claims); and (3) an alphanumeric

SecureCode (claims 50 and 52). The Applicants will discuss in detail these features that are

missing from the cited reference.
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Response to Examiner’s Remarks

The Office Action includes at least four major points of legal error and flawed logic in its

arguments in support of the 102 rejection. First, the Office Action employs mere conjecture to

refute evidence submitted by the Applicant. In and of itself, this constitutes legal error. Second,

the Office Action employs false assumptions in its argument that Franklin et al. discloses the

functional equivalent of the claimed invention, thereby leading to a false conclusion. Third, the

Office Action argument fails to rigorously adhere to Federal Circuit precedent regarding

anticipation. Finally, with regard to claims 50 and 52. the Office Action contradicts a position

taken in prior office actions regarding the plain teachings of Franklin er al. to now reject these

claims.

1. Mere Conjecture Cannot Refute Evidence

in response to Applicants’ Rule 132 Affidavit stating that authentication of a person is

different from a credit card authorization, the Office Action asserts that “authentication and

authorization are not two mutually exclusive operations and generally a person needs to be

authenticated first in order to be authorized to use or access a resource under certain or no

restrictions.” This statement remains unsupported and unsubstantiated by any evidence from the

record and is directly opposed by the Rule 132 Affidavit previously submitted by the Applicants, and

the Exhibits attached thereto, as well as six additional affidavits filed concurrently herewith. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh, $5; Aj]I Hewitt, $5; A]]I N.Kamrani, $6; Aj]I K.Kamrani, $5; A/]I Shahbazi, $5; and

Afl. Iaing, $5. The Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner support this statement by

evidence rather than personal opinion or belief because the Applicants and four independent experts
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respectfully submit that this statement is not accurate. Id. Online credit card transactions are

approved or authorized daily without any authentication. See Afi‘. Hosseinzadeh, $5; Afi’. Hewitt, 7[5;

Afi‘. N.Kamrani, 7[6;Afi‘. K.Kamrani, 7[5;Afi‘. Shahbazi, 7[5; andAfi‘. Laing, 7[5. Therefore, approval

or authorization of a credit card payment occurs without authentication of the user.

Notably, this means that Franklin et al. neither expressly nor inherently discloses

authentication merely by authorizing the credit card transaction. Inherency can only be established if

a feature is necessarily present, even though it is not explicitly disclosed by a reference. In re

Rijckaert, 9 F.3d 1531, 1534 (Fed. Cir. 1993). Inherency may not be established by probabilities or

possibilities. See, MPEP § 2112(IV). The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set

of circumstances is not sufficient. In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 USPQ2d 1949, 1950-51

(Fed. Cir. 1999) (emphasis supplied). Stated another way, the doctrine of inherency requires that

the missing descriptive matter MUST be present, and if there is another way of performing a missing

descriptive function, then the missing descriptive function is NOT inherently disclosed. As the

evidence shows that authorization can occur without authentication, then authentication is NOT

inherently disclosed merely by authorization.

Authentication of a credit card user in an online transaction remains a key problem today

and is one problem solved by the present invention. See Afi‘. Laing, pp. 4-5. Franklin et al. does

not use a temporary transaction number to authenticate the user but rather a digital certificate

installed by the user on his computer from a manual registration process during a separate

process between the user and a bank, of which the merchant is not part and is not aware. See Afi‘.

Hosseinzadeh,Wl]; Afi‘. Hewitt, W11; Afi‘. N.Kamrani. 712; A13‘. K.Kamrani, 7/ll; Afi”. Shahbazi,

7[I 1; and Afi‘. Laing, 7[]1. As opposed to Franklin et al., the claimed invention avoids

authentication employing a digital certificate, which is notoriously cumbersome to obtain and
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